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Bliss in Edinburgh

A

Robert Mitchell provides an insider’s account of Opera Australia’s recent triumph
at the Edinburgh Festival.

buzz went around Opera

Although OA’s productions now appear

Australia when it was announced

overseas regularly, this was only the fourth

that the company had been

time in more than 30 years that the

in 1994, and My Fair Lady visited New
Zealand in 2009.)
Although rumours had been circulating

invited to the 2010 Edinburgh International

company’s artists would also travel with a

for months that the tour was happening, it

Arts Festival. The opera: Bliss, the hot-off-the-

production. (Rigoletto and Jenufa toured New

was not until the party after the 12 March

press piece adapted from Peter Carey’s 1981

Zealand in 1976, Britten’s A Midsummer

world première in Sydney that Jonathan

novel by Brett Dean and Amanda Holden.

Night’s Dream went to the Edinburgh Festival

Mills, artistic director of the festival, 

*

confirmed that, subject to signing off on the

By mid-April the funding was in place

funding, the rumours would turn into reality.

(including a generous contribution from the

The logistics (and ergo costs) of touring

Adelaide, and the QPAC Theatre, Brisbane.
Then the surprise: walking onto the set,

the star, seven of his colleagues and the lion.

retained, the refurbishment by the Millburn

over by the Mecca Bingo organisation. The

Fortunately there was a fire curtain and the

brothers reduced the theatre from four to

seating was removed from the stalls and it

audience and auditorium were spared.

three levels and the seating capacity from

was used as a bingo hall until 1989.

Victorian government, thanks to Edinburgh

with the house curtain out, there in all its

opera are enormous. Neil Armfield’s

being a sister city to Melbourne), so once the

splendour is an original 1920s theatre

production, although minimal in appearance,

Melbourne season closes on 1 May, the huge

interior. This theatre obviously has a history.

Lafayette (born Sigmund Neuberger in 1872)

plasterwork was replaced using the more

Bingo in 1990, the theatre was put on the

is far from simple. Brian Thomson’s glossy

task of fitting everything into containers and

But what a chequered history! The site has

had been granted special permission to bury

restrained neo-classical style popular in the

market and acquired by the Edinburgh City

black single set for the three-act Bliss consists

sending it safely on its way began. In the

been occupied by a theatre since 1830 when

the body of his beloved dog Beauty in the

1920s, including a good deal of wood panelling, Council. The new stage, described above,

of three walls enclosing an open space. But

middle of the winter season at the Opera

it opened its doors as the Royal Amphitheatre.

local Piershill Cemetery, but on condition

similar to early US cinema style as studied by was constructed and the orchestra pit made

the set’s floor, which sits on top of the stage

House, with the prospect of being back in

It was renamed the Dunedin Hall in 1854 and

that he would be buried in the same plot on

the Millburns, and incorporating decorative

floor, includes its own revolve (no theatre

Sydney for Rigoletto rehearsals on 9 September,

then became first the Alhambra Music Hall,

his death. Days after the illusionist’s ashes

elements that were to become associated with

has a built-in revolve that can suit all

the cast set off on 27 August to the other side

then Queens Hall, until it was destroyed by

were laid to rest in the plot, another body

early Art Deco. With its new contemporary

productions), while the walls are furnished

of the world for three rehearsals and two

fire in 1875. Newsome’s Circus occupied the

was found in the burnt-out theatre. But this

look, the Empire Palace Theatre reopened to improved sightlines. Thanks to the excellent

with invisible, apparently self-activating

performances of Bliss.

site until Edward Moss acquired it in 1892

body was wearing a ring identified as that

the strains of the ‘new musical play’ Show Boat. acoustics achieved with the help of the

and commissioned prolific theatre architect

given to Lafayette by the great illusionist

doors, and the entire surface is studded with
2916 light bulbs.

The Edinburgh Festival Theatre, on

Nicolson Street, is the principal venue for the Frank Matcham to build the Empire Palace

Coincidentally, only a week earlier,

Houdini. It seems Lafayette’s body double

3000 to 1900. The elaborate late Victorian

The next 35 years saw a succession of
musicals, variety shows, ice shows (which

When Rank Strand bought out Mecca

flexible to seat between 40 and 120 players.
The stage floor having been rebuilt on
the horizontal, the stalls floor was raked for

Millburn brothers’ wood panelling, the
auditorium was restored in its 1928 style,

Despite their appearance, the light
bulbs are far from ordinary: each
contains three LEDs, which, like the
old TV tubes, allows them to emit any
colour, and each has an individual
computer ‘address’ to control it. Using
the lights, ‘set changes’ are made
instantaneously with pixilated graphics
created by Digital Media Manager
Chris Twyman. Another preprogrammed computer controls the
direction and speed of the revolve’s
many turns. The 12 tables, more than
50 chairs and 16 hospital beds were all
carefully chosen off-the-rack or
purpose-built in the OA workshops,
and most of the pieces were reinforced
and had casters added.
Then there is the coup de théâtre set piece:

festival’s major opera and dance events.

Peter Coleman-Wright as Harry Joy and

The theatre’s magnificent 1900-seat auditorium.

Lorina Gore as Honey B in Bliss.

The Lafayette memorial plaque at the OP stage entrance

When approaching the theatre, past the 1789

a 3.6m by 10m peat-moss-filled wedge on

Robert Adam-designed University of Edinburgh

Theatre, which opened in 1894, with elaborate

continue in 2011) and,

with the chair design copied from the

wheels that glides into position while the

building, the first impression is that it is an

plaster work and bench seating allowing a

from 1947 (the year of

originals still in place in the circles.

centre section of the back wall flies out (let’s

inappropriate 1990s glass-fronted gap, like a

capacity of up to 3000. Matcham’s credits

the first Edinburgh

Shops to the front of the theatre were

hope the doors in it have been locked off!)

missing tooth, between rows of traditional grey

also include London’s Palladium and Coliseum

Festival) operas and

demolished so that the inadequately narrow

in full view for the last scene. Sourcing the

stone Scottish Georgian façades on the right

theatres, among many others (the dreaded

ballets. The list of artists

original foyer could be transformed into the

ideal peat-moss was difficult and expensive

and Victorian shop/residences on the left.

Wikipedia entry is very informative [see end-

who performed at the

‘Johnny Walker’ foyer, housing a café and

notes]). The year 1896 saw the first moving

in the show had been mistakenly buried

Empire during that period is impressive.

bars and (proudly proclaimed) ‘the only

arose: quarantine restrictions prohibited the

been set back from the older line of buildings

pictures shown in Scotland at the theatre, but

with Beauty. Eventually the master’s ashes

Archival material on display in the foyers sees

staircase on a central axis of the auditorium

two cubic litres from being imported into

out of deference to the historic streetscape?

without great success.

and his dog were reunited in the one casket.

George Grossmith Jnr (son of the great G&S

in Britain; everyone uses the same stairs

Britain. A new load had to be sourced — and

On entering the stage door, the impression of

comedian) billed to appear in Lady Mary;

regardless of price of seat.’ (Och, Scottish

paid for — there.

a late-twentieth-century theatre is confirmed:

with a tragic loss of life. Outside the OP

became standard regulation in all theatres.

Dame Margot Fonteyn in The Sleeping Beauty

egalitarianism!)

concrete block construction (painted pale grey)

entrance to downstage is a granite plaque

The theatre quickly reopened and, to hold

(1947); Laurel and Hardy in Birds of a Feather

costumes by Alice Babidge for the cast of 15

and wide steel staircases accessing four levels

dedicated to the memory of the illusionist,

back the rising tide of cinema, mounted

and Roy ‘King-of-the-Cowboys’ Rogers, with

Trust, in 1994, in the presence of HM Queen

principals, 36 chorus and six dancers. Each

of dressing rooms and administration offices.

the Great Lafayette, and members of his

increasingly spectacular shows.

his famous horse Trigger (1954).

Elizabeth, HRH the Duke of Edinburgh,

enough in the first place. Now a new headache

Also to be shipped to Edinburgh were the

Is it perhaps that the modern theatre has

On 9 May 1911 a fire destroyed the stage

company, who died in the fire. Access to the

The legacy of the fire is that fire curtains

Now managed by the Festival City Theatres

on-stage character has three or more complete

The Bliss set is already on stage, looking

outfits, including shoes and accessories. And

eerily reminiscent of the last time we saw it

stage had been locked for reasons now lost to

Sir Winston Churchill ‘Scotland’s greatest ever

spent time in Australia are prominent,

Queen of Norway, the Festival Theatre opened

1980s period wigs, all in individual boxes!

in the Arts Centre in Melbourne, but without

history: either at Lafayette’s insistence so that

ambassador’, Sir Harry Lauder, was a regular,

including Vassilie Trunoff (Borovansky

its doors with a performance of the English

And props — glassware (plastic), cutlery and

the advantage of quite as much wing space

none of the crew could see how he achieved

reportedly earning more per night than any

Ballet) and Anne Woolliams (Australian

National Ballet’s production of Sleeping

napery; even gardening implements. The list

on the opposite prompt side (stage right).

his illusions; or to make sure the lion which

other British performer.

Ballet). But whatever happened to Frances

Beauty. Far from being a missing tooth in the

goes on: filling five 12m containers. Artists

With one wing wider than the other, the stage

appeared in the show could not escape. Sadly

Eventually more renovation was needed

Duncan — Australian Aerialist?

Nicolson Street streetscape, at night the

and staff who flew to Edinburgh numbered

in fact resembles those of the Festival Centre,

when the fire ignited there was no escape for

and, while Matcham’s original structure was

around 70.
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Edinburgh’s great son, later dubbed by
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Several ballet notables who subsequently

HRH the Duke of York and the King and

*

Regrettably, 1963 saw the theatre taken
Page 3

glass-fronted theatre glows like a crystal

been a small but significant

beacon for the arts.

part of the Edinburgh Festival

It is wonderful to tread the boards of a
theatre with such a history. In the artists’
green room an original old gold-painted and
light-studded ‘Empire’ sign hangs on the wall
by the drink machine. Also in the Green
Room and corridors is an array of posters
that serve as a reminder of the recent
international talent that has graced the stage,
including Australia’s Bob Downe and Dame
Edna Everage.
Said to be the largest in Britain after the
Royal Opera House, the stage is a pleasure
to work on and performers feel a connection
with the audience across the wide, open pit.

Taken at the flood*

Theatre’s long history.

Queensland performing arts venues took a battering in the January deluge: Peter Pinne reports.

B

Sources:
Theatre tour guides’ notes
(two different sets) supplied
by Edinburgh Festival Theatre

risbane theatrical casualties of the

11 January. Harvest Rain’s Aladdin and the

horrific Queensland floods were

Magical Lamp opened but was cancelled soon Convention Centre.

the Queensland Performing Arts

after, as was Wolf Bowart’s Letter’s End.

Centre (QPAC), Powerhouse, and the

Management (authors unknown).

Queensland Theatre Company (QTC).

With thanks.

There was extensive subterranean

The technical department

damage to the QPAC building, especially

Opera Australia.
Wikipedia articles: EFT;

Brolga Theatre and Maryborough’s
And in Victoria: Heavy rains in March

QTC suffered damage to their Bille Brown 2010 caused considerable damage to the
Studio, their costume and props storage area, jarrah floor of the foyer of the MTC
Theatre at Southbank.

and their basement.
The Visy Theatre at Powerhouse, on the

down at the Playhouse Theatre end. Water

waterfront at New Farm, and the Suncorp

seeped into the orchestra pits and the car

Plaza at Southbank also were also damaged.

The venue closed for repairs in
December and reopened on 4 January 2011.

Frank Matcham; Harry

park was completely submerged. All

Lauder; George Grossmith Jnr.

productions were cancelled including Wicked

affected were the Pilbeam Theatre, Rockhampton, Scene 3.

which was supposed to start previews on

the Moncrieff Theatre, Bundaberg, and the

Photographs by the author.

In the hands of the brilliant BBC Symphony

Notes:

Orchestra, which was engaged for the two

The author has found no

performances of Bliss, Brett Dean’s intricate

reference to the Millburn

Among the regional Queensland theatres

*From Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, Act IV,
n

orchestration at first threatened to swamp the brothers beyond mention in
singers. But British conductor Elgar ‘Gary’

one of the tour guides’ notes.

Howarth quickly transformed the players

The chronological

into accompanists (as opposed to a band of

sequence of theatre names

soloists) and an excellent balance was achieved. differs between the Wikipedia
Howarth had originally vistied Australia
to conduct the première season of Elijah

article and the guides’ notes.
It is the author’s presumption

Moshinsky’s Australian Opera’s production of

that the reduction from four to

Boris Godunov; almost 30 years later he had

three levels in the theatre’s

returned to conduct Bliss in Sydney and

auditorium took place with the

Melbourne.

1928 renovation.

n

Making another piece of history, at the
chorus warm-up before the final night, the

The author in his dressing

congenial maestro made a moving speech of

room after the final

congratulations and thanks, and announced

performance. Dr Mitchell is

that, with a long list of major world premières

the longest-serving member

to his credit, this would be his final performance of the Opera Australia Chorus
in the pit leading an opera.
He’d had enough of touring and the politics
of opera companies. He would conduct two

Brian Thomson’s set for Bliss
in place on the stage.

more concerts, the last with the London Mozart The artists’ Green Room.
Players in his little village outside London,
before concentrating on composition, which
has always been his passion.
Aglow from the enthusiastic reception
and proudly bearing the news that Bliss had
won the Critics’ Choice Award for best show
in the festival, the company bumped out,
went for a farewell drink and faced the prospect
of the long journey home the next day.
Whether honoured with a poster on the
wall backstage or merely fondly remembered
by the local staff who helped make the season
such a success, hopefully Opera Australia’s
visit will have made a lasting mark.
The company is certainly proud to have
Page 4

Clockwise from top left:

Water damaged rubbish outside QTC’s headquarters. Image: Damage

Water laps at the entrance to QPAC’s Cremorne Theatre.

to the jarrah floor of the foyer of the MTC Theatre at Southbank.,

Cleaning up at QPAC.

Melbourne. 

Images: Peter Wallis, nikonitis, alphafemale, QTC, THA.

Ruined QTC costumes headed for the tip.
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Australia Day Honours 2011
									

T

Recognising the contributions of those who work in theatre, cinema and performance.
Western Australia, for service to the arts in

he extraordinary contribution of

Musica Viva — he has managed its Victorian

service to the performing arts as an actor and

industries as a producer and a mentor to

Frederick John Brophy

Peter Burch am

activities since 1980. His erudite, lively

playwright, and to education.

emerging filmmakers.

Queensland, for service to the

the Margaret River region.

reviews of classical music, opera and music

Peter Kenneth Burch am bm, Toorak, Victoria,

Emeritus Professor Roger Smalley am,

entertainment industry and the community

Margaret Ruth Lucas

Victoria, has been recognised in this year’s

theatre appear regularly in The Australian,

for service to the performing arts, particularly

Glebe, New South Wales, for services as a

of Birdsville.

Queensland, for service to dance as a teacher

Australia Day Honours.

and he is also heard frequently on ABC radio.

chamber music, as an administrator, a teacher,

composer, concert pianist, educator, mentor

Barbara McLure Bruce

In August 2002 Peter intervened when a

and through support for emerging musicians.

and advocate for new music.

South Wales, for service to music as a

Nora Sisley Lewis am, Nightcliff, Northern

Dr Gerard Ronald Vaughan am, Ivanhoe

Territory, for service to the performing arts

East, Victoria, for service to the arts,

Ian Lindsay Carrig

in the Northern Territory as a composer and

particularly as the Director of the National

South Australia, for service to music

director, to the Darwin Chorale, and to

Gallery of Victoria.

through the Adelaide Youth Orchestra.

Medals in the General
Division

Wales, for service to the performing arts.

Lindsay Alfred Aked

Norman James Gibbs

bm

to the

performing arts, especially in

woman attacked Musica Viva patrons and
staff at the Collins Street Baptist Church. He
disarmed the woman, but sustained a serious
stab wound in the abdomen.
His action saved others from serious

music education.

injury. He was awarded the Bravery Medal

Paola Mazzella am, Victoria, for service to

in 2004.

the performing arts as a singer and

On behalf of all THA members, we
congratulate Peter, and all the representatives

songwriter, and to the community, through

of the performing arts community who were

the development of musical projects

also recognised in the 2011 Honours:

promoting awareness of multicultural,
refugee and indigenous experiences.

Born and raised in Bendigo, Peter spent
some of his earliest working years in
J.C.Williamson’s Melbourne office. Today he
is best known as the Melbourne ‘face’ of

service to the Australian film and TV

The Lynch mob

A

Frank Van Straten rings the changes on the story of the Lynch Family Bellringers.

Ashfield,

Glen Osmond,

Vaucluse, New South

oam,

Mount

through music education.
Douglas Peters

oam,

Lilyfield, New South

Wales, for service to the entertainment
industry as a musician and recording artist,
and as an ambassador for indigenous culture.
Gwenda Rees

oam,

Kapunda, South

Terence Taylor Gould oam, Port Macquarie,

Lawrence Edward Rowe

Wales, for service to the arts, particularly

New South Wales, for service to the arts in

New South Wales, for service to the

the Port Macquarie region.

community through the Brass Band movement.

Cyril Green

Roger Baden Wood

Robina Beard

oam,

Jessie Elaine Bell

Bille Brown am, Biloela, Queensland, for

oam,

and educator.

performing arts as an opera director and

Jill Robb am, Middle Park, Victoria, for

oam,

Margaret Evelyn Moore

New South Wales, for service to the arts

as an entertainer.

Howard Laurie Ainsworth am, Newstead,

performing arts.

Tina Colagiuri

oam,

and administrator.

organist and choirmaster.

through dance.

television presenter, for promotion of the

pianist, teacher and mentor.

Cairndale,

service to music as composer, educator,

New South Wales, for service to the

mentoring of emerging artists.

Forbes, New

oam,

Australia, for service to music as a pianist

Elke Cordelia Neidhardt am, Paddington,

Queensland, radio broadcaster and

(deceased) for

oam,

Cracow,

Waverley, Victoria, for service to children

Members in the General
Division

producer, and through the tuition and

oam,

oam,

Corimal, New South

oam,

Coffs Harbour, New

South Wales, for service to music as an organist.
Virginia Margaret Braden oam, Paddington,
New South Wales, for service to arts administration.

oam,

Armidale, New South

Wales, for service to the entertainment
industry as a musician and recording artist,
and as an ambassador for indigenous culture.
Heather Julie Locke

oam,

Cowaramup,

oam,

oam,

Gunnedah,

Bora Ridge, New

South Wales, for service to radio broadcasting.
Richard Watsford Yaxley

oam,

Hervey

Bay, Queensland, for service to education,
literature and the performing arts.

n

pleasing one, although, of course, in a first

the ringing. The programme included many

and his performances generally, were matters

appearance of persons not used to public

well-known and popular airs rendered on

worthy of note, for he and the brother next to

performances there are always matters that

the handbells in a very satisfactory manner,

him are, it is stated, the youngest bellringers in

may be detected and found fault with by the

and also an imitation of the bagpipes, which

the world [William was 12 at the time]. They

n event worthy of more than a

two visits to Geelong, where they were seen

passing notice – that’s how the

by Henry Lynch, who lived in the Geelong

imported sets of handbells, stand bells and

critical or professional eye. It would, however,

the ringers themselves say they did not do

both ring well, and with precision. The little fellow

Geelong Register described the

suburb of Chilwell, where he operated a

clock bells from the leading London bell

have to be a hypercritical ear that would find

nearly so well as usual, but the audience

plays the clock bells and tambourine alternately

début of the Australian Bellringers at the

sawmill. Mr Lynch had fathered a family of

founders, Mears and Stainbank. They were

fault with the performance for so far as regards

seemed to be very well satisfied with it, for

and plays with a gusto quite amusing. Altogether

Geelong Mechanics’ Institute on 14 September

musical brothers — Harry, Robert, George

reported to have cost ‘little short of’ £200,

there was a complete burst of applause. The

the Australian Bellringers may be congratulated

1868. The newspaper was right: this was the

and William. Henry decided that he and

the handbells alone accounting for £72’ —

appearance of little Master William Lynch,

on a very excellent entertainment.’

start of an extraordinary family entertainment

they should become Australia’s equivalent of

considerable sums in those days. They acquired

enterprise — the Lynch Family.

the boys from England. He acquired a second- 45 handbells, 42 stand bells and 34 clock bells —

In 1850 P.T.Barnum had signed up a
famous British group, the Lancashire

hand set of bells and went to work.
Billed as the Chilwell Amateur Bellringers,

Encouraged by this reception, Lynch

into the colonies.’

the Lynches made their début on 29 January

the US for 10 years, billed, with typical

1867 in a variety entertainment staged by

bally-hoo, as the Swiss Bellringers. The

members and friends of the Chilwell Wesleyan début. He booked the Geelong Mechanics’

irrepressible Australian entrepreneur George

Mutual Improvement Society in a school hall

Institute for three nights — 14, 15 and 16

Coppin was more honest when he brought

in Saffron Street, Chilwell, ‘in aid of the

September. The Geelong Register reported that

them to Australia. For eight years he bustled

Library Fund’.

‘They were greeted by a tolerably good

The Geelong Register of 30 January was

By September 1868 Mr Lynch felt he and
his family were ready for their professional

audience all things considered, although the

delighting audiences and inspiring budding

impressed: ‘Of the Chilwell Bellringers it

front seats looked rather empty. The audience

local campanologists.

may be remarked that their change-ringing

was, nevertheless, very appreciative, and the

and rendering of various simple melodies

performers were encouraged and made more

of bellringing, but it was with handbells that

appeared to give the utmost satisfaction to

confident by repeated and loud marks of

they were at their best. They made at least

the audience.’

approval. The entertainment is a very

The Lancashire lads were adept at all forms

Page 6
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‘perhaps a finer set has never been imported

Bellringers. He toured them successfully in

the Lancashire Bellringers around Australia,

The Lynch Family in performance, c.1902.
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After their Geelong début, the Lynches

Bellringers. Their success inspired rivals:

something wonderful, and remarkably

headed for Ballarat, where they had booked

South Australia’s versatile Quintrell Family;

sweet.’ (14 November 1893)

the Mechanics’ Hall for three nights — 23, 24

the Corrick Family of ‘musicians, singers,

Winging it
In this latest installment of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero’s plays in Australia,
Elisabeth Kumm raises the curtain on The Cabinet Minister.

coincided with appearances by the Lancashire

Joined by their young sister, Ruby, the
dancers, bellringers, humourists and entertainers’; Lynches continued to tour Australia and
the Barrett Brothers, two young NSW evangelists New Zealand. Eventually the original

Bellringers at the Bijou Theatre. Nevertheless,

who played Gospel handbells and glasses to

brothers retired. In 1937, the youngest,

the Ballarat Star was enthusiastic: ‘Owing to

accompany their singing, ‘drawing the largest

William, handed the business on to his son,

the attractions elsewhere, the audience probably
was not as large as it otherwise would have

congregations this side of Heaven’; the Steele- W.H.Lynch.
Payne Family, who boasted ‘the greatest array
In February 1938 W.H.Lynch hit the

been. The performers consist of Mr Lynch

of musical instruments possessed by any

headlines when he claimed to have identified

and his sons, whose ages vary from about 11

company in the world, including the only

the unfortunate ‘Pyjama Girl’, who had been

John Wood and Arthur Chudleigh

London production were performed by

to 20 years. The lads are a smart, healthy,

giant marimba in the world’; and Sydney-

found murdered near Albury. He asserted she

who had been the lessees of the

Arthur Cecil (Sir Julian Twombley),

intelligent sample of Australian youth, and it

based Bryant’s Bellringers.

was Nancy Ling (or Lingg) of San Francisco,

theatre since its opening in

Weedon Grossmith ( Joseph Lebanon),

Henry Lynch retired in 1876, but his sons a pretty young lady who had come to
musical work, the little fellows, as well as their carried on. In 1881 they set off on a world tour Australia in 1934 as one of the illusionist

September 1888. The New Court

Mrs John Wood (Lady Twombley), Rosina

Theatre, designed by Walter Emden,

Filippi (Hon. Mrs Gaylustre), and Brandon

elders, giving themselves heartily to the business.

that lasted seven years, visiting India, China,

Carter the Great’s stage assistants — but soon

had seating for some 800 patrons

Thomas (Macphail of Ballocheevin).

The platform looked brilliant in its array of

Japan, Java, Burma, the Philippines, Ceylon,

it turned out that Ms Ling was spotted in

over three levels. It replaced the old

and 25 September. Unfortunately these dates

is really a pleasant sight to see them at their

E

xactly a year after The

confessed in many of the criticisms of

Profligate premièred in

the play, the Court theatre was crowed

London, Pinero’s next new

night after night, and the fashionable
and political worlds flocked to it, many
leading politicians being frequent visitors.’5

play opened at the New Court
Theatre in Sloane Square.

The principal roles in the original

Pinero wrote the play for Mrs

The play ran for 199 performances,

bright bells and coloured drapery. The

Sydney a few days after the body was

Court Theatre that had been

from 23 April 1890 to 14 February 1891,

entertainment is really worth hearing

found (The Argus, 25 February 1938).

demolished in July 1887 to make way
for street improvements.1

with a break from 9 August to 10 October

and seeing, and we hope to see a good

William Lynch died in Melbourne

hall tonight.’

in June 1945. By then, though, the

The Bellringers made their Melbourne
début at the Polytechnic Hall in Bourke
Street. They later played at St George’s

consequence of Mrs John Wood’s

outbreak of World War II had ended the

production of Pinero’s three earlier

indisposition, and it was her continued

family’s remarkable 70-year journey.

farces, The Magistrate (1885), The

indisposition that saw the play withdrawn

Schoolmistress (1886) and Dandy Dick (1887).

at the height of its popularity in
February 1891.6

Today the pioneering Lynch Family

Hall, the Athenaeum and the newly-

is all but forgotten — but the melody

built Melbourne Town Hall.

lingers on.

They appeared in Sydney and rural

1890. The break in the season was a

The old Court Theatre had seen the

English-born, American-trained,

Strangely, the play was not performed

the leading lady, Mrs John Wood,

From the late 1800s, inspired by the

had starred in several Pinero

in the provinces, and when it was

New South Wales in 1868 and toured

peripatetic Lynches, community

comedies at the old Court, including

presented at Daly’s Theatre in New York

Queensland in 1870. They were one of

handbell groups had multiplied

The Schoolmistress and Dandy Dick,

on 12 January 1891 it was deemed a

the first companies to visit the newly-

throughout Australia, but only one, the

while her co-star Arthur Cecil had

‘failure’, running for only a week,

established tent town on the Charters

Brookhampton Bellringers from

played the title role in The Magistrate,

Towers goldfields, and had to make the

Western Australia, is known to have an

and had small roles in The

though this may also have been due to
Ada Rehan’s absence from the cast.7

journey to Townsville by packhorse.
They also visited New Zealand in 1870,
and South and Western Australia in 1872.
Attempting to reach Kimberley they were

Serious business: Two of the Lynches
demonstrate the mysteries of the glassophone.
Great Britain, France, the Netherlands, Italy,

unbroken ringing history from the late 19th

Schoolmistress and Dandy Dick.

century to the present.

Pinero started to think about writing a

In recent years community handbell
ringing has enjoyed a remarkable resurgence.

shipwrecked when the ship Macedon foundered Canada and the United States. Their performance In 1994 the Handbell Society of Australasia
in Calcutta was reviewed for The Times of India hosted the sixth International Handbell
off Rottnest Island.

new play in late 1887 as he informed
Augustin Daly in New York: ‘I am about to
start on my new play for the Court Theatre

Mrs Brough in court dress, very possibly as
Lady Twombley in The Cabinet Minister.
uniform.’3
Although subtitled ‘a farce’, it was unlike

The play is the story of Sir Julian
Twombley, the Secretary of State for an unnamed
government department, who is plagued by
money troubles. His wife, in order to ‘keep up
appearances and to launch her son and

Pinero’s previous farces. When the play was

suite of 100 bells, graduated and tuned to a

The Lynches soon added other instrumental

wide range of octaves. Each bell was fitted

and vocal novelties to their presentations. In

meeting and ringing their 2200 bells en masse

daughter well in life by prosperous marriages’,
first produced in London in April 1890 audiences is at the mercy of her milliner, the Hon. Mrs
Gaylustre, and her stockbroker, Joseph
shall keep yr company in mind. If I can keep were not at all sure how to react. Although
Lebanon, both of whom are using the situation
out of it what is exclusively English I will do there are comic situations, the play is more

with a specially constructed internal spring

Adelaide in 1892 they were billed as

for five days at the Adelaide Convention

so — my notion at present is to do a play

tongue and a leather thong handle. The five

‘instrumentalists, vocalists and humourists,

Centre, playing Bach and Joplin, Lloyd

players would stand behind long table bearing

giving campanologian [sic] performances with

Webber and Gregorian Chant.

the bells in tone order.

handbells, clock bells, or musical glasses’. The

By this time, the Lynches were using a

by a budding writer named Rudyard Kipling.

A single note was produced by a

latter refers to the Lynches’ performances on

dexterous flick of the wrist but, when 10

the ‘glassophone’, which they had just added

hands were working together, the result was

to their armoury. The ‘glassophone’ or ‘glass

often startlingly beautiful.

organ’ was a series of stemmed glasses tuned

The Lynches’ presentations were

over four octaves. The Adelaide Register reported

augmented with associate artists, usually

that they ‘produced such melodious sounds as

vocalists or ‘refined’ comedians and, later,

to completely enrapture their hearers’. Later,

novelties such as the Bioscope.

in New Zealand, The Ashburton Guardian said,

By 1875 the Australian Bellringers had
changed their name to the Lynch Family
Page 8

Symposium, attracting 600 ringers from
Korea, Japan, USA, Canada and the UK,

The Lynch mob would have been delighted!
The author gratefully acknowledges the
pioneering research work of Philip Bedford
and Gwen Gillard, and a history of the
family, presumably written by William Lynch,

(the new Court, to be built opposite the old

house). While it must be bright & amusing I

akin to a drama or a society comedy of manners. as an opportunity to gain entrée into society.
As Austin Brereton explained: ‘The fact
Lebanon goes further by blackmailing Lady
which while its basis is broadly humourous is
2
was, that the audience was puzzled. Had they Twombley into revealing the contents of a
in treatment natural and refined.’
The new play was The Cabinet Minister, a sat out a farce, which was merely to ridicule deal her husband is brokering so that he may
farce in four acts.
Like Pinero’s other Court farces, the title

the follies of modern society? — or was it a
comedy in which they were to feel interested

character was a respected member of society, as representing the troubles and anxieties
but unlike the central characters in The Magistrate that even those in the higher walks of life

use the information to his own advantage.
Not exactly the sort of story to encourage
laughter, but according to contemporary
reviews, Mrs John Wood’s performance

and Dandy Dick, he was not subjected to the

must suffer? Some of the episodes were so

provoked not only laughter, but gave audiences

same sort of outrageous treatment. As The

thoroughly farcical, whilst on the other hand

the opportunity of ‘seeing her in another

Right Honourable Julian Twombley gcmg
mp,

the distresses of the unhappy Lady Twombley light, that of a woman driven almost
distracted by her cares and worries’.8In 1895,

‘The music the brothers give from these cups, a vintage Lynch Family Bellringers handbill,

Arthur Cecil ‘had little to do beyond play were so real, as almost to make one weep.’4
Nevertheless, it played to enthusiastic
the flute, deliver some witty lines, and look

as they manipulate them with wet fingers, is

resplendent in his ministerial dress

audiences, and ‘in spite of the perplexity

published in The Argus, 2 July 1938.
Included with this edition of On Stage,
Theatre Heritage Australia members will find
c.1928. This is an original — not a reproduction.n
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Oscar Wilde’s An Ideal Husband would reverse
the plot of The Cabinet Minister. Whereas

*

Page 9

Pinero’s cabinet minister resolves his
situation by taking what is known as the

As the Scots laird, Robert Brough wore
highland dress and a red wig: ‘The most

‘Chiltern Hundreds’ — a politician’s resignation — amusing, and the one with the least to say, is
Wilde’s politician, ironically named Robert

the Macphail of Ballocheevin, the head of a

Twombley), Haydn Gwynne (Hon. Mrs
Gaylustre) and Malcolm Rennie (Macphail
of Ballocheevin).15
Most recently The Cabinet Minister was

index.htm.

Referee (Sydney)

University of Colorado Press, Niwot,

16. Dawick, p.406.

The Sydney Morning Herald

Colorado, 1993.

17. The Sydney Morning Herald, 17 May 1906,

The Theatre (London)

p.11.

Chiltern, refuses his proscribed role of

clan, and the owner of eighty thousand acres.

performed at the Albery Theatre (now the

repentance and instead accepts a promotion.

It was played by Mr Brough in his very best

Nöel Coward Theatre) in London on

Bibliography

In Australia

and most stolid manner. His make-up was of

21 November 1991, with Maureen Lipman as
Lady Twombley.16

The Argus (Melbourne)

In Australia, The Cabinet Minister was performed
by the Brough–Boucicault Comedy Company.
It opened at the Sydney Lyceum on 2 June 1894,
with G.S.Titheradge (Sir Julian Twombley),
Dion Boucicault ( Joseph Lebanon), Florence
Brough (Lady Twombley), Emma Temple
(Hon. Mrs Gaylustre) and Robert Brough
(Macphail of Ballocheevin).
Under Dot Boucicault’s direction, the play
appears to have been played for laughs, as
observed by The Sydney Morning Herald: ‘…the
farcical comedy was played as
briskly as if the actors
concerned had completely cast
off the weight of woe imposed
upon them by the same author

the most ludicrous description, and his
attitudes of ungainly repose the most mirth-

In Australia, as with Pinero’s other plays,

Minister, few have been received with as
much uproarious laughter.’9

Pinero, University of Minnesota Press,

Melbourne Punch

Minneapolis, 1974.

Whether garbed in his native kilt, or

repertoire, being played for a single night at

The New York Times

imprisoned in fearfully and wonderfully-

the Palace Theatre in Sydney by the Sydney

made southern store-clothes, his appearance

University Dramatic Society on Wednesday,

was such that it was impossible to look on
him without laughter.’13

16 May 1906. Unfortunately the amateurs

By August 1894 the B&Bs were in Melbourne

were not up to the task: ‘Though there are
bright moments in the rendering, the players

at the Princess’s Theatre. The Cabinet Minister

were frequently inaudible, a fault which no

was produced on 1 September 1894, with the

doubt would be rectified were they afforded

same cast as in Sydney.

an opportunity of repetition. But the piece

the street.
The exhibition is divided into loose

display in a lively, interactive and engaging

thematic areas including early variety and

entertaining, light hearted exposition of the

way the relationship and attraction between

vaudeville acts, pantomime, eccentric

ways that animals have interacted with

animals, performers and audiences. They

theatre and puppetry; an ‘aviary’ of puppet

actors, designers and audiences — whether

cover a 100 year period of Australian

birds; ‘Paws and Claws’ and ‘Beetles, Bugs

through performance, inspiration, costume

performance history — whether on stage, in

and Butterflies’; a Mermaid Grotto; TV
animals; circus posters, banners and

Wirths Circus equestrian act, Wirths Olympia,

night, it played for just a week.

to be merely raising a laugh in quite a farcical

will have a distinctively hand-made and

photographs; myths and legends including
Melbourne, c1960. Gift of Mr and Mrs Harry Jay, Camelot, Puff the Magic Dragon and
1983. The Arts Centre, Performing Arts Collection. 	 Beauty and the Beast; weird and wonderful

Revivals

vein. Probably this defect, and the tenuity of

accessible feel.

		

The first major revival in London was at the

a plot spread over four wordy acts, hindered
any very pronounced success.’17

Theatre and the Australian
Come and see the wild and

to the farcical part, again proved herself a

Nancy Price (Hon. Mrs Gaylustre) and

3 November 1887 in The Collected Letters

comedy actress of abundant resource. Her

Norman Forbes (Macphail of Ballocheevin).

of Sir Arthur Pinero, p.98.

woolly world of our most
famous animal ‘actors’, from
Alice’s mock turtle to Ossie
Ostrich, Gulliver’s Eagle to Sir
Lancelot’s horse. There will be

3. Dawick, p.165.

cats and dogs, mice and ducks,

Times found the performance somewhat

4. Dramatic Notes, p.44.

disappointing compared with the original

5. Malcolm C. Salaman, Introductory Notes to

some eye-catching costumes and make-up.

production: ‘The first night of this farce ranks

The Cabinet Minister by A.W.Pinero,

In the first act Lady Twombley makes her

in our memory among the maximum readings

William Heinemann, London, 1892, p.x.

initial appearance resplendently dressed in a

of our theatrical curve of enjoyment.
‘It is one of the familiar, and saddening,

animal masks; and Australian animals as

Ballet.

2. Letter from A.W.Pinero to Augustin Daly,

In reviewing the play, the critic in The

Photograph by Harry Jay

portrayed by Bangarra Dance

Footnotes

Lebanon), Winifred Emery (Lady Twombley),

elephants, dragons and firebirds
galore — all accompanied by an
animal music soundtrack.
Wild Things: Animals on Stage

6. The Era, 11 October 1890, p. 10 and

is the Arts Centre’s first

Salaman, p.x.

‘Insights’ exhibition for 2011.

experiences of life that the full flavour of

7. Bordman, p.322.

such moments is never tasted twice… It is

8. The Theatre, 1 June 1890, p.313.

are really marvellous, and outvie [sic]

the common fate of revived farces. You may

9. The Sydney Morning Herald, 4 June 1894, p.6.

anything in the way of stage costumes we

revive the farce, but you cannot revive the

10. The Bulletin (Sydney), 9 June 1894, p.8.

have seen yet. Mrs Brough, Miss Watt-

fresh and rapturous delight with which you
first made its acquaintance.’14

11. Referee (Sydney), 6 June 1894, p.7.

The exhibits are drawn almost
exclusively from the Performing
Arts Collection, with four
additional objects borrowed
from the Australian Ballet and

12. The Bulletin (Sydney), 9 June 1894, p.8.

Garry Ginivan Productions.

13. Melbourne Punch, 6 September 1894, p.151.

shine like so many bright stars before the

Some 80 years lapsed before the next

footlights. Every woman in the audience
looked and envied’.11

revival which took place at the Royal Exchange

14. The Times, 2 June 1905, p.10.

Theatre, Manchester, from 17 December 1987

15. Royal Exchange Theatre, Manchester
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Wild Things: Animals on Stage is an

the circus tent, in a puppet theatre or out on

to young people and a family audience, and

change from Paula [The Second Mrs Tanqueray]

Jenny Watt-Tanner ‘unconsciously sported
Carbine’s colours’.12

We have selected original designs,
Curator of Stage Animals, introduces photographs, posters, programs, puppets,
an exciting new exhibition.
marionettes, costumes, film and music that

be satirising modern society and at another

Despite a large audience on opening

1. The Era, 22 September 1888, p.9.

As the Dowager Duchess of Drumdurris,

im Fisher, the Arts Centre’s official

specifically curated and designed to appeal

(Sir Julian Twombley), Cyril Maude ( Joseph

Tanner, Miss Noble and Miss Brenda Gibson

T

News from the Performing Arts Collection, Melbourne.

who at one time appeared to

not avoid showing the effort if cost her to

As another reviewer noted, the ‘dresses

Wild Things: Animals on Stage

or movement. The exhibition has been

The principal roles were played by Eric Lewis

Court dress of ‘parrot-pink and lettucegreen’.10

n

John Dawick, Pinero: a Theatrical Life,

aim on the part of the author,

of Lady Twombley, Mrs. Brough, who could

The play also provided opportunity for

The Bulletin (Sydney)

Heinemann, London, 1892.
J.P.Wearing, The Collected Letters of Sir Arthur

Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1994.

Florence Brough’s performance: ‘In the character for a short season from 1 June to 15 July 1905.

formed the salt of the whole piece.’

http://newspapers.nla.gov.au.
Gerald Bordman, American Theatre: a

London, 1891.
A.W.Pinero, The Cabinet Minister, William

Chronicle of Comedy and Drama, 1869-1914,

The same reviewer also drew attention to Haymarket Theatre, where it was performed

fund of natural gaiety and infectious laughter

Australian Newspapers, 1803–1954,

The Era (London)

the previous night. The reaction

pieces have been staged than The Cabinet

National Library of Australia, Historic

The Cabinet Minister entered the amateur

You may revive the farce, but you cannot revive particularly difficult for
amateurs to render… there
the fresh and rapturous delight with which
seemed a slight uncertainty of
you first made its acquaintance.

Lyceum Theatre, so that although stronger

London Theatre, vol. xii, David Bogue,

provoking that could possibly be imagined.

itself is, in any case,

was also felt by the audience which filled the

Dramatic Notes: an Illustrated Handbook of the

The Times (London)

to 30 January 1988. The cast included Frank

website: www.royalexchange.org.uk/

Thornton (Sir Julian Twombley), Phillip Walsh

history/

You can see Wild Things:
Animals on Stage at the Arts
Centre, Gallery 1, from 12
March to 5 June 2011.
Admission is free.

( Joseph Lebanon), Susan Fleetwood (Lady
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

D

Ralph Marsden reveals the unhappy history of a ‘bad luck’ house.

espite the fact that this was one of
the more innovatively designed
playhouses of its day, prominently

sited, spaciously seated, relatively well
ventilated — and boasted among its
attractions some of the greatest stars of its
time — the Haymarket was never a ‘lucky’
theatre.
According to The Australasian of
30 September 1871: ‘…there was some
reason, which nobody could explain, that
prevented any audience from thoroughly

dress circle. The decorative style was

The Royal
Haymarket
Theatre
(The Duke of
Edinburgh
Theatre)

enjoying themselves at this house, no

described as ‘Renaissance’ with the
prevailing colours being white, blue and
gold. Even the pit playgoers had been
pampered, their unpadded wooden benches
had backrests — a luxury for the time.
Considerable thought had also been
given to the dangers of fire, for there were
wide entrances, promenades and stairways,
with several exits opening directly onto the
street, and also fire hydrants and hoses
throughout the building.
The whole complex was built for a total

matter what the performance.’

cost estimated as high as £12 000. It was

And yet the Haymarket was the

British soprano Anna Bishop, whose voice

Joseph Jefferson, the Haymarket’s first star, in

Irish born Charles Kean, who aspired to

was often compared to a flute.

his greatest success, Rip Van Winkle.

Shakespeare, but was at his best in melodrama.

completed in just over five months. James

creation of that shrewd and energetic

Simmonds, Coppin’s manager at the Princess’s,

Jefferson who advised Kean to revert to

before the electric lighting came in,’ Stewart

to be detected in the rather frowsy covering

showman, the indefatigable George Coppin

also became lessee and manager of the

tragedies like Louis XI, rather than the more

recalled in her 1923 memoir, My Life’s Story.

of the dress circle seats, and the bed-curtain

— the fifth theatre he had built at his own

Haymarket and Apollo Hall.

youthful roles in which he had first

After the Keans’ Haymarket seasons,

patterns of the stuff which conceals the rims

expense, as he proudly stated — although

The theatre opened on 15 September

appeared. This advice seems to have proved

Coppin, acting as their manager, accompanied of the circle itself.’

the expense was actually borne by the

1862 with the American star actor Joseph

sound for The Argus of 23 November, reporting

them to Sydney, then on to a successful tour

The rejuvenated Haymarket’s first and

unlucky shareholders. This was after the

Jefferson in Our American Cousin. But in spite

on the latter part of the Keans’ first season,

of the USA. Between the Keans’ two seasons

most popular attraction — perhaps even more

Theatre Royal had been taken from his

of his great popularity and the social cachet

stated that ‘in six successive nights, within a

had come a comic pantomime, Cinderella,

so than the Keans — was Lady Don, widow of

control and he needed a large, up-to-date,

of an opening night, only the pit was crowded.

few shillings of £1400 was taken.’

and a series of comic operas starring Frank

Sir William Don, the 6ft 6in (198cm) English

well located playhouse to compete with

The rest of the house was ‘well-filled but

Howson, one of the foremost pioneer performers

baronet turned actor. Sir William had died in

what was then Melbourne’s premier theatre.
So the Haymarket was erected to
architect Peter Thomas Conlon’s plans to
fill the half-acre site that ran from Bourke to
Little Collins Streets.
The Argus of 12 May 1862 recorded:

131–135 Bourke Street,
Melbourne
site of the new
Citadines on Bourke Hotel
opened in July 2010.

There was more off-stage drama to come,

nothing more,’ according to The Argus. Two

however: in April 1864 the Keans’ irreplaceable

and producers of opera in Australia. Howson Hobart in 1862 during the Dons’ first Australian

weeks later Coppin himself began a season

wardrobe, comprising 12 large chests, was

appeared with his brother John, his daughter

tour. Lady Don was starred in The Daughter of

with a revival of Sheridan’s The Rivals in

seized by a bailiff acting on behalf of the

Emma, and Madame Carandini until 5 March

the Regiment from 6 August, although her

which he played Bob Acres — one of his

Haymarket’s shareholders. The lessee,

1864. More opera came on 2 May with a

opening night did not go smoothly: overcome

favourite roles.

Simmonds, was in arrears with his rent and,

‘farewell’ by Lyster’s Royal Italian and English by first night nerves, she broke down in mid-

acting on legal advice, the shareholders had

company lasting till 9 July.

Charles Dillon, a star on the London and

‘The necessary excavation for the stage,

English provincial stages, followed Coppin on

made partially in sandstone rock, is about

17 November, beginning a dramatic season

seized anything of value in the theatre.
Fortunately Coppin seems to have

Immediately after Lyster’s season the

song. Lady Don was a local favourite, however,
and after ‘vociferous applause’ she ‘soon

Haymarket closed for a month of renovations recovered herself sufficiently to proceed. At

finished, while the massive walls have

proper had probably something to do with

with one of his most popular vehicles, Belphegor

intervened, for the wardrobe was returned

that involved a radical reconstruction of the

the real dislike entertained for the place.

the fall of the curtain she was loudly called

already reached a considerable height.’

the Mountebank, and continuing in seasons

and, although an auction of the theatre’s

interior. The dress and upper circles were to

for, and on returning…received a most

scenery took place, it ‘was bought for the

be rebuilt further back from the stage, the rear

unequivocal expression of sympathy from all

contemporary overseas theatre designs, in

This distance was bad enough when going to alternating with Jefferson until mid-February
the lower portion of the theatre, but it was a 1863. Jefferson returned for his longest season

proprietors of the theatre, and the performances

of the pit floor was to be raised to improve

positive infliction to have to second the

parts of the house’, The Herald recorded.

particular London’s New Adelphi, this

at the Haymarket from 6 April till 26 June.

proceeded in the evening as usual’, according sightlines, and a sounding board was to be

playhouse introduced a number of features

steps, and traverse that dreary corridor

After a year or more of well publicised

novel to Melbourne. The two-storey Bourke

leading to the dress circle, especially in hot

negotiations, Coppin presented the

Street façade comprised a hotel on the

weather,’ The Australasian explained.

distinguished British actor–manager Charles

‘The causes of insolvency alleged are: losses

Conlon and Pitt, in the interests of unrheumatic

history. After a well-deserved fortnight’s rest,

Kean and his wife Ellen in their Australian

Although modelled closely on

ground floor and the Apollo Music Hall

Inside there were seats for about 2500,

to The Argus of 13 April.

added across the proscenium to improve

A few days later Simmonds was bankrupted: acoustics. ‘We would especially urge on Messrs

Lady Don continued in a season of light
popular plays until 12 December 1864 — the
longest run by a single artist in this theatre’s

in theatrical speculations… The items of loss

bones [to] put down the shivering draughts

the dress and upper circles were horseshoe

she reappeared for a second season from

above. Both theatre and hall were approached

début at the Haymarket on 10 October 1863.

are given as follows: In connection with the

26 December to 21 January 1865.

through the central entrance in the façade

shaped rather than the then orthodox

which nightly need no ghosts in Hamlet to

Although Kean had an established reputation

lease of the Princess Theatre, £1400; of the

rectangular, and the boxes had been

freeze the blood, young or old,’ The Argus of

which led out to a large unroofed courtyard

for elaborate Shakespearean productions, he

Apollo Music Hall, £1300,’ The Argus of

4 July 1864 implored.

or ‘vestibule’, gas-lit, colonnaded, and with

removed from beside the proscenium to the

opened in a comedy, The Gamester. Unwell

16 April reported.

a large central fountain.

front of the dress circle. This was only 35ft

and prematurely aged as he was at 52, Kean

(10.67m) from the stage, and thus gave an

and his wife at first met with a rather cool

the previous 26 March, five-year-old future

intimate atmosphere to the house.

had the appearance of being twice the size of filled by the Haymarket’s stock company in

reception. Two nights after his début Kean

Australian stage great, Nellie Stewart, had

that in which the Keans had acted… In the

took a week off due to ‘hoarseness…occasioned

made her stage début in a single performance

decorative department some taste, but probably circus troupes, occasional concerts and the

by the sea voyage’.

of The Stranger. ‘I can still get again the old

more ingenuity, has been displayed. What is

smell of the theatre, the scent of gas and

done has been done well; but the signs of

cigars that seemed to hang about all theatres

economy, and perhaps of haste, are certainly

The theatre itself was at the far end of
the courtyard, where a flight of stone steps
led to a broad terrace by which the
auditorium was entered.
‘The long distance between the street
entrance and the entrance to the theatre
Page 12

The proscenium was in the shape of a
picture frame while the auditorium was lit
by a large central crystal chandelier and gas
lighting in ornamental brackets around the

During this retirement, so the story goes,
there was a chance meeting with Joseph

ON STAGE

Of the completed works The Herald of

Joseph Jefferson returned once more for
a farewell benefit season on 17 March,
‘Previous to his departure for London’. The

At a complimentary benefit for Simmonds 8 August commented: ‘…the theatre certainly intervals between such stellar attractions were

Summer 2011 

popular plays, seasons by minstrels and
annual Christmas pantomime.
Many of these offerings seem to have
been only marginally successful, however,*
Page 13

and by mid-1865 the

performance in Australia’

H.B.Wilton leased the theatre from 14 May

Haymarket was

attended by the visiting

for the production of ‘light and varied

enduring the first of

HRH Prince Alfred,

entertainment’ including ‘Burlesque,

season had to be filled by stock company players. fire (described in the previous Apollo Music

increasingly frequent

Duke of Edinburgh. The

Comedy, Farce, Grand Spectacular Ballet’.

After this the theatre reverted to darkness.

periods of darkness

Duke also gave his

Ironically, Wilton railed against Coppin’s

with theatre, hall and

patronage to a six-week

monopoly of Melbourne stages on the

who had previously appeared at the Princess’s,

hotel advertised ‘To

return season of Lyster’s

opening night, but his ambitions for a viable

were the first attractions for 1871, opening a

accidental there were rumours in the

be LET’. An Argus

Opera Company from

alternative management went unrealised; his

two week season on 14 January. A minstrel

neighbourhood that the theatre was to be

announcement of

6 January 1868, the

company was gone after a few weeks.

company under the management of Frank

burnt down the night before the actual fire.

7 April 1866, for

Haymarket being

instance, advised: ‘The

renamed ‘The Duke of

transient ‘co-operative’ management, but by

Hall for similar troupes, began a three-day fill- and the owner was insured for only £2000 –

theatre is in excellent

Edinburgh Theatre’ in

the end of June the theatre was closed again.

in on 9 March. Weston’s minstrels returned on far less than the cost of the building, according

repair, having been

his honour.
did little for the theatre’s

10 April, transferring from St George’s Hall and
Apart from a few one-night ‘benefit’
performances, it remained dark until 29 October remaining through April and May to become
when Mr and Mrs Daniel Bandmann began a the longest running attraction the theatre had

fortunes, however, and

farewell season in Twixt Axe and Crown.

recently new roofed,

The change of name

the dress and upper
circles remodelled and

French actress Celine Celeste, who ‘elevated

redecorated, and the seats re-covered. The

advertised performance on 24 November.

transferred from the Royal. Then, on the

The last few days of Bandmann’s scheduled evening of 22 September 1871, came the fatal

They were succeeded by an even more

The Gregorys, a popular acrobatic troupe

Hall article). Virtually nothing was left of the
Haymarket itself but ‘parts of its outer walls’.
Although the cause was thought to be

Weston, who had previously leased St George’s Coppin was merely the leaseholder, however,

housed since the days of Madame Celeste.

to an Argus report of 23 September 1871.
A final piece of misfortune lay in store: a
young stage carpenter, who was standing in
the ruins the morning after the fire, was struck

melodrama into a histrionic art’.

for much of 1868 it was occupied by swiftly

Bandmann, a popular German tragedian who

stage is provided with all the requisite

The American Walter Montgomery, whose

succeeding companies of local stock players.

he died in hospital just over an hour later.

machinery, stock of scenes, furniture and

acting engendered ‘a curious blending of

It was not until 15 October that a star

had previously played successfully at the Royal found a successful niche, but on 3 June the
season was abruptly terminated because of
was, perhaps, somewhat piqued at being

surprise and delight’.

reappeared in the person of Walter Montgomery

was never rebuilt. Thus The Australasian of

(if only for three nights). Montgomery returned

relegated to the Haymarket for his farewell. His the ‘indisposition’ of the principals.
The theatre remained dark for the next
opening performance was rather coolly received

for a longer season from 19 November until

by the critics and, although the Duke of

three months, the complex reaching what seems ‘the ugliest and most cheerless place of

properties for continuing the business of the
theatre without interruption.’ Still there were
few takers.

fondly recalled almost 20 years later.

At last it seemed that the Haymarket had

on the head without warning by a falling girder;
Unsurprisingly, the unlucky Haymarket
30 September 1871 bid an unfond farewell to

Lady Don returned for a three-week

On the evening of 15 February 1867,

5 December, and on Christmas Eve Joey

Edinburgh paid a final visit to the theatre on

like its nadir on 31 August when the vestibule amusement in the colonies… Peace be to its

farewell on 6 November 1865, and Coppin

however, Madame was upstaged by a fire that

Gougenheim, an American actress long

8 November, Bandmann broke his engagement

and the Apollo Hall housed a dog show.

himself, just back from his profitable tour

spread to three shops on the north side of

popular in Melbourne, starred in the

‘without notice’ a few hours prior to his

with the Keans, began a month-long season

Bourke Street, almost directly opposite the

pantomime Sinbad the Sailor, which ran until

of favourite plays from 27 January 1866.

Haymarket. Soon after news of the outbreak

the end of January 1869.

According to his biographer, Alec Bagot, he

some panic had spread through the theatre,

regaled his welcoming audience with an

Coppin addressed the crowd, assuring them

a month long series of ‘operatic and ballad

impressive list of coming attractions. These

that they were in no danger. Although he had

concerts’ from 8 February 1869, which also

were to include a return visit by G.V.Brooke

calmed the audience, their curiosity had been

featured her daughters Fannie and Rosina.

(Coppin was unaware that the actor had

aroused and ‘a large portion’ rushed out to the

The season was advertised as ‘Under the

already drowned at sea); the French actress

street ‘to witness the fire as a spectacle of a

Immediate Patronage of HRH The Duke of

Madame Celine Celeste, ‘whose international higher degree of “sensation” than the
reputation was such that she could write her performance within’, to quote The Argus of

Edinburgh’ and the house was crowded out

own ticket’; a return visit by Madame Anna

theatre went dark after the Carandinis

Bishop (who appeared at the Princess’s, the

16 February.
Closing her first season on 30 March,

departed, however.

Royal and St George’s Hall instead); Mr and

Madame Celeste soon after travelled with

It remained closed until the arrival of a

Mrs Gourlay, ‘leading Scotch players’; John

Coppin to Sydney where she was equally

dog-and-monkey circus for two weeks from

Collins, ‘celebrated Irish vocalist’; a ‘mammoth well received. But the Haymarket was left
circus from USA and even a ‘champion skater dark (apart from a brief unsuccessful season
of the world’.

by an independent management) until

T

Picturing the past

he Melbourne Athenaeum in Pictures is

currently on display in the building’s

An original poster from the first Melbourne

the title of a comprehensive

foyer. Later it will be transferred to the

release of the iconic ‘talkie’ The Jazz Singer,

collection of images of the venerable

Library on the first floor.

with synchronised sound on disc, screened at

old lady of Collins Street through the years.
Curator Jenny Davis — author of a recent
book on Flinders Street Station — has
plundered the Ath’s extensive archives and

The exhibition was made possible by a
grant from Museums Australia (Victoria)
and Arts Victoria.

n

the Athenaeum in 1929.
Part of the display in the Athenaeum’s foyer
Images: THA

come up with a tantalising exhibition,

Another lengthy period of almost unbroken

season at the Haymarket on 12 January 1867

STAR OF THE DAY’ made his Australian

Company’ was occupant for a fortnight.

in The Woman in Red and subsequently

début in the title role in Hamlet.

‘French and Spanish Acrobatic and Gymnastic
Frank Drew (twin brother of John)
opened on 30 October in Rip Van Winkle and

The Green Bushes and Satan in Paris — in

playing at the same time as the considerably

filled another fortnight but, apart from three

which she played ‘Cartouche, a wild French

superior Walter Montgomery at the Royal,

nights of amateur performances, the theatre

boy, An Italian prima donna, A Polish Princess’ with whom he was unfavourably compared,
and ‘A young French officer’. Madame Celeste but he stayed six weeks at the Haymarket

stayed dark until a pantomime called

was 52 or 53 at the time and, perhaps, a little and his tour was a moderate success overall.
past her prime, but ‘her acting had that high
Madame Celeste returned for a month-

run on 26 December.

finish that…elevated melodrama into a

long ‘farewell season’ on 21 October and

lengthy periods of closure prevailed for most

histrionic art’ a reviewer in The Australasian

again on 24 December for a ‘farewell

of 1870. An independent company headed by

Page 14
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Haymarket Theatre’ once more.
darkness followed until 9 October when a

Anderson had the misfortune to be

may we never look upon its like again.’ 

8 May, when it was advertised as ‘The Royal

Of all these, Madame Celeste was probably 13 July, when James Anderson, a Scottish
the most successful, opening her Australian
tragedian touted as ‘the most attractive

appearing in such vehicles as The French Spy,

The Haymarket was last opened on 4 and
5 September when a variety bill was briefly

Madame Carandini returned as lessee for

when the Duke attended on 1 March. The

ashes – of which there are a good many – and

Harlequin Jack Shepherd began a month long
A similar pattern of brief openings and
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A well-kept secret

Show music thumbnails

An update of student theatre at the University of Melbourne from
Tom Gutteridge, Artistic Director of University House Theatre.

Peter Pinne presses ‘Play’ on the latest Australian show CDs and DVDs
order of the day, with Stephen Fisher-King
Yes, it’s a circus
Brace yourself: Betty’s back

he long list of iconic Australian

Most of these prizes are funded by

theatre stars who started out in

bequests left to the University, demonstrating

Melbourne Uni student theatre

the long and rich history linking student

includes Barry Humphries, Cate Blanchett,
Kosky, Magda Szubanski and Rob Sitch. It

commemorates a young student theatre-

has become a reasonably well-known part

lover who was killed in action in World War

of the University’s cultural propaganda, but

II. Then there is the Louise Homfrey Award

what is less well known is that this history

for outstanding student performers. This

of feeding new blood into the profession is

bequest was instituted by the remarkable Ms

still going strong.

Homfrey herself in 1966 to mark her long

would be drawing to a dignified close. As it

and Science students continues to make the

turned out her most significant performances

shift to drama school-abandoning ‘sensible’

lay ahead of her: the première of Patrick

courses for the adrenaline and intensity of

White’s A Cheery Soul in 1972 and a role in

also one of the best-sung cast albums of

Than This’ and MacDonald gets the best
power-ballad, ‘When I Look Into Your Eyes’,
but it’s Chelsea Plumley’s impassioned

Singing For Love — Yvonne Kenny & David
Hobson (ABC 4764018) is a compilation
album of opera arias and musical comedy
hits released to coincide with the stars’ recent
national tour. They sing everything superbly,
be it Verdi, Handel, Lehár, Loewe or
Novello. The bonus is three newly-recorded
tracks which feature a delightful duet of
Strauss’, ‘One Day When We Were Young’
(The Great Waltz).

The Reginas, Livermore races through a
selection of ’70s hits (‘Long Tall Glasses’ and
‘Walk On The Wild Side’) plus some Kander
and Ebb material (‘Tiller Girls’ and ‘Money,
Money’ from Cabaret). Best track is his
poignant version of Charles Aznavour’s
‘What Makes A Man A Man’. DVD bonus
extras include a one-hour documentary, End
of an Era, in which Livermore talks about his
five years as a one-man-show entertainer.

Inner spring

finale, ‘Fly Away’,

Once Upon a Mattress

which is indescribably

the notorious cult film Alvin
Purple in 1973. Louise eventually

continuing fertility are simple

died in 2001 just shy of her 101st

but compelling. The first is the

birthday (see Editor’s

level of resources available to

note below).

student theatre groups through

Accompanied by the Baxter Funt Band and

moment with an intense ‘So Much More

a regular stream of young Arts, Commerce

The reasons for this

Lovely to listen to

with sharp lyrics and catchy melodies. It is

Something On The Side’. Hogstrom has his

must have thought that her acting days

actor training.

Sydney’s Balmain Bijou Theatre.

and straight). It is intelligent and original,

Will Tell’ and the Latinesque ‘A Little

Melbourne’s Black Lung. At the same time,

Betty Blokk Buster Follies (Possum POS5010/

show. www.bewdy.com.au .

thrillingly on the opening, a soaring ‘Time

She was in her late 60s at the time and

doing a Shirley Bassey with ‘Written In The

and their relationships with each other (gay

MacDonald and Chelsey Plumley harmonise

student theatre.

and Angus Cerini, and groups such as

POSDVD1) is a CD reissue of Reg
Cards’. Best song is Matt Greenlaw’s ‘I May’. Livermore’s incredible 1975 record-breaking
The CD comes with a DVD of the complete one-man show, plus a DVD filmed live at

recent times. Glen Hogstrom, Cameron

involvement in Melbourne University

playwrights Lally Katz, Declan Greene

seriously good contemporary music-theatre
it’s a three-hander about circus performers

The Murray Sutherland Prize

Recent years have seen the rise of

belting out ‘Best friends’ and Liz Taylor

score. Short-listed for the Pratt Prize twice,

theatre with the national culture.

Max Gillies, Joanna Murray-Smith, Barrie

Anthony Costanzo’s Life’s A Circus is a

(Sepia 1159) This

moving and heartfelt.

reissue of the London

‘Adagio’, the bonus

cast recording of the

track, is an orchestral

Mary Rodgers/

suite of various themes

More recently instituted is

from the score.

Marshall Barer 1959
notable because the

off-Broadway hit is

Union House Theatre, which

the Robert Macdonald

provides technical, logistical

Memorial Award, a joint

Creative
promise

and artistic advice and

initiative of the Melbourne

mentoring. Funded by the

Handle with Care

Theatre Company and the

Sir Harry, was played

student union, UHT has

shows creative

University of Melbourne.

by popular Australian

promise for its first-

performer Bill

time composer/lyricist,

Newman (seen in

survived the impact of the

This provides a six-week

role of the young lover,

Voluntary Student Unionism

secondment to the MTC for a

(VSU) that has savaged

Megan Shorey. The

gifted and capable student who

JCW’s The Pajama

equivalent services at other

show celebrates ‘the

has been working in stage

Game and Can-Can.

tertiary institutions around the

bitch and beauty of

management or other backstage

His songs ‘In A Little

country. UHT is able to

being a woman’ in

roles at university. It’s a valuable

While’ and ‘Yesterday I

support more than 30

four mini-musicals;

opportunity and is likely to
provide another persuasive pathway from

‘3 Kilos’ (weight-loss), ‘Girlfriend’ (girls’ night Chelsea Plumley in Life’s a Circus.
Image: Sebastien Arnold

out), ‘The Silk Powersuit’ (corporate

the best in the score. The CD also includes a

University of Melbourne student theatre into

climbing) and ‘In My Arms’ (motherhood).

professional work.

An eight-member female cast brings

The very model of…

40, also written by Rodgers and sung by

exuberant life to Shorey’s genre songs: ‘Ally

The Very Model of a G&S Anthology – The

‘affiliated student theatre groups’ and
resource around 40 shows a year in its two

Burlesque and Butoh meet in Trans-Mute,
directed by Yumi Umiumare at the Guild

Loved You’ are two of

theatres. It also produces two of its own

Theatre, Union House, May 2010.

shows a year where student actors, designers

Tom Gutteridge’s production of Sondheim’s

As universities across Australia take

and crew work with professional theatre

Sweeney Todd at the Union House Theatre,

increasingly drastic austerity measures, the

artists. For many emerging student theatre

September 2010. 

Hits The Jackpot’ (pop), ‘IQ’ (swing) and

question is whether the current thriving

Very Best of Gilbert & Sullivan (ABC 480

‘Everyone’ (jazz-waltz), in joyous

scene at the University of Melbourne can

4510) is a compilation taken from mainly

arrangements by the composer.

LP recordings of the ’70s with Dennis Olsen,

Bonzer!

Norma Francis and Thomas Edmonds and

Photos by Vikk Shayen Wong.

makers this combination of ‘out there’
autonomous student theatre-making

and UHT staff is able to reward

continue. Let’s hope it does, because the

combined with a taste of professional rigour

performers, directors, designers, stage

impact of its loss on the national culture

is infectious.

managers and others for outstanding

The other key factor that sets Melbourne
Uni apart is a unique set of incentives and

achievement over the course of the year,
providing grants for skills training, cash

Beaudy is an update of The Sleeping Beauty

could be unexpectedly severe.
Editor’s note: A profile of Louise

fairytale, set in Sydney’s Western suburbs.

Homfrey was published in the Winter 2001

Michael Orland’s score has a generic ’70s

prizes, which are bestowed each year at

prizes and professional development

edition of On Stage, and an obituary in the

pop feel, which the cast performs with

‘Awards Night’. A judging panel of students

opportunities.

Summer 2002 edition.

American accents. Power ballads are the

Page 16
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the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra, plus
D’Oyly Carte Opera originals. All the popular
titles (The Mikado/Trial by Jury) are there, plus
tracks from the rarely performed Utopia
Limited, The Sorcerer and The Grand Duke.

concept album of Ali Baba and the 40 Thieves
Bing Crosby.

The princess and the
primate
The Balinese Princess and the Funky Monkey,
a bright new children’s musical with music
and lyrics by Lela Hasian McGrer and Craig
Briant, had its première in Melbourne in
January 2011. There are 10 numbers on the
original cast CD, plus two bonus tracks of the
show’s stand-out number, ‘Always In My
Heart’. The performances are excellent,
Page 17

Soundscapes

Sinclar as the Counselor and 10-year-old

Earth & Sky, Mathinna, True Stories,

Doctor Zhivago Finally: mention should be

Boomerang, Clan, Fish, Ochres — CDs of

made of the promo CD giveaway with the

David Page’s original soundscapes for these

latest issue of the magazines Limelight and

Bangarra Dance Theatre productions are

Stage Whispers. Two tracks, ‘Now’ and ‘On

now available from www.nikinali.com.au.

The Edge Of Time’, from the forthcoming

SPEC1025) features soundtrack recordings

Christmas dinner

musical Doctor Zhivago by Lucy Simon,

Munsel made for the 1953 movie Melba, plus

Now You Can Eat Father Christmas is a

Peronel Taylor as the little Princess.
www.balineseprincess.com.au.

Melba’s back
On Wings of Song — Patrice Munsel (Flare

other opera arias. Tracks include two songs
especially written by Mischa Spoliansky for
the movie, ‘Is This The Beginning Of Love?’
and ‘The Melba Waltz’.

DVD of the show written and performed
by Roland Rocchiccioli, and directed by
Jennifer Hagan, recorded live at Chapeloff-Chapel in 2004. Available from Roland
Rocchiccioli, PO Box 642W, Ballarat,
Victoria, 3350 ($25 including postage).

Hall story

The doctor’s here!

notably Daniel Mottau as the King, Gary

Frank Van Straten continues the story of the Auditorium in Collins Street—
a forgotten piece of Melbourne’s musical history.

Amy Powers and Michael Korie, are sung

A

by the show’s stars, Anthony Warlow and

Auditorium appearances in January 1919,

Lucy Maunder, with orchestra conducted

but in June that year the Taits leased the

Wallace Reid film Rent Free was supported by

by Kellie Dickerson.

venue to Alex Lorimer, head of Paramount

a chorus of 50 from Count Filippini’s Grand

Pictures in Australia. The press published his

Opera Company, fresh from a season at the

‘Open Letter to the People of Victoria’:

Lyric Theatre on the Esplanade at St Kilda:

of the Paramount-Artcraft ‘Masterpieces’, and

Beauty Contest, while at the Auditorium

continued to host celebrity

worthy of the Auditorium.

Sweetery, Miss Ross, proprietress, offered ‘a

concerts. Australian baritone

Peter Dawson made the first of several

Most CDs are available from Middle Eight
Music, www.middle8.com. 

fter World War I, the Auditorium

n

The opening ‘Masterpiece’ will be
D.W.Griffith’s Mighty Spectacle The Greatest
Thing in Life, which for general magnificence

T

‘This is the most daring and the most
enterprising offer ever attempted in Australia.
As usual, it rests with the Auditorium to do

sends salutations and cordial greetings also.

the unusual. We have done it. We invite you

I do not come to ‘Americanise’ Australia, for

to see and hear, and applaud this great

your virile young country has an individuality

The Five Riding St Leons,

eminent circus historian

Australian riders on Wirth’s Circus

Mark St Leon, rare archival

(Australia, 1951): http://www. youtube.

Western front who fought side by side with the

com/watch?v= kIbAgXJ8ylc

rugged men of my own blood.

can now be enjoyed on YouTube.

The Honeys, Australian acrobats in

In April 1922 the screening of the

I greet you. And the great Organisation over

hanks to THA member and

footage of Australian circus families

confectionery.’

Ladies and Gentlemen,
the Seas that I have the honour to represent

Big Top encores

choice selection of Australian and imported

achievement. Supported by Charles Smith’s

all its own. I pay homage to your wonderful

Victorian Symphony Orchestra, specially

men of Gallipoli, and your heroes of the

augmented for this occasion.’
Other notable Auditorium films included
Blood and Sand with Rudolph Valentino

But with the Dawn of the New Peace Era it

the film State Fair (USA, 1933):

rests with us to make good the wastage of grim-

( January 1923), The Covered Wagon

following clips available:

http://www.youtube. com/

visaged War, and there is a mission for us to

(September 1923), Mary Pickford in Dorothy

The Colleanos:

watch?v=PCcmlvk3_qQ

perform; I from America, and you of Australia.

Vernon of Haddon Hall (December 1924) and

The Honey Family, Australian

Hand in hand we will build up Industry; we

The Thief of Bagdad with Douglas Fairbanks

Mark has recently made the

Con Colleano, Australia’s tightwire

acrobats in vaudeville (USA, 1934):

wizard (USA, c.1928): http://www.

http://www.youtube. com/

youtube.com/ watch?v=p_
Con Colleano, Australian tightwire

the latter clip! He has also added

youtube.com/
watch?v=vhuZ516V61A
Winnie Colleano, Australian trapeze
artiste (USA, c.1939): http://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=9DEBzkC3cnE

Brilliant Australian horsewoman May Wirth.

The Colleanos, Australian acrobats (UK,
c.1939): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
8HsMAId70XQ

number of young people — Australians —

Mark says he ‘highly recommends’

wizard (USA, c.1939): http://www.

Auditorium, and the new Paramount–Artcraft

trapeze stars of the 1920s and ’30s:

‘Masterpieces’ will be launched therein on

The Codonas, the famed aerial

Saturday, 12 July. The ‘Masterpieces’ will each

gymnast Lillian Leitzel, and very

run a fortnight. The quality of the ‘Masterpieces’

early clips of Colombian

will be such that it will require a season of a
fortnight to do them justice.

wirewalker Caicedo (1894) and Japanese

Over in America they are erecting colossal
Theatres especially for these Paramount-

He also plans to add more in coming
months as he continues to build a video

watch?v=u9DVDvPJ1Ms

library of Australia’s circus history. He also

watch?v=jScOcnT5Fk0

The Ashtons:

tells us that his long awaited book on

Con Colleano, mini-doco of the tightwire

The Ashtons, Australian Risley act (UK,

artist (Australia, 1994): http://www.youtube.

c.1975): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

com/watch?v=vAupEIwcYjI

PEW7Avn_nT4

(USA, c.1948): http://www.youtube.com/

May Wirth, Australia’s bareback queen

The St Leons (including
The Honeys):

(USA, c.1924): http://www.youtube.com/

The St Leon Troupe, Australian acrobats

watch?v=uc9F32fqzGM

(USA, 1959) & The Hoffmans, Italian

Wirth’s Circus, Australia’s most famous

jugglers (USA, 1940s): http://www.youtube.

(Australia, c.1953): http://www.youtube.com/

com/watch?v=3v_fLQ2Ma6s&NR=1

The Wirths:

Australian circus history will be published
by Melbourne Books around the middle of
the year.
Mark can be contacted at: markstleon@

stands as the crowning triumph of the genius
the greatest pictures the Screen has beheld.

overcrowding in the gallery. On 23 March 1924

In conclusion, it only remains for me to say

Bramwell Booth’s lecture on the origins of

obtain such a commodious building as your

the Salvation Army.

Auditorium, and I look forward to extending
you the hand of good fellowship on the twelfth.
Very sincerely yours,
- Alex Lorimer

For the next few years the Auditorium

accommodated. The brilliant Russian-

Orchestra of ten instrumentalists to interpret

American pianist Mischa Levitzki was a

the action and spirit of the ‘Masterpieces’. The

major draw in 1921, but inevitably

comprehensive Australian circus history

demands it! The high prestige the Auditorium

website, www.pennygaff. com.au.

has enjoyed under J.&N.Tait direction will be
upheld during my term of lease from those
gentlemen. General house management,

Melbourne’s live music focus returned to the
nearby Town Hall.
The Auditorium’s new management
continued to maintain the venue’s prestige:
‘We have instilled into every staff member
the need to extend to our patrons every
service possible. Afternoon tea is provided

entertainment quality, and the personal comfort free to lady patrons of the dress circle, and is
of my clientele, all shall set a standard worthy
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The Auditorium continued to operate as a
cinema, and concerts continued at the Town
Hall — that is, until 1 February 1925, when
the Town Hall was destroyed by fire. Fortunately

the Tait management was able to negotiate
was primarily a silent cinema, with ‘the biggest with the current lessees, Union Theatres and
picture orchestra in Australia’ conducted by
Electric Theatres, so that the Auditorium

behind in this respect, for I have engaged an

the Auditorium shall be distinctive. Melbourne

the Governor General attended General

how pleased I am that 1 have been able to

occasionally the Taits’ concert artists were

I am determined that every department of

In September 1923 the management was
fined £5 with 21 shillings costs, resulting from

Charles Smith and Bert Howell, though

Orchestra will be in attendance each afternoon

( January 1925).

producer. It is a worthy introduction for these,

are being installed. Melbourne will not be

bigpond.com; also, check out his
n

and heart appeal has never been equalled. It

Artcraft ‘Masterpieces’, and huge Orchestras

and evening, and the sessions will be continuous.

watch?v=n8GyJU27u70
Page 18

development augurs well for the Nation.

some archival footage of famous

1951): http://www.youtube.com/

Con Colleano, Australian tightwire wizard

refined of taste and of bright ideas, and their
I have taken an extended lease of the

acrobats (1904).
Wirth’s Circus, selection of acts (Australia,

that much which was lost will be regained.
Already have I gathered round me a large

watch?v=Z9uFIndRrFY

GWumb900Q

will so revolve again the wheels of commerce

served in the foyer.’ There was a Children’s

could be used for concerts, at least until the
Town Hall was rebuilt.
Before long the Auditorium was again
playing host to the world’s best. On April 18
1925 the brilliant Italian soprano Amelita
Galli-Curci relaunched the venue as a concert
hall. She was followed by Austrian violinist
Fritz Kreisler and the contralto Dame Clara
Butt, who had opened the venue in 1913. The
Auditorium hosted the first performance in
Australia of Holst’s The Planets, with the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra under
Alberto Zelman, and introduced Saturday
afternoon concerts for schools presented *
Page 19

The Czechoslovakian violinist Jan Kubelik

by Bernard Heinze and the University

Dusolina Giannini, Russian pianist Jascha

Crows, American comedians Moran and

Conservatorium Orchestra. There was also a

Spivakovsky, the American magician Nicola,

Mack. The theatre would also screen

was featured in 1930. Russian pianist Vassili

Paramount’s new Magnafilm productions,

Ilster headed the 1931 roster, along with British closed for good.

which required a screen 42 ft by 50 ft (12.8m

tenor Joseph Hislop, Croatian violinist Zlatko

by 15.24m) ‘thus nearly filling the whole

Balokovic, and Australian pianist Roy Shepherd. Metro–Goldwyn–Mayer to be rebuilt as their

elegant office block at the front of the building,

stage’. Mr Doyle added that Union Theatres

British-Russian pianist Benno Moiseiwitsh

flagship Melbourne cinema. MGM sent their

the gracious auditorium behind it was torn

would install ‘seats for deaf people to hear

followed in 1932.

head of engineering, Harry Moskowitz, to

out and redeveloped as a retail complex,

four-week season of the Lon Chaney film The and two brilliant Australians, pianist William
Murdoch and baritone Harold William —
Hunchback of Notre Dame, with a ‘live’
prologue featuring the Australian soprano
Stella Power.

and talking pictures.
Talkies made their Melbourne début on

2 February 1929 at two theatres simultaneously:
A big draw, on 25 February 1926, was
another Australian soprano, Amy Castles, for Warners’ sound-on-disc The Jazz Singer at the
Athenaeum and Fox’s sound-on-film The Red
a ‘Grand Operatic Concert’ in aid of the
‘Help the Orphan Boys’ Appeal. The year

Dance at the Auditorium. Accompanying this

also brought German pianist Wilhelm

Delores Del Rio attraction was a series of

Backhaus, Italian soprano Toti Dal Monte,

‘shorts’

the talkies’, using headphones and a ‘pencil-

On 13 April 1932 Air Commodore

On 29 January 1934, following its final
screening, the doors of the Auditorium
The Taits had leased the Auditorium to

prestigious cinemas. It remained an MGM
showcase until 1971, seeing out its last years
as the Mayfair, and closing in 1977.
Although Heritage listing protected the

supervise the construction. The new theatre — Figgins’ Diorama. This was unsuccessful, and

like device called a potentiometer, which the

Kingsford Smith regaled the Auditorium

to be called the Metro — was designed by

user held before him.’

audience with stories of his famous flights,

J.C.Williamson’s ‘house architect’, Charles N. disappointing incarnations. In 2006

‘illustrated by films, and assisted by the

Hollinshed. He had worked on the Comedy,

Union Theatres’ plans raised a storm of
protest. This letter published in The Argus on
2 November 1929 is

Russian bass Feodor

typical:

Chaliapin, the Don Cossacks
Choir, and the brilliant

‘Sir: All music lovers in

was replaced by several other similarly
Macquarie Office Trust paid $27.6 million for

Malvern Tramways Band’.

the building. It is at present

A month later, on 13 May,

being transformed into ‘171

the Auditorium launched

Collins’, a luxury office and

a series of mediocre

retail complex.

the community will deplore

British double-bill film

Percy Grainger; his concert

the passing of the Auditorium

presentations (‘quota

passage from an Australian

included his ‘Marching Song

as a concert hall. There is no

quickies’): Charles

Musical News review of

Of Democracy’, in which he

building in Melbourne (and

Laughton in Down River,

Melbourne music in 1913

was joined by a group of boys

possibly in Australia) of a more

plus Lord Richard in the

serves as a fitting epitaph

from Dr A.E.Floyd’s St Paul’s

suitable size and of such perfect

Pantry; then Arthur

for the Auditorium’s 21

Cathedral choir. They were

acoustic properties. The

Wontner as Sherlock

years of fine music making:

paid £25 in advance, but after

Professional Musicians’ Orchestra

Holmes in The Sleeping

the performance Floyd received

will give its 10th successive

Cardinal, plus Alf’s Button.

than this would envy us so

The year 1933 was

priceless a possession, and

young Australian pianist

Ironically, the following

‘Many a city far larger

a grateful letter from Grainger

concert in this hall on Saturday

with a cheque for £14 ‘to cover

night, and those who have listened

distinguished by eight

while Messrs Tait are

regularly this winter to its splendid

enormously successful

certainly not in business

dear boys’ — then he turned up at their daily

designed to show off the new medium: King

performances were looking forward

recitals by the pianist

solely for their health, they

practice with his pockets full of golden

George V opening the Tyne Bridge (which

to another season of enjoyment. The Town Hall

Philip Hargrave, a

may at least lay the

sovereigns, one for each boy.

was loudly cheered), speeches by President

is too large and too expensive to enable this

10-year-old prodigy from

flattering unction to their

the meals and expenses of the

Coolidge and Mr Taft, a comedy item by

class of music to be given in it. Just us a real

Adelaide, plus concert

British–German co-production of the

Beatrice Lillie, and an address in English by

revival of good music was in evidence in

appearances by the Australian soprano

Crowds outside the Auditorium for a John

us here in Melbourne a hall such as we long

extravagant musical Chu-Chin-Chow and the

the Italian Prime Minister, Benito Mussolini.

Melbourne this fatal blow is received. And to

Dorothy Canberra (real name Dorothy Thomas).

McCormack concert, 1913.

craved.’

The year’s major films included a silent

immortal Lon Chaney version of The Phantom This certainly endorsed the effectiveness of
the new medium: according to The Argus:
of the Opera, screened with a specially

think that the Auditorium is to be run with

souls that they have given

On 10 May 1933 Gladys Moncrieff was

“talkies” on American lines! I understand that

the big attraction in a concert to raise money the Brisbane Regent and the rebuild of His

Compiled with thanks to Maurice Scott and
the late Kevin McBeath.

condensed ‘live’ costumed performance of

‘When a sound film of Mr Mussolini was

the property is owned by the Presbyterian

for St Vincent’s Hospital. This seems to have

Majesty’s. He was married to a daughter of

Faust by Elsie Treweek, Signor d’Allisandro

shown, groups of Italians in various parts of

Church. Has it nothing to say on the matter?

been the venue’s last concert presentation,

one of the Tait brothers, and had his offices in This article is dedicated to the late Kevin

and Signor Bartolini, with a choir of 40.

the theatre took part in a hostile

although radio station 3AR continued to

the Auditorium building.

Polish pianist Ignace Paderewski,

demonstration against their countrymen. There



Yours, etc, T.’

As it turned out, the Presbyterian

broadcast lunchtime community singing from
the Auditorium.

The old Auditorium disappeared as the

violinists Jascha Heifetz and Efrem Zimbalist,

were shouts in broken English of “Traitor!”

Assembly had plenty to say. They intervened,

British tenor Joseph Hislop and Australian

accompanied by jeers, groans and the blowing

the lease lapsed, and the Auditorium reverted

soprano Frances Alda were the big

of squeakers.’

to ‘the mixture as before’: occasional concerts

to delight in screening out-of-the-ordinary

old one. The alcove at the rear of the original

sandwiched in between film seasons.

films. In April 1933 it screened Turk-Sib, a

stage was left in place, greatly enhancing the

highly-regarded Russian silent docu-drama

cinema’s acoustic properties. The two
balconies were replaced by a single, sweeping

In its last years, the Auditorium seemed

cinema was built in its shell. A new, domed
ceiling was hung some 20 metres below the

attractions for 1927 — plus a concert by

The talkies aroused so much interest that

Dame Nellie Melba and a season of the

a few days later radio station 3LO broadcast

Australian film For the Term of His Natural

some of the Auditorium program direct

Auditorium screened The Loves of Fu Sen. This

about the building of the Turkestan-Siberian

Life, with an introductory address by Marion

from the theatre.

was a silent Chinese film originally called The

railway, along with something called Russia’s circle, and the stalls floor was re-raked for

Poor Daughter in Law, produced in Shanghai.

Giant Farm. The US-made India Speaks,

better sightlines. The new configuration
seated 1479.

Marcus Clarke, daughter of the author of the

With the Town Hall back in business,

For instance, in February 1931, the

original book. September 1929 saw an

Union Theatres’ managing director Stuart

It had been acquired by a group of Melbourne

which opened on 17 November 1933, told

unlikely double bill: the great Emil Jannings

Doyle announced in November 1929 that

Chinese residents so that their ‘countrymen

the story of ‘a virgin chosen to bear an [sic]

drama Variety coupled with the Harold Lloyd

his company would lease the Auditorium

and others interested should be able to see at

living god; silent for a thousand years —

the magnificent Metro opened on 27 April 1934

slapstick classic Hot Water.

and spend £60 000 to rebuild it as a Louis XIV

least one Chinese film.’

mother of a thousand sins’. The silence

with Dancing Lady, an MGM musical starring

Fritz Lang’s film Metropolis and the Russianborn pianist Benno Moiseiwitsch were major
attractions in 1928.
The year 1929 brought Italian soprano
Page 20

style ‘talkies’ house.

The Bulletin was impressed: ‘If the silent

After 10 frantic weeks of reconstruction,

continued, because no copies have survived. Joan Crawford and Clark Gable. Garbo

film survives, it will reach its highest

The Auditorium’s last attraction was another followed in Queen Christina. A succession of

1930 with Bring That Up It, a ‘talking and

expression in China. All the actors are

oddity, Devil May Care — a silent Indian film

quality MGM films ensured that the Metro

singing production’ featuring the Two Black

consummate pantomimists.’

originally called Khaufnak Khiladi.

took its place as one of Melbourne’s most

It was scheduled to reopen in January
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McBeath, and is based on his preliminary
research. Kevin’s father, violinist Donald
McBeath, appeared at the Auditorium in 1913.
The author gratefully acknowledges the
following articles on the history of the
Auditorium/Metro:
Bernie Halperin: ‘At the Auditorium-and
After’, CinemaRecord 38, 2003.
Fred Page: ‘The Auditorium — Birth of a
Showcase’, CinemaRecord, 33, 2001.
Maurice Scott: ‘Metro — The Memories’,
Kino 27, 1989.
Ross Thorne: ‘From Concert Hall to
Cinema’, Kino 78, 2001.
Ross Thorne: Cinemas of Australia — Via USA.
University of Sydney, 1981.
Les Tod: ‘Metro — The History’,
Kino 27, 1989.
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Back to the boards

tars past and present packed the foyer
of Her Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne,
on Monday 8 November, for ‘Back to

the Boards’, a gala get-together courtesy of
the legendary Mike Walsh obe.
Mike had extended the invitation to

everyone who’d strutted their stuff-on stage —
or off — for Melbourne audiences, not just at
the Maj, but at other city theatres such as the
Comedy, the Princess and the Tiv.
In between the tsunami of stories and
reminiscences, theatre archivist Mary Murphy
welcomed the guests, Lola Nixon sang up a
storm, and Mike Walsh unveiled a newly
commissioned portrait of Gladys Moncrieff,
‘Australia’s Queen of Song’, by Melbourne
portraitist Chris White.
Gladys was aged 20 when she made her
Maj début in 1912 — in the back row of the
chorus in Night Birds, a version of Die
Fledermaus. She went on to appear at the Maj
in all her greatest roles, finally saying farewell
in a revival of Viktoria and her Hussar in 1945.
The portrait now hangs in the foyer of
the Maj’s Grand Circle.
Compiled with thanks to Mary Murphy,
HMT Honorary Archivist.

Clockwise from top left:
Noel Tovey and Betty Arnold.
Billie Fowler, John Mascetti, Kevan Johnston, Robin Collins and
Jill Perryman.
This page, clockwise from top right::

Lola Nixon and Harry Starling.

Mike Walsh welcomes guests and unveils the new Gladys Moncrieff portrait.

Nancye Hayes, Robert Foster and Todd McKenney.

The new portrait of Gladys Moncrieff by Melbourne artist Chris White.

Ninety-four-year-old former Gilbert and Sullivan star Peggy Shea.

Guests gather in the foyer of the Maj.
Page 22
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Keeping a Brecht of the times

O

On a journey through the mountains
small ‘crags’ painted and scrabbled with
muddy yellow ochre, came onto the stage.

Bertolt Brecht and The Berliner Ensemble.
A reminiscence from noted Australian writer, director and actor Peter O’Shaughnessy.

n Thursday afternoon, 14 September
1990, in West Berlin, I discovered
that over in East Berlin, Brecht’s

Berliner Ensemble was showing The Caucasian
Chalk Circle that night. Having seen Brecht’s
own production of the play in London 34
years earlier, I thought I’d like to see how
the current version compared with it.
An easy passage into East Berlin these
days — and no trouble parking my car quite
close to the theatre. Having introduced
myself as a theatre director, I was given a
fine seat, in the middle, three rows from the
stage — for six marks (about £2 or $A3.20).

The Middle East seems
about to undergo social and
political changes comparable to
those in Eastern Europe
following the fall of The Wall in
Berlin in 1989. Many journalists
here in Europe are harking back
to those heady days. Here’s an
article I wrote after my visit to
Berlin
in the following year.
- Peter O’Shaughnessy

on either side outside of the reach of the
sightlines of any of the audience. The stage
was raked with large grey ‘paving stones’. At
the rear was a sheer drop and a breach in
the cyclorama for entrances and exits from
the upstage area.
The theatre was barely half full and I
wondered if the standard of the company
might have fallen off because its repertoire
was now out of tune with the changing times.
And, even if the company were able to
maintain its standards, it might be hard for
the play to ‘take off’ before a small audience.
I need not have worried. It was a superb

That was a concessionary

production (by Peter Kupke) and

price but, when I scanned the

not by any means a rehash of

board by the box-office, I

Brecht’s original one. But the

noticed how low the prices of

Brechtian principles were strictly

seats were in general. The happy

observed. The three members of

state of affairs is not, I suppose,

the Chorus (originally three

likely to last. It was cheering

men) were made up of a

to see how many young

bespectacled man (the leader),

people were in the audience.

dressed in black polo necked
sweater and black flared

In the Bertolt Brecht Platz
outside, stands (or rather sits)

trousers, a young, very small girl

a black, bronze, much-larger-

in sober dark blue peasant

than-life statue of the master,

smock and tunic, with a cap and

a dour sceptical smile on his

a band across her brow and,

lips, close cropped hair, clad

completing the trio, a middle-

in his Mao-Tse-tung suit. To an

aged woman in a dark skirt and

uniformed spectator this figure

white blouse — top button

might seem to represent a

undone. A cross-section

political prisoner. What would

perhaps: The Intellectual, the

Brecht have made of these

Peasant, the City Worker?
Behind the Chorus (down

historic times? He, who more
than any other great man of
letters or of the theatre, had proselytised for
Communism? It will perhaps be a dilemma
for the new regime to come to terms with

The Bertolt Brecht Plaza, Berlin, and the
Theater Berliner Ensemble, with Fritz
Cremer’s statue of Brecht in the foreground.
What would the company do with the

make-up of the players. The three soldiers,

within by prop men concealed inside them.

swaggering, towering brutes all, wore black

did not ‘wear’ a costume but threaded his

When the actors came to ‘travel’, these

tousled furry caps (now where had I seen

limbs through a rusty brown shroud of rags

crags and peaks sometimes shifted their

them before? In the Piero della Francesca

and tatters.

ground to indicate the course of a journey.

‘Nativity’ in London’s National Gallery

A tumbledown hut was also set from within

perhaps?) and, for no good reason that I

snarling, spitting, antic sometimes to the pitch

by human propulsion. The chair, from

could work out at the time, had a sky blue

of frenzy and near madness; and threatening.

which Azdak adjudicated, was hewn and

stripe down the bridges of their noses. It

moulded with the finest craftsmanship.

dehumanised them I suppose. A kind of

from the guts, gurgitating, rasping on the

war paint. The Governor’s wife (Naella

vocal cords his hard and bitter protest, his

peasants was Breughelian (as it had been in

Abaschwili) was made up in Kabuki style, a

demand to...survive.

the original production) and sometimes

‘ceramic’, doll-like, inhuman, wearing the

positively disgusting in its authenticity. The

mask of ‘rank.’

The roistering and debauchery of the

near hanging of Azdak was violent and
Inside the Theater Berliner Ensemble, with the

was always observed: no titivating of the

stage set for a performance of The Caucasian

audience, no ‘grabbing’ them by

Chalk Circle.

What a broth of a performance! Growling,

When he sang, the song was ground out

What an achievement for the company
— in the face of that diminished audience.

well in East Berlin.
Fourteen months earlier I had had some
hassle with a guard when I came to Checkpoint

sensational

Charlie. Now,

means, no

having driven

intoxication:

along Friedrichstrasse

everything was

and then along

there to serve

Wilhelmstrasse, I

the story. Nor, as

found myself back

in Brecht’s

in ‘West’ Berlin.

production, was

Where was

there any use of

Checkpoint

coloured light

Charlie? I had

(except for one

failed to mark any

or two special

signs of it.

effects). The

Not a relic?

lighting was

The times they

white and never

are a-changing.

calculated to

And quickly.n

manipulate the
mood of the

tapestry featuring various motifs from the play,

Gus
goss

notably the struggle over the possession of
the child, which transpires as its main theme.
texture in costume, props and the few articles

How could Network
Ten confuse the

from the ’20s or ’30s and is buoyant or

that it had been cut: An actor came on to

Props and ‘scenery’ were minimal, occasional;

wonderful Dame

weighed down (depending on your point of

read a new Prologue which, with my scant

decidedly there was no décor.

Elisabeth Murdoch

view) with plaster nymphs, dryads, satyrs,

knowledge of German, was lost on me.

In the opening scenes, upstage right was
the archway into the town and the

Westminster Abbey, London, against a
portrait of — yes! — Dame Elisabeth.

The mistake was acknowledged —
without an apology — later in the program.
- Gus, the theatre cat

wonderful Dame Joan Sutherland?

proscenium opening, of perhaps 6.7m. As in

Governor’s palace, crimson, with streaks of

dramatist-director. Much he would have

Brecht’s own production the ‘open space’

gold, the crimson ‘floated’ as in a water-

16 February, to the amazement of viewers

cared. He might even have liked the ironies

was defined by a blank white canvas, a

colour, flushing through the canvas like

around the country, George Donikian

implicit in the contrast.

cyclorama which curved its way downstage

patches of dried blood on an old bandage.

introduced a report on the previous day’s

ON STAGE
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with the equally

with the style and values of the great
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As for Azdak (Ekkerhard Schall): He

some minutes. Brecht was still alive and

emphasise that the ‘alienation’ principle

indeed it had been in the original production.

cherubs — a kind of decoration much at odds

‘attractive’ — and wonderfully convincing.

The applause was fervent and went on for

alarming, cruel. And yet I should

of ‘scenery’ was something to marvel at — as

The theatre has a remarkably narrow

She was buxom, indeed fat, and not at all

runners or rollers but propelled from

communal farm? I was not surprised to find

The auditorium looks as though it dates

Brecht’s debt to Oriental theatre was

By contrast, Grusche (played by
Franziska Troegner) was not made up at all.

evident in many ways, especially in the

Prologue, which Brecht had set on a

for the time being, go out of fashion?

driving towards a climax.

I say ‘came’ because they were not on

The attention to detail and to authentic

Brecht for, whatever his political colour, he
remains a genius of our times. Will his plays,

right on the forestage) was a

audience; the pace leisured, and never

In the main evening news bulletin on

Summer 2011 
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The magic of George Miller’s Music Halls
In Part Three of his definitive history of Australia’s first theatre restaurants, Peter Pinne continues the story of Sydney’s Music Hall.

T

though ‘the costumes and sets were

term of French origin applied to plays of a

delightful’ (14 October 1965). Despite the

light and satiric nature, interspersed with songs.

In The Sydney Morning Herald Romola

original work written and directed by John

in The Gallant Imposter was right up Margo’s

critics’ drumming, The Gallant Imposter still

The plot mixes madcap farcical unreality with

Constantino said: ‘John Unicomb has never

Faassen. According to Faassen, his plot was

Miller’s Music Hall at Neutral Bay. The show

alley.

stayed around for five months, closing on

the more sober doings of Mrs Emily Cottesloe

leered and glinted more dashingly, and Barry ‘culled from a variety of naval comedies of

was based on Dion Boucicault’s comedy

Sets and costumes for The Gallant Imposter 2 March 1966.
Not afraid to try something new, the Music
were designed by James Murray, musical

and her ladies’ auxiliary and the eminent

Lovett’s highly individual talents for cherub-

the mid-18th century.’ The Illustrated London

like heroics are fully exploited… The

News provided information on the mores of

production tops this theatre’s previous high

life at the time, the class and social structures,
and the wars in Punjab, India.4

he Gallant Impostor, or, She Wooed and Anna Neagle in Charlie Girl (1971).2 The role
She Would Not (6 October 1965) was of Lady Gay Spanker, a horse-riding virago,
another change of pace for George

London Assurance, first presented at the
Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, in 1841 by
the husband and wife acting team, Charles

director was James Waldersee, Ronne Arnold Hall opted for a vaudeville — farce as its next
offering. A French Affair, which opened on
choreographed, and the stage manager was

Matthews and Madame Lucia Vestris.

David Bermingham, a position he held in

Basically a drawing-room comedy, the plot

eight Music Hall shows.

follows the comings and goings of four
couples cavorting with each other in an
English country house.1
At Oak Hall, Charles meets and falls for
the young and beautiful Grace, unaware she

Although it had a strong cast and good
production values, the show was deemed to

French lecturer, Monsieur Francois Gobelins.3
A sprinkling of new faces surrounded the

costumes; Ronne Arnold choreographed.

HMS Revenge (14 September 1966) was an

gang of stalwarts who were dubbed ‘brilliant’

standards with the wittiest sets, sophisticated

16 March 1966, was devised, written and

for their ‘accomplished style and verve’ (The

costuming, and Bernadette Alam’s splendidly

directed by John Faassen, with music and lyrics

Sydney Morning Herald, 24 March 1966).

attuned musical comments to back up the show.’ Lovett, Deryck Barnes, Julie Fullerton, Stuart

by Bernadette Alam, who was back in the

Barry Lovett, John Unicomb, Des Rolfe,
Stuart Finch and Deryck Barnes led the

musical director’s chair.

The cast included John Unicomb, Barry

A French Affair managed a healthy six-month

Finch, Caroleen Heaton, Jacqui Carrol,

run, closing on 10 September 1966.

Douglas Hall, Brian Hokin, Des Rolfe, Gaye

According to Faassen, A French Affair

merriment, assisted by Christine Bartlett, Julie

and needed a really evil villain to spice

followed the pattern of French theatre of the

Fullerton, Gaye Jordan, Margaret Akerman,

back to melodrama for the next show, only

Laird and Stanley Walsh, who were making

things up. ‘The evening was a dismal waste

19th century, a time when this production

Judy Edenborough, Allan Reid and Brian

this time it was set on the high seas when

their first appearances at the theatre.

would have been described as ‘Vaudeville’, a

Hokin. James Murray handled sets and

‘Britain ruled the waves’. The Dreadful Fate of

be too far away from the usual melodrama,

is soon to wed his father, Sir Harcourt. When of talent,’ said The Sydney Morning Herald,

After the French farce frippery, it was

Jordan and Zoe Maree Jubb, plus Kenneth

Laird had just finished a five-year run as

Harcourt arrives, Charles pretends to all he

Colonel Pickering in Lerner and Loewe’s My

is ‘Augustus Hamilton’, who resembles Charles.

Fair Lady, the most successful production

Things become complicated when Lady Gay

ever mounted by J.C.Williamson’s. Walsh,

and her hen-pecked husband Adolphus ‘Dolly’

originally from Yorkshire, had stage and TV

Spanker arrive and Harcourt is immediately

credits (Z Cars) in London before arriving in

smitten with Lady Gay.

Australia in 1965 where he continued to
work in those mediums. His local theatre

In spite of herself, Grace begins to fall in
love with Charles/’Augustus’. When Lady Gay

credits included The Three Sisters, Alfie, A Flea

looks like interfering in the courtship, Charles

in Her Ear, California Suite and One Flew Over

persuades her to accept his father’s affections.

the Cuckoo’s Nest; on TV he was in Homicide

Lady Gay and Harcourt plan to elope, but the

and The Rovers. During the 1970s he played

attorney, Meddle, prevents it.

Clive Archer in The Restless Years. In the ’80s
he became a producer for Crawford Productions

Later, after Charles has ‘killed off’ Augustus,

and Grundy Television.

all is revealed, with Harcourt acceding to Charles

With each new production, the Music

and Grace’s nuptials. The character of Adolphus
‘Dolly’ Spanker was dropped for the Music

Hall’s sets and costumes were becoming more

Hall production.

and more spectacular and lavish, and with The
Dreadful Fate of HMS Revenge designer James

Old hands Don Pascoe, Des Rolfe and
John Unicomb added weight to a strong cast

Murray outdid himself. The Act 3 piece de

that included Alan Dearth, Stuart Finch,

résistance was a violent storm with the ship

Deryck Barnes, Lucia Duchenski, John

foundering and all hands slipping and sliding

Saltzer, Gillian Hunter, Gaye Jordan and,

across the stage. There were also scenes in

appearing for the first time at the Music Hall,

the bowels of the vessel, on an open raft in

veteran radio and TV actress, Margo Lee.

the ocean, at a seaside inn, and in an Arabian
tent. Original music and lyrics were again by

Margo Lee (her real name was Margaret
Stella Hogg) was a strikingly good-looking

Bernadette Alam, but this time played by

blonde who started on radio’s The Youth Show

A.Vincent Jones.
Romola Constantino (The Sydney Morning

(1941), and later became well-known in
broadcast drama. She had appeared in two

Herald, 22 October 1966) said ‘The Music

Phillip Street revues and on ABC–TV in

Hall is back with melodrama in full stride…

Stormy Petrel (1960) and The Outcasts (1961).

shows an even greater polish and assurance

She went on to play Gertrude to John Bell’s

than before.’ She went on to laud John Faassen,

Hamlet at Nimrod (1973), Christine Mannon

calling him an ‘expert producer and

in Eugene O’Neill’s Mourning Becomes Electra

A full house at the Bowl Music Hall,
Neutral Bay, formerly the Hoyts Southern
Cross picture theatre.

for QTC (1980), and tap-danced opposite
Page 26
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scriptwriter’, adding, ‘he misses no opportunity as ever as a bell-capped jester, and Kenneth

songbird (Sheila Kennelly), as well as Barney

‘Confidence My Friend’ and ‘The Beaut

for a gasp, stagger, or groan, or any other of

Laird makes an endearing shaggy elder in

Priggins, a ticket-of-leave man (John Armstrong),

Country’ were recorded by Neil Williams,

the classic conventions of melodrama’. The show

goatskins and horned helmet who has

Froth, a convict (Brian Hokin), and Samuel

Norma Francis and the Claire Poole Singers

Bernadette Alam (music and lyrics) were at

be laughed at. Her bumblings and

had a five month run, closing on 17 February

strayed in from Wagner... Two monks who

O’Halloran, a gentleman bushranger (Douglas

with Jim Gussey and the ABC Dance Band,

it again for another original work, O’ Vile

mumblings infect the others, and they romp

would do credit to any commedia dell’arte

Hall). Others in the cast of 14 were Norman

and released on a Festival EP, SFX-911,542.

Pretender, or, The Maiden and the Actor. This

through the comedy with a relish.’ Blanks

production are played by Des Rolfe and

Hodges, Kristen Mann and Benita Collings as

‘The Beaut Country’ also turned up on a

time Faassen chose early Australian theatre

described Bernadette Alam’s music as

Deryck Barnes,’ said The Sydney Morning

a tart. The costumes and sets were designed

1971 RCA Camden LP (Cams-175) titled

history for his story, reincarnating the character

‘cheery’ and James Murray’s set for the lady-

Herald (29 June 1967). At times the cast

by James Murray.

Australian Musicals Now, performed by the

of Barney Priggins from Her Only Mistake as

killer’s ‘workroom’ as ‘mildly naughty’. The

1967.
Next up was a send-up of grand opera,
Virtue in Peril, or, Castles, Curses and Caresses.
It was again written and directed by John

In her notice, Katharine Brisbane (The

ABC Melbourne Show ...Band and Chorus.5

2 December 1968).
John Faassen (book and direction), and

as an actress, her Maude Crump turned
Erminia Vestris Bracegirdle must be seen to

Faassen, with music and lyrics by Bernadette

mimed to pre-recorded operatic excerpts,

detective Barney Bloodworthy. Set around a

show stuck around for five months, closing

Alam. Faassen’s blueprint was Giuseppe Verdi’s

and the production was full of funny sound

Australian, 9 March 1968) hailed the Music

The songs are well-written, with catchy

production of Macbeth, but in this case

on 2 August 1969.

effects. After a good eight-month run, the

Hall as a ‘national institution’. She continued:

choruses, good lyrics and a pleasing touch of

called Duncan, at the Queen’s Theatre,

Il Trovatore, set in 16th century Spain. He kept

Continued in the next On Stage.
Special thanks to: David
Bermingham, Sheila Kennelly,
Margaret Leask, Ann Peck
(NIDA), Performing Arts
Collection (VAC), Peter
Orlovich (NIDA Archives &
Performing Arts Collection),
State Library of Queensland,
Frank Van Straten.

References:
1. The Gallant Imposter program.
2. Philip Parsons (ed.):
Companion to Theatre in

Margot Lee as Lady Gay Spanker in The Gallant Imposter, 1965.
Sheila Kennelly as Mme Pinaud in The Face at the Window, 1968.
Don Pascoe as Sir Harcourt Courtly in The Gallant Imposter, 1965.
Director John Faassen.

Bowl musical director and composer-in-residence A. Vincent Jones.
irony. These are the only commercial

Redfern, the tale, told as a show-within-a-

recordings of any of the original songs

show, featured a host of theatrical types.

written for Musical Hall productions.
After seven years and 11 new shows,
George Miller thought it was time to
the basic plotline where two brothers, one a
count, the other a troubadour and rebel,

show closed on 17 February 1968.
Her Only Mistake (21 February 1968) was

3. A French Affair program
4. The Dreadful Fate of HMS
Revenge program.
5. Peter Pinne: Australian

Performers, Australian Performances, PAM, 1987.
Newspapers sourced for this article:

Kennelly the leading-lady, Lucia Duchenska

The Australian, The Bulletin, The Daily

the ingénue, with Des Rolfe as an old-time

Telegraph, The Sun (Sydney), The Mirror

same kind of sweeping breadth as Mr [Barry]

unaware they are related, vie for the hand of

the first melodrama produced at the Music

Lovett and she was well supported by Gaye

adaptation, Ron Haddrick came on board to

Bloodworthy, a ‘theatre lover and detective’.

Leonora. When she chooses to marry the rebel

Hall with an Australian setting. John Faassen

Jordan and Lucia Duchenska, also veterans of

wear the ‘black hat’, joining a cast of Music

The large cast also included Gaye Jordan,

she unwittingly seals his doom. It’s a story ripe

(book and direction) and Bernadette Alam

the music-hall style as Lydia and Priscilla.

Hall regulars — Stanley Walsh, Barry Lovett,

Benita Collings, Norman Hodges, Howard

for overacting and histrionics. It opened on

(music and lyrics), set their story in the 1860s.

Stanley Walsh plays his familiar innocent

Sheila Kennelly, Kenneth Laird, Des Rolfe,

Vernon, Christel Chatelle, Gregory De

21 June 1967, and the Music Hall company

The naïve son of the Earl of Cricklewood,

Briton in the same engaging way.’

Lucia Duchenska, Brian Hokin, Douglas

Polnay and Douglas Hall as a theatre critic.

did it proud.

Ralph Furnival Featherstonhaugh (Stanley

Hall and Benita Collings. The brief three-

Costumes and set designs were by James

Other critics called it a ‘delightful satire’,

p.325–6.

Kenneth Laird was the villain, Sheila

re-vamp an earlier production, The Face at the actor/theatre manager and veteran songWindow. John Faassen rewrote his original
and-dance man Ron Shand as Barney

‘Miss Kennelly, a galleon in full sail, has the

Australia, Currency 1995)

(Sydney), The Sydney Morning Herald.

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

Walsh) flees to the colonies to escape a false

said the cast were ‘sparkling’, and praised

month season opened on 26 November 1968

Murray and musical direction by Bernadette

headed a cast of the usual comic suspects:

accusation by his father. He falls prey to the

John Armstrong, Des Rolfe, Kenneth Laird

and closed on 8 March.

Alam. The show opened on 13 March 1969.

Barry Lovett, Kenneth Laird, Deryck Barnes,

crooked land-agent Jasper Grady (Kenneth

and, in particular, Douglas Hall for his

‘Barry Creighton [Creyton] was an

‘Consistent and highly entertaining’,

Des Rolfe, Julie Fullerton, Caroleen Heaton,

Laird) and his wicked daughter Lydia (Gaye

singing of ‘Confidence My Friend’. The

unforgettable villain in the original Face, but

said F. [Fred] R. Blanks in The Sydney Morning

Gaye Jordan, Stuart Finch, Douglas Hall,

Jordan), and ends up owning a piece of

music also got a mention in The Sydney

Ron Haddrick as the new opera-cloaked fiend

Herald, adding that Sheila Kennelly hammed

President: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie

Lucia Duchenska (her surname was now

worthless dirt in Boogerrunderri, the other

Morning Herald (29 February 1968):

is not likely to be forgotten either. Haddrick’s

it up ‘gorgeously as a leading actress with no

Committee Members:

spelt with an ‘a’), Robert Quilter, Brian

side of the black stump. His ever-faithful

‘Bernadette Alam’s musical direction brings

is the unabashed virtuoso performance of an

memory and less ability’. Other critics also

Hokin and Sheila Kennelly. Sets and

fiancée Priscilla (Lucia Duchenska) follows

attractive songs to the show, which is lavishly

actor who knows how to pull out all the stops

loved Kennelly: ‘While the whole cast does

Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,
         Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor

costumes were by James Murray, with

him to Boogerrunderri, and along the way

costumed and mounted.’

and sneers, leers, scowls, growls, and all manner

very expertly what is required of them, the

Editorial Committee:

musical direction by A.Vincent Jones.

he encounters Lottie La Rue, an English

of slinkings, cringings, swoopings and

show is definitely Sheila Kennelly’s. As a

pouncings’ (The Sydney Morning Herald,

wealthy wife who finances her own starring

Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

Stanley Walsh, as the troubadour Manrico,

‘Barry Lovett is as engagingly grotesque
Page 28

Music Hall wire-walker mistaken for a

Four songs from the score, ‘Whitlam’s
Creek’, ‘I Love A Sunburnt Country’,
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All the world’s a stage

The bigger stars can earn £250 000

England: London

England: London

between one of the theatres and a production

Shakespeare raises the roof

Opera breakthrough

company about a possible future production.

complete an indoor Jacobean theatre, the

English National Opera has achieved another We chose to continue with the agreement
and therefore the sale will not go ahead.’
significant ‘first’ — the first live transmission

shell of which already exists on the Globe

of an opera in 3D.

Shakespeare’s Globe in London is to

site in Southwark.

RUG claims it has received a number of

On 23 February a battery of 3D cameras

This will be the most complete re-creation in the London Coliseum captured English
of an English Renaissance indoor theatre yet

National Opera’s new production of Donizetti’s

attempted. It two tiers of galleried seating

Lucrezia Borgia. It was broadcast live on Sky

and an authentic pit seating area will cater
for an audience of around 320.

other approaches for the four West End venues,
although it does not say at what price.
Lloyd Webber had planned to use the
proceeds of the sale to ‘continue to invest in

Arts 2 and Sky 3D and screened simultaneously and develop the Palladium and the Theatre
Royal Drury Lane as well as reducing the
in 12 British cinemas and one in Ireland. A

Artistic director Dominic Dromgoole said recorded 2D version was seen internationally. Group’s debt’.
RUG sold the Lyric, Garrick, Apollo and
The production was directed by Mike
that Shakespeare plays such as Cymbeline and
The Winter’s Tale were not written for outdoor

Figgis, best known as a film director with

playhouses. The Jacobean theatre will help

credits including Leaving Las Vegas.

Duchess theatres to Nimax Theatres in 2005
for £11.5 million ($A18.20 million) and

At points during the performance a newly offloaded its ticketing arm SeeTickets in 2008.
the Globe further its understanding of theatre
Lloyd Webber’s intellectual property —
practices at that time and explore the unique commissioned film by Figgis provided a
including
the rights to shows such as The
‘somewhat confronting’ parallel narrative
relationship between actor and audience in
England’s earliest indoor theatres.

about the early life of Lucrezia Borgia. The

The designs are based around a set of plans film’s soundtrack was produced from
discovered in the 1960s in the Worcester College
Library at Oxford. They show a small

A new Royal Opera House production of
Carmen will also be transmitted in 3D — but

galleried auditorium embracing a platform

not ‘live’.

his protégé, John Webb. They are the earliest
known designs for an English theatre.
A fundraising campaign has already
begun. Major construction work should start
in November 2012, and the theatre should be
ready to open in November 2013.
The plans which will be used in the design of
London’s ‘new’ Jacobean theatre.

England: London

Panto’s biggest stars pocket tens of thousands

a consortium led by former TV supremo

theatres, and it looks as if panto will soon

Michael Grade (see On Stage, Spring 2010).

invade the country’s largest sporting arenas.
It’s partly due to the fact that panto now
attracts some of show business’ biggest

Majesty’s, the Cambridge and the New London names. In the recent season former Baywatch
theatres to Grade and Michael Linnit’s
beefcake David Hasselhoff and controversial
GradeLinnit consortium for an estimated
£50 million

‘targets’. Overtures also aims to preserve

Twenty-two of the pantos are being staged

When an actor is flying, it’s all done by

owner Nick Thomas says there has been a

computers now, there’s no one pulling ropes. <http://www.overtures.name>, will function

‘slow, steady improvement of the genre in

Everything is what our biggest stars would

as a meeting place for performers, scholars

the past five years’. He’s considering taking

be happy to be associated with.’

and theatre lovers from all over the world.

panto into 6000-seater arenas for the first
time in 2011.

US talk show host Jerry Springer starred in

Barrowman headed Aladdin in Glasgow’s

satisfied that the

3000-seat Clyde Auditorium, and Barbara

price was a fair

Windsor marked her 60 years in show business

reflection of the

by playing Fairy Bowbells in Dick Whittington

theatres’ value,

in Bristol.
as the Fairy Godmother in Cinderella in

relating to a

Aylesbury; David Essex as Captain Hook in

long-standing

Peter Pan in Darlington; and Britt Ekland

contractual

starring as Fairy Peapod in Jack and the Beanstalk

agreement

in Southsea.

with leading names in musical theatre, high-

high-quality pantos, was dark for much of

quality images of collection items and video

and you don’t get the intimacy.’ Biggins, who

2010 because of financial difficulties, but it

footage. Scotland: Glasgow

has 40 years’ panto experience, was in

reopened to stage Jack and the Beanstalk.

Wolverhampton playing his favourite role —

Sometimes, though, the magic refuses to

Widow Twankey in Aladdin — for the tenth time. materialise. When Baywatch babe Pamela
Biggins believes the recession has played

Anderson played the Genie of the Lamp in

a part in the form’s revival: ‘I think in times

Aladdin in 2009, a critic hailed ‘a performance

of strife, families want to go out and have a

crushed by the weight of expectation, limited

really good time — have a laugh, have audience

technique and a truly dazzling lack of effort.’

Qdos’s top panto price is £35 ($A55.41).
Another producer, First Family Entertainment,
staged pantos in 12 regional theatres at a
production cost of up to £1 million ($A1.583
million) each. Chief executive Kevin Wood
said audiences were responding to ‘a new
breed of super-shows, super-panto’, where
3D special effects and pyrotechnics spiced up
the traditional elements, such as the dame,
spectacular scenery and dazzling costumes.
Dean Park as Nurse Poltis in Robin Hood,
Glasgow, 2010.

England: London

Scotland: Glasgow
Now you see it…
A Glasgow theatre has had to change a
pantomime costume after being told it was
breaking the Geneva Convention.
The dress worn by the character Nurse
Poltis in the Pavilion Theatre production of
Robin Hood originally sported red crosses on

Where there’s a will…

the hat and tunic. These were changed to

In an act of recession-defying philanthropy,

green after the British Red Cross told the

Rexton S. Bunnett is to leave the UK’s largest theatre it was violating the Geneva Conventions
private collection of musical theatre-related
memorabilia to the nation.

Act 1957, and could face prosecution.
A Red Cross spokesman said: ‘We have

Bunnett, a lifelong musical theatre enthusiast, no desire to be the villains of the pantomime
has created Overtures: The Bunnett-Muir

or to appear heavy handed, but we do have a

Musical Theatre Archive Trust, a new charity very serious obligation to protect our emblem.
which will raise funds to research and

It is a special sign of neutrality and protection

develop the collection. The Victoria & Albert

recognised by all sides during armed conflicts.

Museum will be responsible for public

Its repeated and widespread misuse could

access; the archive will transfer to the V&A

dilute its neutrality and its ability to protect.

on Bunnett’s death.

‘When we contacted the theatre

Started in the 1950s by Bunnett and his

management, they quickly changed the cross

late partner John Muir, to green — and we applaud them for that.’
the archive is a treasurehouse of recordings,

Dean Park, who plays Nurse Poltis, said ‘I
can’t believe it, I just can’t believe it.’

posters, programs,
scripts, books,
photographs, designs
and other memorabilia
documenting the
evolution of the
musical since the19th
century in the UK and
on Broadway.
It contains over 25
000 items.
Bunnett describes
the collection as a
‘living archive’,

ON STAGE

educational resource containing interviews

Hackney Empire, which is renowned for its

Also strutting their stuff were Cilla Black

raised issues

catalogue of the archive, and serve as an

That’s when I’ll retire, because it’s too big

an RUG statement, in Dick Whittington at the Birmingham
‘though both
Hippodrome. Music theatre star John

Page 30

a profitable panto to subsidise less mainstream

‘Taking panto into arenas is a horrible idea.

Peter Pan at the New Wimbledon Theatre and

sides remain

A dedicated website, www.overtures.name

Many struggling regional theatres rely on It will eventually include a complete online

But Christopher Biggins was not convinced. productions over the rest of the year. The

($A79.25 million). ex-Dynasty superbitch Joan Collins shared the
According to spotlight with Nigel Havers and Julian Clary

GradeLinnit

We look to get the best in modern technology. more film of new musicals.

by a company called Qdos. Chairman and

West End tickets can cost more than £60 ($A95)

of pounds a week, ticket touts lurk outside

Useful Group was set to sell the Palace, Her

Webber and Stephen Sondheim were early

dancers, the fact that we have a live band.

Pantos uncover pot of gold

move to sell four of his West End theatres to

Last October Lloyd Webber’s Really

quality of the scenery, the scriptwriting, the

£100 000 ($A158 303).

can go for well under £100 ($A158.30).’ While

to keep box offices at bursting point.

Andrew Lloyd Webber has pulled out of a

relatively-well known British name can earn

England: London

traditional Christmas pantomimes continue

No big deal

throughout their careers. Andrew Lloyd

them that for little money. A family of four

the Brits are happy to make sure their

recognising and following new talent

many West End musicals,’ Wood says. ‘The

participation and have fun — and panto gives

Things may be financially grim, but it seems

stage. Although originally thought to be the
Inigo Jones, the plans are now attributed to

included the deal.

Donizetti’s original score.

17th-century indoor theatre with a U-shaped

work of the celebrated Renaissance architect

Phantom of the Opera and Cats — was not

‘Our productions are more lavish than

($A395 735) for a three-to-five-week run. A

Summer 2011 

United States: New York
Provincetown pastiche
Controversy continues to rage over New
York University’s ‘restoration’ of the historic
Provincetown Playhouse.
The Greenwich Village theatre has a storied
past. It was once home to the Provincetown
Players, an amateur group of actors, writers
and artists who fostered new work by American
playwrights. Founded in Provincetown, Mass.,
its alumni included names like Eugene
O’Neill and Edward Albee. 

*
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Letters to the Editor
Thanks for the memories
Thank you so much to Peter Pinne for
telling the history of George Miller’s Music
Hall in Sydney (On Stage, Spring 2010).
Thank goodness someone has had the
sense to chronicle those times.
I can see the enormous amount of work
in compiling such a history — and to think
this is only the start of a series! It is
interesting reading, and of course I am
finding it fascinating as my times at the
Then: The original Provincetown Playhouse (left). Now: The Provincetown Playhouse in 2010.

and TV productions to less restrictive states.
‘You want to make sure New York is as

The building was one of four 19th-century
town houses at 133–139 Macdougal Street.
The university demolished its three
neighbours to make way for a law research
centre but, after much negotiation, agreed to
renovate, not demolish, the theatre.
Public officials said this week they were

map chronicling the artistic and cultural life
of the neighbourhood.
Bankoff suggests that this archival material
is really all that’s left of the Playhouse.
‘This isn’t preservation. This is at best a
pastiche,’ he said.
‘The only thing this has in common with

She added that SAG objects to an overly

every six months declaring that their

Hall days, is coming to visit soon, so there

children are fit to work. ‘It really just comes

will be a lot of reminiscing over the Limoncello

down to the Department of Labor not

— and Peter’s writing.

space problems against the need to preserve

it is a theatrical space in the same basic

doing it anyway.’

‘It shouldn’t be called the Provincetown

Otherwise it has nothing whatsoever to
do with the history. There should be a sign

John Saltzer, an old friend from Music

child actors obtain medical certifications

understanding what they were doing and

physical location.

- Sheila Kennelly
Cooranbong, New South Wales

Compiled with thanks to Blair Edgar OAM,
Ross King, Rob Morrison, Bruce Tannock
and Ian Williams.

n

in the lobby saying: “On this site stood the

director of the Historic Districts Council, an

Provincetown Playhouse”.’

Child actor Kiril Kulish in the title role in Billy

advocacy group.

United States:
New York

Elliot on Broadway, 2008. 

attempting to trade on the cultural capital of
the name after destroying the historic artefact itself.
‘Replacing what had been widely known
as the birthplace of modern American drama
and a major touchstone in 20th century
theatre with law offices is a real tragedy.’
‘We could have demolished the theatre
and built a glass building,’ responded Alicia
D. Hurley, the university’s vice-president for
government affairs and community engagement.
‘We spent a lot of time and attention on how
to approach this.’
And, she might have added, $US4.5 million
($A4.5 million).
Architect Morris Adjmi claimed history
had played a role in his redesign, which has
given the theatre a raked auditorium with
new fly space above and dressing rooms
below. He says, ‘It’s more in line with how
an experimental space looks and functions in
the 21st century.’
A lobby exhibition includes a short
history of the playhouse with photos of
productions and playwrights, along with a
Page 32

Colourful history

instrumental in bringing the Charles Urban

preserved in the archives of British Pathé.

Kinemacolor process to Australia.

Not only that, but you can see most of the

In pre-Auditorium days Kinemacolor
was shown at the Glaciarium in City Road,

Dance by Norman and Arnold, Australia’s
Gentlemen Wags. According to the

newly-opened Moonee Ponds Theatre in

accompanying documentation it was

1912.

probably shot at Pathé’s London studio (on

The process involved a special projector
that ran at 32 frames per second (twice the
normal speed) and incorporated a red and
a green rotating colour filter as well as the
standard cut-off and flicker shutter.
When the black and white film was in
the camera, the frames were photographed

a set that looks like a theatre stage), and
released on 16 March 1931.
Link: www.britishpathe.com/record.
php?id=8470
Enjoy!
- Maurice Poole
London, England n

alternately through red and green filters.
This process was replicated during
projection, resulting in a colour image, but
the problem of ‘fringing’ — colours running
Years earlier, William Friese-Greene
had developed a glass plate process using
alternate red and green photographic
plates. He took Charles Urban to court and,
winning an appeal, was able to frustrate the

Auditorium (On Stage, Spring 2010) to be

Kinemacolor process by around 1918.
Best wishes,

When I was visiting England last May I
went to the National Media Museum at

It could be ‘curtains’ for

Bradford. In one area they had an excellent

child actors on Broadway if

display on early cinema colour processes,

proposed state Labor

including Charles Urban’s Kinemacolor.

Department regulations slash

One in particular caught my eye — With the

the number of hours they

Fighting Forces in Europe at the Auditorium,

can perform.

Collins Street, Melbourne, commencing
Wednesday 17 February 1915.
The following is from The Argus, 5 July

age of 18 from working past

that year: ‘The last five nights are

10pm. and limit their

announced of the Kinemacolor pictures of

working hours. Youngsters

The Fighting Forces in Europe which are at

aged 9 to 16, for instance,

present being successfully screened at

would be limited to no

the Auditorium.

more than five hours of

The film’s called A Little Patter and

suburban theatres. It was exhibited at the

Kinemacolor patents, thereby ending the

Small talk

prohibit actors under the

film on line!

South Melbourne, and toured around

I found Frank Van Straten’s article on the
really enjoyable.

The proposal would

vaudeville partner Chick Arnold is

into each other — was a major drawback.

Kindest regards,

Playhouse,’ said Simeon Bankoff, executive

‘I actually find it offensive. They are

and I’m chuffed that you used several of
mine. Thanks so much.

burdensome requirement that parents of

the historic Provincetown Playhouse is that

people are in a state of shock.

to marry Chris Christensen and live on a
farm. The photos reproduced really well,

user-friendly as possible,’ Fox said.

satisfied that the university had balanced its
New York’s cultural legacy, but theatre

Music Hall were broken when I toddled off

As far as I know, the Tait brothers were

- Ross King
Essendon, Victoria

An encore for Charlie
I’m sure that many members still remember
the dapper Australian comedian Charles
Norman (1902–1997), and I know that his
widow, the wonderful Patti, is a staunch
supporter of Theatre Heritage Australia.
Well, I’ve just
discovered that an
extraordinary short
Pathétone film of
Charles and his

‘The films which show the armies and

actual work per day and

navies of the Allies in natural colours have

Top: Kinemacolor at

must have at least three

been exceedingly popular with Melbourne

the Auditorium in

hours of schooling.

amusement seekers, and those who have

1915.

not seen them would be well advised to

Gentleman Wags:

And it’s not just live
shows that are in danger.

take this opportunity.

Nancy Fox of the Screen

‘On Monday and Wednesday evenings

Actors Guild warned the

the members of the Siege Brigade will

new rules would drive film

attend and witness the pictures.’

ON STAGE
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Image: Ross King

Charles Norman and
Chick Arnold in their
1931 film.
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In the limelight

Entertainment down under

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Frank Van Straten goes underground to explore the long history of a hidden city venue.

O

pposite the Melbourne Town

wife of the Governor of Victoria. Proceeds

transformed into a vibrant live

Hall, in the basement of 125

went to Red Cross and the Women’s

entertainment venue, the Hi-Fi Bar and

Swanston Street, is The Hi-Fi Bar

Hospital.

Ballroom. It was refurbished in 2003; today

and Ballroom. It’s one of Melbourne’s
busiest and most popular rock venues — but

After this, the Century settled down to
the traditional ‘hour show’ format of a

its dark painted walls hide most of what is
left of the original Art Deco detailing.

few of the 100 000

The Bar is on the

patrons who trek down

mezzanine level,

its unpretentious

roughly where the old

terrazzo steps every year

projection box would

know of — or care about

have been.

— its long history as an

It has some

entertainment venue.

moveable seating and

The Hi-Fi began life

Under the guidance of Melbourne Theatre Company Education
Manager Suzie Thomas, THA members visited the new MTC
headquarters on 10 November 2010. Clockwise from above: The

overlooks the live

71 years ago as the

entertainment area —

Century Theatre,

the Ballroom — which

nestling beneath the

is a reworking of the

grand Century Building.

original auditorium,

The 12-storey block was

complete with a small

designed by the great

but elaborately

Marcus R. Barlow, who

equipped stage. It can

was also responsible for

wardrobe; Shaun Gurton’s set model for the forthcoming production of

Trevor Ashley on stage at the Hi-Fi,

the Manchester Unity

Alexi Kaye Campbell’s Apologia at the Arts Centre Fairfax Studio; the

January 2011.

Image THA

be configured for
concerts, dance

hat and wig preparation room.

Building at the southern
end of the same block.

nights, and a wide

Below left: Graeme Murphy at the launch of the new contemporary

For the theatre, Barlow

range of corporate

dance company Mod Dance at the Curran, Prahran, on 2 February

worked in association

and special events.

2011. Mod Dance will present its inaugural season, Murphy’s Suite

with the specialist

Synergy, at the Arts Centre State Theatre in March 2011.

cinema and theatre

floor is now a series

Below right: Robin Grow and Robyn Saalfield recently tied the knot in

architects H. Vivien Taylor

of broad steps, built

and Garnett A. Soilleux.

over the original

the Melba Foyer at Her Majesty’s Theatre—an entirely appropriate
Robyn are, respectively, president and secretary of the Art Deco and
Modernism Society). THA member Kenneth Park officiated at what is
understood to have been only the second wedding ceremony
conducted at The Maj. 

The Ballroom

The interior design

venue in view of their enthusiasm for all things Art Deco (Robin and

Images: Peter Sheridan and THA.

raked floor. It can

was sleek and strikingly

cater for 300 seated

Art Deco, incorporating

diners, or

gracefully curved

alternatively for

mouldings and bas-reliefs

crowds of up to 650

of balletic figures leaping

in concert mode.

towards the proscenium.

Plans showing the present configuration of the

A particular feature

Hi-Fi Bar and Ballroom.

was the sound absorbing
treatment of the walls and ceiling — the

mixture of

effectiveness of which is still evident.

rock favourites such as
Powderfinger, the Foo

newsreels, cartoons and what were vaguely

Fighters, Regurgitator, as well as Roy and

known as ‘short subjects’. During the war

H.G. and Rove Live. Justin Madden and

as a newsreel theatre. Its 491 seats made it

years, its programs brought graphic news

Peter Garrett were often in the audience.

the largest theatre of its type in the country,

from the battlefront, along with lighter fare

and it was said to be the first Australian

designed to boost morale.

The Century opened on 26 June 1940,
but not with newsreels. It was launched
with a gala preview screening of the Anna

ON STAGE

The Hi-Fi has
hosted shows by

The Century was specifically designed

theatre to be fully air conditioned.
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nights, dinners, theme

When eventually TV eroded the

the city’s biggest gay-night-out.
Recently Hairspray star Trevor Ashley

attraction of the newsreels, the Century

packed the place with his sensational Liza

switched to feature films.

(on an E) extravaganza — not quite Anna

In its later movie years it was renamed

Neagle musical Irene. The distinguished

the Swanston, then Capitol Two. It closed in

audience included Mrs R.G.Menzies, wife

1989. For a while it served as Bingo City,

of the Prime Minister, and Lady Dugan,

but in May 1997 it was ingeniously

Summer 2011 

For a while it was the home of ‘Tasty’,

Neagle in Irene, but undoubtedly much
more fun!
Link: www.thehifi.com.au 
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Victoria victorious

The Ballad of Angel’s Alley

A small New Zealand community saves its historic theatre. Frank Van Straten reports…

Peter Pinne concludes his chronicle of Australia’s only ‘Pocket Opera’, and its creator, Bruce George.

evonport is a pretty little town on

new owner, publisher Bruce Palmer, spent

What is now The Victoria Picture

the north side of Auckland Harbour, a

$NZ1 million dividing the venue into two

Palace and Theatre was launched on 26

30-minute ferry ride from the city.

280-seat cinemas, the Victoria upstairs, and

October 2010 — exactly 98 years after the

Its main street, Victoria Road, is lined with

the Albert below. It was relaunched as

building’s original first night.

an outstanding array of well-preserved

Charley Gray’s Twin Cinemas Devonport in

Victorian and early Edwardian buildings:

January 1990.

dozens of delightful shops, cafes, restaurants,
galleries — and one imposing theatre.
The Victoria Picture

Through the 1990s other owners came
and went. By 2001 it looked as if the theatre

P

The gala reopening coincided amazingly
with the discovery of a long-lost photo of
the opening of Benwell’s Picture Palace in
1912. Local enthusiast Michael Morley had

would be torn down and replaced by apartments. phoned every Benwell in the Californian

Palace and Theatre proudly

telephone directory until he

crowns the crest of a hill,

made contact with John

dominating the historic

Benwell’s great-grandson,

streetscape. That the

Douglas Benwell, who

building has survived after

immediately sent copies of

nearly a century is a

shots from the Benwell

testament to the tenacity of

family album.

the Devonport community,

refurbished venue now has
three intimate auditoriums:

community hub.

upstairs are two cinemas,
the 114-seat Albert, fitted for

claimed to be the oldest

35mm projection and

purpose-built cinema still

adaptable for lectures and

in existence in New

similar presentations; and the

Zealand. It opened on 26

44-seat ‘arthouse’ Benwell,

October 1912 as Benwell’s

with e-projection.

Picture Palace — named for

Downstairs is the 180-seat

the man who built it,

Victoria, with 35mm

Californian showman, John

projection and, importantly,

Leon Benwell.

a fully equipped stage for
live performances.
Adjacent to the foyer is
Dida’s Wine and Tapas Bar.

Before long it was a thriving

Restoration of the façade is

entertainment centre. In

still to come.

sold his theatre to a new picture company, FullerHaywards.

Top: The Victoria now: adaptable for live
performances or movies.

Fuller-Haywards commissioned architect

The Victoria is now registered as a

reports of what every theatre needs — a

lobbied strongly to retain the Vic as a

resident ghost. Auckland band, The Early

transform it into a stylish Art Deco picture

theatrical and cinema space. Eventually these

Birds, recently told a TV interviewer that

palace. Sadly it was not enough to save the

groups coalesced to become the Victoria

when they were rehearsing in the Vic they

Victoria from the ravages wrought by the

Theatre Trust. In 2006 the North Shore City

experienced strange goings on and

Depression. Audience numbers plummeted

Council was persuaded to buy the building for inexplicable noises — and heard one of their

and the company folded in 1930. When things

$NZ1.55 million.

and reopened the theatre.
In 1945 Kerridge Odeon took over the

Three years later the Trust won the tender
to lease the Victoria for 33 years.
After a massive fundraising effort, the

guitars being strummed while they were in
another room.
Steve Hart’s 30-minute video on John
Benwell and the history of his theatre can

Victoria. They ran it successfully for four

Trust was able to finance and complete all

be seen at: www.archive.org/details/John

decades, but in the late 1980s patronage

the necessary interior restoration work and

BenwellAndTheVictoriaTheatreauckland

again dwindled and the theatre was sold. The

the technical upgrades.
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Bruce George was working for Garnet H.

The Age (27 December 1957) agreed: ‘This

‘Mary Hardy gave a gamin touch to her playing

Carroll as musical director on Salad Days at

musical version lacks the wistful shadow that

of Peter, and put her song numbers over well.’

the Princess Theatre. For the 1957–58 holiday

a sensitive production casts over the

period the Carroll organisation was planning

evergreen Barrie play, but the staging is

played twice daily (10.30am and 2.15pm). It

to mount a production of the 1954 musical

lively and colourful and the story’s youthful

closed on 27 January 1958 after 54 performances.

version of J.M.Barrie’s Peter Pan by Jule Styne, heart beats strongly.’ The Sun News–Pictorial
Betty Comden and Adolph Green, in which

n

ON STAGE

The show opened on Boxing Day 1957 and

In the 1970s there were two productions of
the show at the Alexander Theatre at
Monash University, both directed and
choreographed by Marie Cumisky. In
1970 Patsy Hemingway played the

rights fell through. Nevertheless, Carroll

title role with Jack Youens as Captain

decided to go ahead, but with a new score

Hook, and musical direction by

and libretto. Bruce George was approached

Raymond Long. In 1979 Beverley

to write the music, and Howard Charlwood,

Gardiner was Peter, Youens repeated his

June Lansell and John Carroll (Garnet’s son)

Hook role, and this time Bruce George

supplied a new book and lyrics.

sat in the musical director’s chair.

George’s score is melodic, but heavily

In late 1962 Noel Ferrier commissioned

influenced by the Styne original. Peter

Bruce George and Jeff Underhill to work

Pan’s introduction, ‘Who Am I?’, is a

on a television version of Lewis Carroll’s

spirited waltz, the opening quartet, ‘Little

classic Alice in Wonderland for The BP

Heads Are Nodding’, nicely sets the scene

Super Show.
Ferrier assembled a star-studded cast:

is a pretty ballad, and Captain Hook’s

Chips Rafferty (White Knight), Kevin

‘I’m The Foulest of Fiends’, also a waltz,

Colson (Knave of Hearts), Patricia Moore

is a fun bit of villainy.

(Alice), Noel Ferrier (Humpty Dumpty),

The cast of 20 was headed by Mary

Brian Crossley (White Rabbit), William

Hardy (Peter Pan), Clement McCallin

Hodge (Duchess), Jim Gerald (Cook), Ernie

(Mr Darling/ Captain Hook), Patsy

Bourne (March Hare), Johnny Ladd (Queen

King (Wendy), Joan Harris (Mrs Darling),

of Hearts), Bob Hornery (Mad Hatter), Fred

Marie Cumisky (Tiger Lily), with Charles

Peter Pan program, Alexander Theatre (1979).

Parslow (Mock Turtle/ Caterpillar), Robina

Haggith, Frank Lloyd, Max Meldrum, Des

Alice in Wonderland (1962): Brian Crossley as

Beard (Dormouse), John Bailey and Ray

Rolfe, Ian Turpie and Brian Westmore

the White Rabbit and Patricia Moore as Alice.

Trickett (Tweedledum and Tweedledee), Ron
Shand (King of Hearts/Walrus) and Roger
McDougall (Cheshire Cat). The

John Carroll, with choreography

sets were designer by Ferrier’s

by Marie Cumisky and

wife, Sue.

orchestrations by the composer.

Daniel B. Patterson to extend the theatre and

improved, a new Fuller company moved in

while Listener In–TV (4-10 January 1958) said:

The show was directed by

And to make things complete, there are
Meanwhile, several local groups had

1957) called it a ‘pleasant, amusing adventure,

Charlwood’ (The Herald, 27 December 1957).

among others.

historic place under the Historic Places

Benwell’s Picture Palace on opening night, 1912. Trust Act.

In 1929, with the introduction of the talkies,

Lansell, John Carroll and Howard

Melbourne New Theatre in 1959,

in the nursery, ‘Land Beyond The Sky’

it originally seated 1000.

1914 Benwell returned to the USA, having

The Ballad of Angel’s Alley at the

At the last minute, negotiations for the

save their much-loved

architect John M. Walker,

(27 December

on Broadway.

who battled for years to

Designed by Auckland

what could be heard of the lyrics by June

Mary Martin and Cyril Ritchard had starred

The beautifully

The Victoria Theatre is

rior to the première production of

George and Underhill’s

Musical director Tom Davidson

version not only included material

conducted a full theatre orchestra.

from Alice’s Adventures in

If the reviews weren’t raves,

Wonderland, but also from the

they were at least good, with

sequel, AliceThrough the Looking

The Herald being best of all:

Glass. The show included the Mad

‘Mary Hardy’s Peter Pan is a

Hatter’s Tea Party, The Croquet

masculine and capable imp, just

Scene, The Court Scene, Humpty

the sort to look after Wendy,

Dumpty, The White Rabbit Scene,

nicely played in perpetual

the Lobster Quadrille, the Garden

wonder by Patsy King… Bruce

Party and the Duchess’ Kitchen.

George’s music is light and in

The songs included ‘In A

character and rather superior to
Summer 2011 

Wonderland Gone By’,

*
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‘Jabberwocky’, ‘Tweedledum And Tweedledee
Cakewalk’ – and ‘Oh My Fur And Whiskers’
sung by Chips Rafferty! The costumes were
made by J.C.Williamson’s, based on drawings
by the famous cartoonist Tenniel, who had
illustrated the original books.
The show went to air live on GTV–9 at
7.30pm on Saturday, 15 December 1962. It
was in monochrome (colour didn’t come to
Australian TV until 10 years later).
Brian Crossley remembers: ‘During the
performance a prop tree caught fire during
one of Alice’s songs, which caused some panic

Left: The Long Drop LP cover (1964). Above: Act 2, Scene 1 of Williamstown Little Theatre’s

on the set. Patricia Moore kept on singing while

1963 production of The Ballad of Angel’s Alley. From left: Barry James (Nobbler), Vin Foster

the stagehands frantically put it out. Fortunately
the fire wasn’t noticeable on-screen.’14

(Bottler), Ellis Ebbell (Codger) and Grahame Murphy (Colonel).
It was directed by Harold Baigent, with

custom-pressed LPs (1439A/1439B). The striking

mixed reviews. Melbourne’s The Age TV–Radio

another new collaborator, advertising

orchestrations by the composer, and an

sleeve art of Ned Kelly’s famous armour was

Guide (21–27 December 1962) said: ‘A strong

executive Peter Clarke (book and lyrics),

orchestra conducted by Len Hall.

adapted from the cover of program. The disc

point was its excellent casting, with Brian

Bruce George premièred The Long Drop, a

Crossley as the White Rabbit and Johnny Ladd

musical based on the life and times of Ned

performers were John Lidgerwood (Ned Kelly),

Ned Kelly’, ‘Without A Man’, ‘All Your Life’,

as the Queen of Hearts quite outstanding,’ but

Kelly and subtitled ‘The Last of the Bushrangers’.

Neil McPherson (Dan Kelly), Bryan Horley

‘Not For Me’, ‘I’ll Be There’, ‘Bloody Hands’,

The show screened around Australia to

The following month, working with

Brisbane’s TV Times (27 December 1962) called
it ‘dreary’, and said ‘the magic was missing’.

In 1964 composer Bruce George collaborated Christine Groves (Meg), Mary Womersley (Jo); The Arts Theatre, Melbourne 1964.
for the first time with writer and lyricist Ray
Kolle on a three-act musical version of Louisa

Amy arrives home from Europe married

contains ‘The Long Drop’, ‘The Legend Of

( Joe Byrne), Robert Finartys (Steve Hart),

‘Skinful Of Booze’, ‘Blaze Of Sun’, ‘Kelly

in the saga of Ned Kelly and his gang: the

Mary Dean (Roo), Fred Kirkwood (Ben Gould),

Country’, ‘Custodians of the Law’, ‘Little Roo’,

killing of three policemen (told in ballet
form), the robbing of the banks in Euroa

Imelda O’Donnell (Maggie), Juenesse Sturken ‘Shiver’ and ‘The Death Train’. Music not
recorded included ‘Roughnecks’ Reel’,
(Kate), Shirley Dawson (Norah) and Robin

The show hits all the important episodes
Little Women (1964): Esme Melville (Marmee), Marie Burrell (Beth), Cheryl McPhee (Amy),

It was a big show with a cast of 39. Featured

‘Goin’ To Glenrowan’ (same tune as ‘The

authors had ‘caught, quite faithfully, the

and Jerilderie (for the latter the gang dressed

Rowe (Evangelist).

May Alcott’s classic 1868 books Little Women

to Laurie, just as Meg is about to wed John.

atmosphere of the sentimental old American

as coppers), the murder of turncoat mate

and Good Wives with the working title Look

Jo is delighted when the Professor arrives for

family… the tunes are simple and pleasant,’

Aaron Sherritt, and the final siege at Glenrowan.

All of the Melbourne newspapers covered Death Train’), ‘Faces Three’ and a ballet.
The next Bruce George show to be
the opening, and all of them raved. ‘Ned

Who’s Here.

the wedding. He tells her he submitted the

and ‘The strongest performance is by Mary

The authors also touch on the hatred and

made a rip-roaring comeback in the Benalla

Town Hall last night… The show is real good Clarke. It was a musical version of the
iconic 1929 comic novel Here’s Luck by

It wasn’t the first time the books had

produced was another written with Peter

manuscript of her book to a publisher who is Womersley as Jo, the prickly, tomboy sister.’
eager to publish it. Jo welcomes him with open Listener In–TV (23-29 May 1964) said: ‘Esme

persecution of the poor Irish-Catholic Kelly

been musicalised: A Girl Called Jo was staged
in London in 1955. There was an off-Broadway

arms, and they realise they belong together.

Melville soft peddles the role of Marmee

(the story opens when Kelly’s mother and

capital cities (The Herald). ‘“Skinful Of Booze”

Lennie Lower, the Australian humorist

successfully, and Yvonne Kosky is a

brother-in-law are already in gaol). There

brought down the house’ (The Advocate);

whose columns were seen in a variety of

redoubtable figure as the irascible Aunt.’

was love interest for Ned with a girl named

‘“Kelly Country” could become an

newspapers, including Sydney’s Daily

‘Neat and articulate’ was The Advocate’s (21

‘Roo’. The song ‘The Ballad Of Ned Kelly’

Australian song to rank with “Gundagai” and

Telegraph, Sunday Telegraph and Smith’s Weekly,

May 1964) description of Ray Kolle’s lyrics,

frames the piece and is used effectively

“Never-Never”.’ (Listener In-TV). And the

during the depression and World War II.

with ‘Come Waltz With Me’ being noted as

throughout the show to advance the plot.

local paper, Benalla Ensign, concurred: ‘Stirred

version, Jo, in 1964, and a television version,

The character of Jo is well serviced by

Little Women, in 1958, with music and lyrics

George and Kolle’s period-flavoured score

by Richard Adler.

with seven numbers. The best is Jo and Laurie’s

The story, set in New England in the 1860s charming duet ‘Come Have A Waltz’. Also
during the American Civil War, explores the

good are ‘Lonely In New York’ and ‘When

problems, romantic and otherwise, of the four In Rome’.
March family daughters, Meg, Beth, Amy

Kolle and George took their show to Joy

and Jo, and their patient, understanding mother Mudge, who was then operating her Arts

family by the mainly British Colonialist police Australian stuff. It should catch on in the

The score sounds like a musical written

‘catchy’.
The show played Wednesdays to Saturdays,

the imagination and captured the hearts of

in the 1950s. There’s a fine duet for the lovers, the audience.’

with a Saturday matinées, for six weeks, closing

‘Not For Me’, a typical tavern song, ‘Skinful

(Marmee). When Amy goes off to Europe

Theatre at 107 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne, just

on 26 June. By then it had clocked up 26

Of Booze’, a rousing men’s chorus, ‘Kelly

she is followed soon after by Laurie, whose

around the corner from Her Majesty’s in

performances. At the end of the season,

Country,’ and a good comedy number, ‘All

advances have been spurned by Jo. Laurie’s

Exhibition Street. Mudge liked it and agreed

Christine Groves (Meg) and Cheryl McPhee

Your Life’ (full title: ‘Do You Have To Be A

tutor, John, begins to romance Meg.

Here’s Luck tells the story of workshy
Jack Gudgeon and his son Stanley, who is
fast following in his father’s footsteps, and

The show played five capacity performances. what happens to them when they go on a
Four years later, revised and pruned-down, it drinking, gambling and partying spree,
when Agatha, the wife and mother, walks
played a three-week season at Emerald Hill

to produce it, but insisted, for commercial

(Amy), together with a studio cast, put down

Bastard All Your Life’). ‘Bloody Hands’ is a

Theatre under the title of Kelly Country, opening out. Set among the terraced houses of inner
Sydney (or Melbourne), the work wears its
on 29 June 1968.15 Direction was again by

Jo, determined to be a writer, goes to

reasons, that it should be called Little Women.

an archival recording of the score. It contains:

Carousel ‘Soliloquy’-style moment after Kelly

Harold Baigent, with John Lidgerwood once

New York where she meets an older man,

The production opened on 13 May 1964

larrikin heart on its sleeve. Written in

‘Give Them All A Kiss’, ‘Elegant Or Die’,

has killed three men, and ‘Custodians Of The

Professor Bhaer. Although they argue over her with Mary Womersley ( Jo), Christine Groves

‘Come On, Slow Poke’, ‘Come Have A

Law’ is an effective G&S number when the

more playing Ned Kelly. In this revised version colloquial language as a song-and-dance
farce, the plot faithfully follows the novel.
Act 1 closed with the title song, and the

work, they begin to fall in love. With his

(Meg), Cheryl McPhee (Amy), Marie Burrell

Waltz’, ‘She Was The One’, ‘We’ll Be Beating

Gang is dressed as coppers. Also of interest

second act ‘11 o’clock number’ became

encouragement, instead of writing her usual

(Beth), Esme Melville (Marmee), Yvonne

Our Drum’, ‘My Beth’, ‘That Man’, ‘Be A

are Roo’s minor-keyed ‘Shiver’ and the jaunty

‘Blaze Of Sun’.

penny-dreadful thrillers, she writes a tender

Kosky (Aunt March), Bill Martin (Laurie)

Good Wife’, ‘The Doll Song’, ‘Lonely In New

‘Blaze Of Sun’.

book about her family, but before she can

and Brian Moir (Mr Laurence). Sets,

York’, ‘Local Girl Made Bad’, ‘When In

submit it to a publisher she is recalled home

costumes and direction were by Joy Mudge,

Rome’, ‘Ribbons In My Hair’ and ‘Look

in association with the Benalla Light Opera

because Beth is ill.

with Dorothy Graff on piano.

Who’s Here’; ‘Angry’, a song for Jo, was the

Company, the show opened on 24 July 1964,

only item not recorded.

in the 800-seat Benalla Town Hall, Victoria.

Beth dies and Jo is devastated.
Page 38

The Herald (15 May 1964) thought the

ON STAGE

Produced by the Benalla Drama Group

At one time there was some London

The song titles are fairly descriptive of
the piece: ‘The Scourge Of The Gudgeons’
(what Jack feels about Stanley), ‘Deserted,

interest from the Yvonne Arnaud Theatre,

Bereft And Alone’ ( Jack’s immediate thoughts

Guildford, but it eventually came to nothing.

when Agatha walks out), ‘The Swishest S.P.

Broadcast Exchange of Australia recorded

In The World’ (a homage to the S.P. bookie

the original cast for a limited edition of 200

in the lane behind the pub), ‘The Sweet Sherry
Belt’ (what Jack calls his ma-in-law’s

Summer 2011 
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suburb), and the obvious ‘Take

Bunning, the Younger Sisters, Peg

Me Back To Those Old Square

George or Geoff Brooke.

Dancing Days’. The score also

George worked as a

includes ‘Brutally’, one of those

professional musician in London

aggressive female maneater

from 1965 until 1974. During his

songs so favoured in the scores

time there he wrote book, music

1950s musicals:

and lyrics for four musicals: a

My kind of ‘that’s for me’ man,

version of The Man from Snowy

Is a husky he-man,

River, based on the poem by A.B.

A handsome hunk of a man,

‘Banjo’ Paterson, in which Ian

A gorgeous chunk of a man,

Bevan of the Harold Fielding

Who’d love me

office was interested at one time;

Brutally.

Splashdown, a story based on the

The characters are

French atomic tests in the

endearing, and the script is

Pacific; Sinkiang, a musical about

funny. It’s a kind of Australian

an uprising in the city of Sinkiang

version of Lionel Bart’s Fings Ain’t

in the west of China; and Salienka,

Wot They Used T’be.

which was set in Russia. All of
them remain unproduced.18

The show has had only one
production and that was by

The Bruce George Trio at Embers, South Yarra:

Geelong High Elementary School, Victoria,

Bruce George (piano), Ian Pearce (drums),

for Nöel Coward’s 70th birthday concert, A

in 1974. Bruce George was the musical

Derek Capewell (bass).

Talent to Amuse, at the Phoenix Theatre,

director. The show played a week.
In 1979 Bruce George joined forces again

He was also musical director

London, on 16 December 1969. The starpiano tuition when he was six. In his youth

studded cast included June Bronhill, Cyril
Ritchard, Danny La Rue, Joyce Grenfell,

100-seat Oxford Children’s Theatre in a church

he was Weightlifting Champion of Australia
for six years.16

hall on the corner of Oxford and Station Streets,

His first appearance on stage was in the

with Joy Mudge, who had established her

Maggie Fitzgibbon, Anne Rogers, Cleo Laine
and Stanley Holloway. The concert was

Box Hill, Melbourne. There she presented

Aztec Services production of the J.B.Priestley

recorded and has just been released on CD

programs aimed at young children, with casts

play Ever Since Paradise, at the Princess Theatre

by Must Close Saturday Records

culled from students of the theatre school

on 10 August 1949. The play calls for two

(MCSR3048).

that she ran in the same building.

characters to play pianos, and Bruce George,

Over a 20-year period, Mudge produced

With Ray Kolle, George also wrote Too

because of his pianistic ability, ended up on

Late Tomorrow, a musical version of Richard

six musicals by Bruce George: Pinocchio

one, with Laurel Mather on the other. The

Beynon’s The Shifting Heart, and a Grecian

(21 April 1979), Gingerbread Man (24 March

cast included Nancy Brown and John Faassen.

gods romp, Ye Gods!. Both shows are so far

1984), Red Riding Hood (16 June 1984), Wind

George was married for a time and had

unproduced. In 1970, Ray Kolle reworked

in the Willows (27 July 1985), The Christmas

one daughter, Shelley. She was a professional

his book and lyrics for the latter, and with a

Secret (14 December 1985) and Dick

singer in Britain and Spain, working at Butlin’s

new composer, David McCallum, it became

Whittington and His Cat (5 July 1986). Some

variety clubs, until she gave it up and moved

Fetch Me a Fig Leaf, opening at the Alexander

had more than one production. — Pinocchio

permanently to Australia.

Theatre, Monash University, on 28 August

had three. Reviewing a production of the

From the age of 16 until he turned 76,
George worked as a jobbing musician (a

said: ‘It has original songs, some of which

member of the Musicians’ Union who accepts successful season at La Boite, Brisbane, from
jobs on call). Twice, when times got tough, he 19 July 1974, with Judith Howell (Aphrodite)
took a job as a clerk in the Navy Department.17 and Mark Hembrow (Apollo).

presentation.’ Joy Mudge wrote book and
lyrics for most of the shows, but on occasions
Bruce George provided his own lyrics.

At one time he had the Bruce George

George will be remembered for, because it was Frank Van Straten and Jack Youens.
he is still writing today at 97, using a computer an ‘original’ — Australia’s one and only
References:
keyboard to compose one song each week.
‘pocket opera’. It’s funny, stylish, and with its
14. Brian Crossley interview with author, 2009.
With 12 produced musicals to his credit, his
host of raffish characters, truly entertaining.
15. The Age article by Leonard Radic, 18 June
output has certainly been prodigious. His
1968.
scores are professional, well-crafted, with no Special thanks to: Phil A’Vard, Peter Clarke,
16.
Bruce George interview with author, 2009.
shortage of melody.
Brian Crossley, Laurie Gellon, Bruce George,
Today, The Ballad of Angel’s Alley is barely Bob Hornery, Ray Kolle, John Lidgerwood, 17. ibid
18. ibid
remembered — an entry in Companion to
Charles Little, Harold Minear, Ian Pearce, Jo
19. Theater Mania Guide to Musical
Theatre in Australia, the published play-script,
Peoples (Performing Arts Collection, Adelaide
Theatre Recordings, Back Stage Books,
and that’s about it. But it’s the work Bruce
Festival Centre), Performing Arts Collection,
New York, 2004.
n

The Ballad of Angel’s Alley—an update

T

he season of The Ballad of Angel’s
Alley at Pumpkin Theatre (27
November to 15 December 1979)

was produced by Gravin Productions, a
company set up by Grahame Murphy and
Vin Foster, and featuring many actors from
Williamstown Little Theatre.
The production is significant because
composer Bruce George was musical
director. Grahame Murphy directed and

written by Robert E. Glass to commemorate

Since the publication in On Stage,
Spring 2010 of Part One of the
story of The Ballad of Angel’s Alley,
THA member Laurie Gellon
(Mount Barker, SA) has provided
some further information

played the Colonel, Vin Foster was Bottler,

which has helped fill

Lila Kemlo was Maria, with Doug Lindsay

a few gaps in the story.

as Bill Fiddler. Laurie Gellon was lighting

production of the show in 1984 by the
Heidelberg Theatre Company with Will
Conyers as musical director.
Apart from a season at HTC’s own
theatre, the show also played a performance
as part of the 1984 Moomba Festival of
Australian Plays at the Kew High School

Williamstown Little Theatre bought the

by Vin Foster with a cast including

Note: Recent research has revealed that Bill

production and presented it at their theatre in

Grahame Murphy (Colonel), Frank Wadds

Hodge repeated his portrayal of Bill Fiddler

Albert Street, Williamstown, from 15 February

(Bottler), Judy Jack (Maria) and Gary

when the MTC production of The Ballad of

until 1 March 1980, playing a further

Metcalfe (Bill Fiddler). A photograph from

Angel’s Alley (see On Stage, Spring 2010)

13 performances.

this production appears in the book A Small

was presented at the Theatre Royal in

Intimate Theatre of Our Own — A History of

Hobart, and again when it was produced at

Williamstown Little Theatre 1946-1996

the Coronet Playhouse, Albury, in mid-1965.n

This was the second time Williamstown
Little Theatre has presented the show. The

Gus
goss

Hall and both
appear destined for a
long period hidden

Call me a cynic, but I

away in storage.

couldn’t resist a wry

I wonder if we’ll

smile when I saw that

ever see them again?

the Arts Centre is

None of Bruce George’s music was ever

Meanwhile,

‘seeking expressions

Nolan’s equally

of interest from

stunning ‘Snake’

on ABC Radio and at Melbourne venues

is a sad indictment of our music and recording

suitably qualified

series — all 1620

He was educated at St Paul’s Cathedral Choir

such as Embers Nightclub in South Yarra and

industries. As Jerry Herman said: ‘Our musical

artists to design,

pieces of it — has

School, in a church hall near the Cliveden

Scotts Hotel. Personnel at various times included:

theatre creations should not be disposable —

fabricate and install a light feature and a work

been given pride of

mansion in East Melbourne. He started there

Derek Capewell (bass), George Wilcox (sax/

of art for Hamer Hall’. A light feature?

place in Hobart’s

at age eight and finished when he was 15. A

clarinet/trumpet/violin/guitar/vocals), Ivan

and it’s the recordings that make them
permanent.’19 Cast albums are what keep

fellow student was Hector Crawford. After

Vadeki (bass), Alex Hutchinson (clarinet/

musical theatre alive, and it’s unfortunate

Arcturus? That’s my picture of it on the

where it’s displayed

two years at University High, George was a

sax), Trevor Torrens (bass), Keeble Beaucham

that future generations will not be able to

right. A work of art? What about Sidney

on a vast, specially

student teacher from 18 until he was 25. His

(sax) and Ian Pearce (drums). Vocals were

hear any of Bruce George’s scores.

Nolan’s stunning ‘Paradise Garden’ series?

designed curved wall.

only musical education was three quarters of

handled by Pattie Rae, Terri King, Gaynor

Both were much loved features of the old

- Gus, the theatre cat

ON STAGE

Laurie also made us aware of a

the adjudicator.

published or recorded commercially, which

Page 40

An archival recording survives of this production.

first was in 1963 when it had been directed

and Peter Allen (Apollo). It later had a very

Bruce George is one of the unsung heroes

still available for $8.00 at www. wlt.org.au.

performances — but it didn’t end there.

Ensemble, a six-piece group that played gigs

Bruce George was born on 10 April 1913.

the group’s 50th anniversary. The book is

Community Theatre. Bunney Brooke was

director and operator. The show played 17

1979, with Patsy Hemingway (Aphrodite)

latter in The Age (25 October 1992) John Larkin
worked, some of which were a bit pale in their

of the Australian musical theatre. Amazingly

What about Michel Santry’s spectacular
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First reading

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Urban legend
Jeff Apter
Fortunate Son: The Unlikely Rise of
Keith Urban
Suburban loner, gifted guitarist, drug addict,
platinum-plated superstar: Keith Urban has
squeezed a lot of living into his 40 years.
Along with Kylie Minogue, INXS, silverchair

The buzz on Baz
Moving account

Baz Luhrmann
The first major study of the work of the exciting

Keith Bain on Movement

Janine Barrand, Margaret Marshall, etc:
Rock Chicks
The Arts Centre’s recent major exhibition
Rock Chicks explored the role of women in
Australian popular music from the early 20th
century to the present. This handsome companion
publication includes a series of illuminating
essays and a wonderful array of photographs,
plus reproductions of rare posters and other
related ephemera.
The Arts Centre, 2010. 48 pp. RRP $20.
Available at the Arts Centre.

Rhonda wander
Rhonda Burchmore:
Legs 11—The Rhonda Burchmore Story
A highly colourful, highly personal account
of the ups and downs of the leggy legend’s
long career in music theatre and cabaret. Ms

Currency House, 2010. 304 pp. RRP $64.95 opera, his collaborative working methods and
his unique production set-up, which resulted in
films such as Strictly Ballroom (1992), Romeo +

The big showman
Michael Chugg with Iain Shedden:
Hey, You in the Black T-shirt: The Real Story      
of Touring the World’s Biggest Acts
Michael Chugg was only 15 when he began
managing and promoting music in his home
town, Launceston, Tasmania. Fifty years later,
‘Chuggi’ is a controversial legend, having toured
acts such as The Police, Frank Sinatra, Liza
Minnelli, Sammy Davis Jr., Fleetwood Mac,
R.E.M., Bon Jovi, Guns N Roses, Red Hot

Juliet (1996), Moulin Rouge! (2001) and Australia
(2008).
British Film Institute, 2010. 216 pp. RRP
PB $A26.65; HB $A75.

Captain Invincible

Music man

Bob Cunningham:
‘The Captain’ — The Life and Times of the
      Late Captain Fritz Schulz
Animal trainer supreme, Fritz Schulz toured

Chilli Peppers, Kiss, Pearl Jam, and many more. with this country’s greatest circuses for 50
years. He was in in his 100th year when he
He reveals what goes on behind the scenes,

providing a blunt exposé of Australian music, died recently in Queensland (see On Stage,
fascinating and frequently grotesquely hilarious. Autumn 2010). This book includes affectionate
Macmillan, 2010. 349 pp. RRP $34.99.
Rhonda Burchmore on stage for the Variety
Club in 2006. 

Image: THA

tributes from his friends and colleagues, together
with a treasure trove of rare circus illustrations,
many in colour and many published for the
first time.

Woorim, Bribie Island, Qld 4507.

Ages of rock
Murray Engleheart:
Blood, Sweat and Beers: The Story of Oz Rock
   from The Aztecs to Rose Tattoo

Brian Cadd:
From This Side of Things

interviews, Engleheart’s engaging narrative

Cadd has contributed to Australian music for

barges its way through Australian rock history,

more than 40 years: songs, jingles, soundtracks

concentrating mainly on Rose Tattoo, the Angels

— he’s done them all, while working with

and Ian Rilen’s punk band X.

John Farnham, Molly Meldrum and Tina
Turner. His autobiography is an entertaining

Harper Collins, 2010. 378 pp. RRP $35.

Neighbourhood watch

insider’s insight into the inner workings of

Rosanna Every:

the Australian music industry.

David to a Tea — A Hell of a Lot of Helfgott

New Holland, 2010. 303 pp. RRP $32.95.
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Shepherd’s song
David Flowers:
Family, Friends and Music: The Memoirs of

had a distinguished musical career in Paris where,
in 1953, she met and married Australian
composer and academic Roy Shepherd. She
taught music at Melbourne Grammar for
many years and, from 1982, she was French
coach for the Victoria State Opera and
Opera Australia.
David Flowers, 2008. 97 pp. Book and
accompanying CD available as a free
downloads at: www.deniseshepherdmemoirs.

Veronica Kelly:
The Empire Actors—Stars of
Australian      Costume Drama, 1890s–1920s
A beautifully presented, generously illustrated

A charming, intensely personal account of what

ON STAGE

Norman Meehan:
Serious Fun: The Life and Music of
Mike Nock
Legendary jazzman Mike Nock got his start
in his native New Zealand, touring with the
Fabulous Flamingoes and Maori rock pioneer
Johnny Cooper. In the late 1950s, still in his
teens, he was in Sydney playing with Australia’s
best at The El Rocco nightclub, touring with
Coleman Hawkins, and recording his first LP.
A scholarship took him to the Berklee jazz
school in Boston, and led to gigs with musicians
such as Sam Rivers and long stints with Yusef
Lateef, Dionne Warwick and John Handy. From
the mid-1980s he taught jazz at the Sydney
Conservatorium. He continues to play, compose
and record. Package includes a DVD.
Victoria University Press, 2010. 336 pp.
RRP $50.

Dancing queen

the early years of the 20th century, and the
spectacular costume dramas in which they
appeared. The ‘all-star cast’ includes Minnie

theatrical scene.
Joan & Michael Tallis, 2010. 56 pp. RRP
$25 plus $10 p&p. Available from ‘Beleura’,
Mornington. Phone 03 5975 2027.

Billy boils
Lynn Thorpe and Dino Scatena:
Keep Rockin’: Billy Thorpe
In this loving tribute anthology, Thorpe’s
widow Lynn, and Dino Scatena, a family
friend, have put together a telling picture of
a great rocker who was also an expert
music producer, canny business man, and
loving family man. As well as extracts from
Thorpe’s unpublished third volume of
memoirs, there are his insightful treatise on
the future of music, contributions from many
of h i s friends, and a wealth of personal
photographs.
Viking, 2010. 276 pp. RRP $45.

All that jazz

Dannii — My Story

John Shand:
Jazz — The Australian Accent
Through interviews, anecdotes, analysis and

spotlight early, discovering an enduring passion a companion CD, music journalist John
for entertaining. After early soap opera
Shand explores the unique developments in
appearances and chart hits, she re-invented

Tittell Brune, Wilson Barrett, H.B.Irving, Nellie herself as one of the world’s most popular
Stewart, Julius Knight, Lewis Waller, Oscar Asche, female dance acts. Most recently, she has
Roy Redgrave and Maud Jeffries; includes

and an integral part of the Australian

Dannii Minogue:

scholarly study of the cavalcade of international The daughter of a dancer mother, and sister
stage stars who thrilled Australian audiences in of the ubiquitous Kylie, Dannii found the

found new fans as a judge on The X Factor.

innovative, cutting-edge Australian jazz
over the last 20 years. Shand maintains that
jazz has become a defining force in our cultural

landscape and that it is as lively and
Her
autobiography
covers
the
highs
and
lows
superb colour reproductions of rare portraits,
innovative as any from overseas.
of her 30-year career, her failed marriage to
posters, and designs for sets and costumes.
UNSW Press, 240 pp. RRP $34.95.
Currency House, 2010. 212 pp. RRP $64.95. actor Julian McMahon, her relationship with
sister Kylie and her life as a working mother.

Reeling

Expertly constructed from dozens of insightful

legends such as the Bee Gees, Glenn Shorrock,

and mother, a tireless worker for charity,

Drama down under

Available from the author, 24 Curlew Street,

New Holland, 2010. 190 pp. RRP $29.95.

Nock rock

com

story, but she’s less successful when it comes

come in for a mauling.

gracious lady who was also a dedicated wife

Born and educated in France, Denise Schubenel

Mahout, 2010. 128 pp. RRP $39 (inc. P&P).

even the names of her best friends and co-stars

$29.95.

delightful anecdotes and informal photographs.

     Denise Shepherd

access to Baz Luhrmann’s private archives,

Sid Harta, Melbourne, 2010. 188 pp. RRP

South Wales. This little book is packed with

a comprehensive discipline for the study of

Burchmore certainly knows how to tell a good
to putting it on paper — typos abound, and

intriguing insight into the life and times of a

The legendary dancer and choreographer Keith and controversial Australian film and stage
Bain was the first teacher in Australia to create director. The author had unprecedented

movement for performers on stage and screen. and was able to draw on in-depth interviews
and Savage Garden, he is one of the Australia’s
The book combines his personal memoirs with with Luhrmann and his chief collaborator,
biggest musical exports of the past 20 years.
explanations of his unique teaching methods, designer Catherine Martin. She explores
Transworld, 2009. 304 pp. RRP $34.95.
Luhrmann’s early experiences in theatre and
illustrated by many of his famous students.

Check out these chicks

This lavishly illustrated tribute provides an

gifted pianist David Helfgott in country New

40° South, 2010. 70 pp. RRP $24.95.

Pam Cook:

Michael Campbell (ed.):

it’s like to live next door to the extraordinarily the good and great in movies.

Brian McFarlane:
Real and Reel

Simon and Schuster, 2010. 368 pp. RRP $35.

Sister act

Pointing Percy
Penelope Thwaites (ed.):
The New Percy Grainger Companion
This massive compendium provides

Subtitled ‘The education of a film obsessive

Joan and Michael Tallis:

information and help from established

and critic’, McFarlane’s delightful memoir

Amelia Tallis — A Remarkable Life

musicians for performing and listening to

traces his love affair with the movies, all the

Amelia ‘Millie’ Young was the younger sister

way from the hard wooden seats of the Nhill

of the Australian light opera prima donna,

Memorial Theatre to his position as an
internationally respected critic and author —
he has written 15 seminal books on screen
history and culture, particularly on various

Grainger’s challenging, life-celebrating

repertoire. Authoritative contextual chapters
Florence Young. It seemed Millie would emulate offer some surprising new background
her famous sister’s starry stage career; instead information, together with thoughtful
she married George Tallis, then making his way evaluations which represent a new 21st
up the J.C.Williamson management chain.
century perspective in Grainger scholarship.

includes a wealth of personal photos and vivid

On Williamson’s death, George became head It includes a fully detailed, up-to-date
of ‘The Firm’. Knighted in 1922, he continued Catalogue of Works.

descriptions of his encounters with many of

to guide The Firm until his retirement in 1931.

aspects of British cinema. Real and Reel

Sadly Lady Tallis died only two years later.
Summer 2011 

Boydell & Brewer, 2010. 344 pp.
RRP $99.95. 
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Exeunt

Final curtain

A

Perth farewells its popular Playhouse.

long with the excitement of the

Pannell’s production of John Patrick’s Pulitzer

and Tim Brooke-Taylor. In 1979 Barry

launch of Perth’s glittering new

Prize-winning play The Teahouse of the August

commissioned Dorothy Hewett’s play The

State Theatre Centre came a

Moon, with a cast including Michael Cole,

Man from Muckinupin for the State’s 150th

flood of nostalgia for what will be lost — the

Garry Meadows, James Condon and Frank

anniversary celebrations — ignoring the

Playhouse, which has served the city’s

Baden-Powell,

displeasure of State Premier Sir Charles Court.

theatre lovers for more than half a century
(see On Stage, Winter 2008 and Spring 2010).
The Playhouse was built in Pier Street in

The theatre’s best years were 1978–1981,
when artistic director Stephen Barry spiced
the National’s offerings with guest performances

Unfortunately, after Barry’s departure, the
company languished. It was liquidated in 1984.
Later that year the Playhouse was leased

1956 on what had been the tennis courts

by international celebrities such as Warren

to the Perth Theatre Trust to become the home

attached to St George’s Cathedral.

Mitchell, Honor Blackman, Timothy West

of The Playhouse Theatre Company (1984–

It was financed largely through funds

Company (1985–1991) and finally the Perth

Club, supplemented by a $26 000 state

Theatre Company (1994–2010).

Created as a home for the new National
of professional organisation formed from an

one of the principal tenants of the new State

amalgamation of the Repertory Club with a

Theatre Centre.

professional group, the Company of Four. It

The playhouse’s last hurrah was a

was designed by local architects Sheldon &

pantomime, Puss in Boots, presented as a

Krantz as a traditional proscenium arch theatre

fundraiser by the MS Society of WA. It

with a 10.2m wide stage. Its raked auditorium

closed on 23 December 2010.

James Dibble

Dot Dawson

AM MBE

Peter Dickinson

Franquin

James Freud

Yvonne Goodman

Norman Hetherington OAM

Bruce Jackson

Harvey James

Gerardine Kerlin

Ralph McLean

Gus Mercurio

James Murdoch

Steve Prestwich

At an emotional wake, dozens of past

stalls and 189 in the dress circle). The main

Playhouse luminaries, including veteran

lobby contained a mural by local brutalist

actor Bill Kerr, swapped stories of the highs

architect Iwan Iwanoff.

and lows of the theatre’s 50 years.

Playhouse opened on 22 August with Nita

Tommy Burns

Perth Theatre Company’s last Playhouse
Removalists in April 2010. The company is

Constructed at a cost of £65 000, the

Jack Brokensha

production was David Williamson’s The

Theatre Company, the Playhouse was a result

seated 427 people on two levels (238 in the

Bern Benthaak

85), the Western Australian Theatre

raised by an amateur group, Perth Repertory
government loan.

am

William Akers

Said Anthony Howes, Director Emeritus
of Perth’s Midnite Theatre Company: ‘It is
with mixed feelings that I and many
like me bid farewell to a building that

Rex Heading

OAM

was brought into being by the inspiration,
tenacity and determination, not of an
entrepreneur or a government arts
agency, but by a vast collection of
ordinary Perth people who wanted to
see in the city a home for the best
WA theatre.
‘I can only hope that the energy
and inspiration that it has engendered
will continue in the work and lives of
the current theatrical community, and

Cherie L’Amour

that God will bless them as much as
those who passed through the theatre
in Pier Street.’
The Playhouse will be demolished
to make way for a $3 million music
centre funded by an international
donor as part of the redevelopment of
the St George’s Cathedral precinct.
With thanks to Stephen Roth and
Anthony Howes. 
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Helen Roberts

Julie Ryles

Adrienne Simpson

Dr Reginald Walker
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William Akers

AM

10.5.1929–22.11.2010
Cancer has claimed the ultimate ‘Man of the
Theatre’, William ‘Bill’ Akers.
William Arthur Akers was born in Sydney

Bill Akers is survived by his partner of 45 from 1942 to 1944.
During World War II he joined an RAAF
years, former dancer and administrator
Roger Myers.
The Australian Ballet will stage a memorial
tribute at the State Theatre in March.

role required a good swimmer and a first

war service. Florence spent the war years at

class horseman — and Burns was both. In a

the ABC, broadcasting, producing, writing

entertainment unit, where meeting American

typical example of Chauvel's showmanship,

and panel operating. When she and Smoky

playing the organ — which he loved — for

personnel fostered his love of jazz. On his

Burns spent most of the film shirtless. In one

married in 1944, she became ‘Dot’ Dawson.

residents of Sydney retirement homes.

discharge in 1946 he formed a band in

sequence he appeared totally nude, although

Adelaide; they moved to Melbourne the

he was filmed tastefully from behind.

Clear Speech Awards.
In his later years, Dibble delighted in

Smoky’s subsequent success carried the
Dawsons to a life of stardom, recording and

W

and educated at Randwick High School. He

W

won a scholarship to the Rathbone Academy

Bernd Benthaak

following year, toured NSW and eventually

1943–2009

settled in Sydney. In 1953 Brokensha headed

After his impressive Sons of Matthew début, touring. Smoky became a yodelling, whip
Burns turned to the stage. From 27 December cracking, knife throwing, film acting, song

for North America. In Detroit he worked on

1948 he co-starred with George Wallace Jnr

Soupy Sales’s TV show. In a milieu largely

from the age of 15. He won a scholarship to
in the revues Meet the Girls and New Year Party on radio and, eventually, TV.
Through it all Dot was by his side, working the International Ballet School, and eventually
at the Theatre Royal in Brisbane.

of Dramatic Art — where a fellow student
was Joan Sutherland — and also learnt dance
with Joan and Monica Halliday. He was a
child extra in Charles Chauvel’s film Forty
Thousand Horsemen, and went on to work
extensively in radio drama.
In 1951–52 Akers toured with the John
Alden Shakespeare company, playing small
roles and assisting in stage management. In
1953 he had a featured role in the JCW
production For Better, For Worse. The
following year he joined the Borovansky
Ballet as assistant stage manager; soon he
began to light the productions. Between
seasons he worked ‘behind the scenes’ on
many JCW plays and musicals. On
Borovansky’s death Akers administered the
Ballet until Peggy van Praagh was appointed
director in 1960.
In 1962 Akers joined the Australian Ballet
for its inaugural season. As the company’s
production director and lighting designer he
worked especially closely with co-artistic
director Robert Helpmann, lighting Helpmann’s
The Display, Yugen, Perisynthyon and Sun Music.
In 1975 Akers became theatre planning
co-ordinator for the Victorian Arts Centre
building committee. He later became production
director for the Victorian Arts Centre Trust.
Akers returned to the Australian Ballet in
1983 as director of productions. He lit
several of the new ballets commissioned by
artistic director Maina Gielgud, including
Robert Ray’s The Sentimental Bloke, Timothy
Gordon’s My Name is Edward Kelly and

Hamburg-born opera director Bernd Benthaak
helped to raise professional standards in the
national company — now Opera Australia.
Benthaak left Hamburg University
without finishing his degree, preferring to
learn on the job with the Hamburg State
Opera where he encountered many young
Australian singers and conductors. In 1970,

populated by black musicians, he was soon
affectionately known as ‘White Jack’ Brokensha.
With fellow Aussies pianist Bryce Rohde

Odets' Golden Boy for a two-week season at

publicity, controlling the finances, making

Brisbane's Guild Café Theatre from

personal appearances and ensuring that

musicians, he formed the Australian Jazz

12 February 1949.

everything ran smoothly.

Quintet. After initial success backing ex-Stan
Kenton singer Chris Connor, they hit the

the newly constituted Australian Opera.
Among his earliest achievements here
was his production of Verdi’s Otello, one of
the AO’s first authentic successes. Also
successful were a reworking of Un Ballo In
Maschera, the first Australian staging of Der
Rosenkavalier and a production of Tannhauser
for the first Sydney Opera House season.
Benthaak’s later freelance career included
being a visiting fellow at the University of
New South Wales and frequent productions
with the younger professional principals of
UNSW Opera, including Monteverdi’s Il
Ritorno d’Ulisse, Cenerentola and Britten’s The
Turn of The Screw.
Following a rewarding period as resident
producer at the Deutsche Oper in Berlin, he
made a new career in New Zealand at
Wellington’s Victoria University and elsewhere.
Benthaak died in Sydney of lymphoma.
His ashes were scattered on the Harbour.
W

Next, Burns headed for Hollywood. His

17.6.1932–30.11.2010
Born in Yorkshire, Dickinson learnt dance

behind the scenes, managing tours, organising joined the associated company, touring

and saxophonist Errol Buddle and two US

instead of following in the footsteps of mentors national jazz circuit, sharing bills with Dave
such as Menotti and Hotter, he decided to
Brubeck, the Modern Jazz Quartet and
accept the position of resident director with

He then tackled the title role in Clifford

writing, singing, matinée idol, and superstar

Peter Dickinson

Britain, the USA and Europe.
In London he appeared the musical The
Duenna and in the Royal Shakespeare

The Dawsons’ friend Lance Smith paid

Company’s Toad of Toad Hall and partnered

Australian accent probably scuttled a promised this tribute: ‘Dot spent a lifetime producing a Paula Hinton with the Walter Gore Ballet; it
product called Smoky Dawson — and she did was with Gore and Hinton that Dickinson
Paramount screen test, but it did nothing to
hamper a well-publicised friendship with

it brilliantly. She was the perfect manager, but

came to Australia in the late 1950s, where

Carmen McRae. They made seven albums

Joan Crawford. A discreet long-distance

you soon got to realise she was tough on the

they formed the Australian Theatre Ballet for

and played every major US jazz club — and

relationship with another show business figure outside but marshmallow on the inside.
‘Dotti was a great lady.’
endured for 60 years.

Carnegie Hall — with such stars as Miles
Davis, Ella Fitzgerald and Count Basie.
After a 1958 tour for the ABC, the group

On his return to Sydney in July 1950, Burns
was booked to sing at Joe Taylor's Celebrity

broke up. Brokensha returned to Detroit where

Club. Engagements in suburban variety followed,

he set up a music production company, wrote

with Burns singing, clowning and participating

advertising jingles, created trade-show

in mock boxing contests. In May 1951 he

extravaganzas, hosted a radio show, played in

was headlining in Hello, Broadway! at the

pit orchestras, worked for Motown Records

Majestic Theatre in Adelaide. That was

and ran a jazz venue. He continued to lead

probably his last stage work, though he did

his own band (including at the Montreux Jazz

act as a ‘minder’ during one of Frank

Festival) and recorded intermittently. He also

Sinatra's Australian tours.

toured Australia with Sammy Davis Jnr and
Stan Freberg.
The Australian Jazz Quartet reunited for
tours and recording in 1994.
John Joseph ‘Jack’ Brokensha died in
Sarosota, Florida, from congestive heart
failure. He was 84.
W

Tommy Burns
19.5.1922–14.2.2011

W

Dot Dawson
12.10.1906–27.10.2010
It was one of the greatest love affairs in
Australian show business: the friendship,

association with the Borovansky Ballet,
Dickinson returned to the UK where he

W

James Dibble

the Australian Ballet Society. After a two year

AM MBE

4.2.1923–13.12.2010
From 1948 until his retirement in 1984, James
Edward Dibble was the 'voice' of ABC News.
Born in Newtown, Sydney, and educated
at De La Salle College in Marrickville, Dibble
tackled a few office jobs before war service
with the RAAF, which gave him a grounding
in the use of radio equipment.
After the war he joined Radio 2CA in
Canberra. As well as announcing, he produced
programs and occasionally sang — he had a
fine baritone voice.
Dibble moved to ABC Radio in Sydney

partnership and harmony of country singing

in 1949. He soon became a highly respected

legends Dot and Smoky Dawson.

newsreader, and transferred naturally to TV

Smoky died aged 94 on 13 February 2008; when it was introduced in 1956. He also
narrated the popular Sunday evening
now his widow, Dot, has passed away just a

joined the Sadlers Wells Ballet.
In the early 1960s he was back in Australia,
dancing in the Australian Ballet’s inaugural
season. After this he worked with Ballet
Victoria and on ABC–TV. An injury sustained
during a stint as a soloist in Kathleen Gorham’s
production of The Nutcracker forced his
retirement as a performer.
For some time he managed the Arthur
Murray Dance Studio in Melbourne, then
began teaching and adjudicating. In 1970 he
moved to Geelong, where he founded the
Geelong Ballet Centre. His star pupils included
Greg Horsman, Michael Pearce and Guy Pearce.
He also taught in the UK (at Hull), Manila,
Indonesia and China.
In more recent years, Dickinson developed
‘D for Dance’, a program designed to nurture
disabled people through dance and movement.

Born in Mullumbimby on the NSW North

few weeks after celebrating her 104th birthday. Weekend Magazine program.
Away from the microphone, Dibble was
Florence Cheers met Smoky in 1933 at

Coast, Geoffrey Mostyn Murphy grew up in

the experimental radio station 3JR in the

‘My dad was a percussionist with the

Brisbane. Because he did not want his mother

for 32 years, Akers retired in 1994. In his later

Adelaide Symphony Orchestra,’ said Jack

to find out he was pursuing a career as a

years he became a mentor for young people

Melbourne suburb of Preston. After a stint as with the Canberra Repertory Theatre,
notably in Amphitryon 38 in 1949. In Sydney
a ‘Darrod’s Girl’, Florence began teaching

Brokensha. ‘When I was six-years-old he

fighter, he took the name Tommy Burns,

starting out in dance. In 1987 he received the

elocution. In 1937 she started to present her

he appeared frequently with the Genesian

stuck me on a riser behind a xylophone, told

after the famous Canadian world champion.

Green Room Lifetime Achievement Award.

students in plays for children on 3KZ. In

Players in everything from The Importance of

There was a time when one word — ‘Franquin’

me how to hold the mallets, and showed me

Stanton Welch’s Of Blessed Memory, Divergence
and Madame Butterfly.
After contributing to the Australian Ballet

Jack Brokensha
5.1.1926–28.10.2010

Burns became Welterweight Champion

an extremely talented actor. He appeared

His achievements were recognised with
the Geelong Australia Day Medal.
W

Franquin
22.1.1914–5.8.2010

His services to theatre were recognised

1938, as ‘June’, she took over the Women’s

Being Earnest to Murder in the Cathedral. In

— outside a theatre would guarantee a full

a few licks.’ John Joseph ‘Jack’ Brokensha was

of Australia. Although his boxing career was

with Membership of the Order of Australia

Session. By 1939 she was running all the

1964 he was featured in the Independent

house. The Great Franquin, hypnotist

instantly playing professionally. He also learnt

the stuff of legend, it was his handsome face

in 1988. On 20 June 2010 he was presented

station’s children’s programs. It was she who

Theatre’s production of Do You Know the

extraordinaire, earned enough money over

drums and piano. He cut his teeth in vaudeville

and rugged physique that got Burns into

with the Australian Dance Lifetime Achievement

three years in Australia, New Zealand and

shows and on radio, and played with Hector

show business. His break came when

Award at the State Theatre in Melbourne; it

came up with the concept of Carols by Candlelight, Milky Way?.
Dibble was awarded the MBE in 1989
originally designed to raise funds for children

Crawford’s Australian Symphony Orchestra

Charles Chauvel cast him as Luke

with polio. Smoky, meanwhile, was developing and became a Member of the Order of
Australia in 1989. He also received three
his act, but his progress was interrupted by

for the rest of their lives. 

was his last public appearance.
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O'Riordan in his film Sons of Matthew. The
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Hawaii, to keep him and his family in style
Francis Patrick Joseph Quinn was born in
Page 47

Christchurch, New Zealand. His father was* punk band, Teenage Radio Stars. Two years
a theatre manager. Young Pat developed an

later came James Freud & the Radio Stars.

Bandstand and The Johnny O'Keefe Show.
In the 1960s Yvonne established schools

interest in hypnotism after reading George

They signed with Mushroom Records,

of stagecraft in Ashburton and, later,

du Maurier’s novel Trilby. As an adult, he

releasing their début single, ‘Modern Girl’

Heathmont. In 2002 she played Mrs Fraser

loved to tell the story of when, as a nine-year- and the album Breaking Silence in 1980.
old, he hypnotised a neighbour’s child, curing
her of her habitual sniffle.
In 1934 Quinn became assistant manager

In 1982, Freud joined Models as bass
guitarist and vocalist. Models scored with

in an amateur production of Stepping Out. In
her later years, Yvonne became heavily
involved in entertainment for senior citizens.

two Freud-penned hits, ‘Barbados’ and ‘Out

W

Norman Hetherington OAM
29.5.1921–6.12.2010
The ‘Mr Squiggle man’, Norman Hetherington,
has died in Sydney after a long illness.
Born in the inner-west Sydney suburb of
Lilyfield, Norman Frederick Hetherington first

W

became interested in puppetry at age 14 when

on Auckland radio. Quinn enlisted in the army band until they split in 1988. In 1989 Freud

Rex Heading OAM

his father gave him a magazine with instructions

in 1939. In Tonga he put together revues cast from went solo, but with little success. Three years

17.8.1929–21.10.2010

soldiers, nurses and whoever else was available later he and Martin Plaza created the dance

The creator of some of Australia’s best loved

— including himself as compère and hypnotist. group Beatfish. Another band, Moondog,

TV children’s characters, Rex Gerald

of a cinema; he also became a featured announcer Of Sight, Out Of Mind’. He remained in the

After the war, while spruiking for travelling followed in 1996. In 1999 Freud performed
sideshows, Quinn saw a display of mnemonics his tribute ‘One Tony Lockett’ at the Sydney

Heading, has died of cancer. He was 81.
Born at Sydenham, South Australia,

and realised it would be the perfect partner for

Cricket Ground, and released an album of

Heading was still in school when he developed

stage hypnotism.

football related songs.

an interest in radio drama. After working as a

His ‘Great Franquin’ stage act took shape

From 2007 to 2009 he worked with the tribute clerk he got a job as junior announcer at radio

in 1949. With his sister Laurel as assistant, he

band 80s Enuff at Crown Casino. His last solo 5KA Adelaide and freelanced in radio drama

opened his début tour in Wellington. By the

album, See You in Hell, was released in 2008.

time he reached Auckland four months later,
the Great Franquin was a household word.

Freud detailed his career and his alcoholism
in two autobiographies, I Am the Voice Left

The show’s success was repeated in theatres from Drinking (2002) and I Am the Voice Left
around Australia for three exhausting years.
Although he often said he was merely an

By 1959 he was 5KA’s production
manager, but left the station to become
program director at the newly-established
Channel Nine, Adelaide. There he

from Rehab (2007).
Freud’s wife, Sally Clifton, has written

entertainer, he received up to 4000 letters a

four books including Thank You, Goodnight: A

week from people seeking cures for ailments.

Backstage Pass to Australian Rock’n’Roll (1997).

In 1953, having made his fortune, Quinn

for the ABC.

encouraged emerging talents such as Ernie
Sigley and the Bee Gees.
He was also responsible for the children’s

Their sons, Jackson and Harrison Freud formed characters Wilbur Worm, Winky Dink and
Hot Dog, but it was with Humphrey B. Bear

retired from show business and went to work

the band Sonic Dogma (now Attack of the

on a crayfish trawler in Western Australia. A

Mannequins). James Freud was their manager. that he really hit the jackpot. Humphrey went

year later he was back on tour: Australia,

James Freud took his own life a few days

on to win a Logie in 1970, a gold record for

New Zealand and the US. He played the

after Models were inducted into the ARIA

Look There, Humphrey Bear, another Logie for

6000-seat Civic Auditorium in Honolulu,

Hall of Fame.

Best Children’s TV Series in 1982, and a

appeared on Groucho Marx’s You Bet Your

W

Life and made television specials for channels

Yvonne Goodman

Seven and Nine. He retired again in 1960 but
in 1967 he was back: ‘I reckon this tour really
will be the last. I don’t want to be like Nellie
Melba,’ he told The Sun-Herald.
Quinn spent his last decades on the Gold
Coast, enjoying the fruits of his property
investments. His autobiography, The Eyes
Have It, was published in 1957. He wrote
other books on hypnotism and sleep

Penguin award for Best Children’s Personality.
Heading served on the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal’s children’s program

committee and the committee that founded
6.10.1927–13.2.2010
Ex Tivoli singer and dancer Yvonne Goodman the Australian Children’s Television Foundation.
In 1974 he became general manager of
died in Melbourne on 13 February 2011. She
was 82.

Channel Nine Adelaide, and three years

Born in Richmond, Victoria, Yvonne was later its managing director. For three years
he was director of production at Channel
21⁄2 when she started learning dance with
Ten in Melbourne.
Ivy Emms.
From then until she was 11 she appeared

Later he ran his own media consultancy

techniques. Franquin — Master Showman, a

regularly in Melbourne Christmas

with clients including Crawford Productions

biography by Jennie Rowley Lees, was

pantomimes. Later she studied singing for

and 3AW.

published in 1997. In 1957, John Sands produced five years at the NSW Conservatorium. At
a novelty board game, Franquin’s ESP.
W

James Freud
29.6.1959–4.11.2010

14 she started teaching dancing at a school

He was also involved with the start of
regional television in Loxton, SA, and

run by Mike Connors and Queenie Paul. She Kalgoorlie, WA.
In 1996 Heading wrote Miracle on Tynte
worked in Sydney nightclubs, and danced in
the Tivoli ballet and for JCW.
Yvonne developed her own variety and

Street: The Channel 9 Story. In 2006 he was
awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia

up in Melbourne. At age 16 he formed his

club act comprising piano accordion, singing, in recognition of his service to TV as a
dancing and comedy. She was on TV in early producer, director and creator of children’s

first band, Sabre. In 1977 he formed a glam-

variety shows and Go-Go danced on

Born Colin Joseph McGlinchey, Freud grew
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television programs and characters.
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for making a puppet out of used bicycle inner
tubes — but it was as a cartoonist that he first
made his mark: The Bulletin published one of
his cartoons when he was only 17.
From 1939 Hetherington served in the
1st Australian Army Entertainment Unit.
After the war, he returned to cartooning,
joining The Bulletin in 1946. His interest in
puppetry continued, and in 1956, after
completing training at ABC–TV, he created
several children’s shows before introducing
Mr Squiggle, a moon-dwelling marionette
with a pencil for a nose. He débuted on
Children’s TV Club in 1959, but soon had his
own program. Hetherington’s wife, Margaret,
wrote the scripts while Hetherington provided
all the voices.
Over its 40 years, the show varied from
five-minute spots to a one-and-a-half hour
variety show, but it retained its main feature:
children writing in with their ‘squiggles’ which
Mr Squiggle turned into drawings by connecting
lines with his pencil nose. The last episode
aired on 9 July 1999.
The Hetheringtons have received many

the 1970s band Mississippi, which also

Stadium and Madison Square Garden concerts,

included Beeb Birtles, Graham Goble and

for her 1995 TV special, her 1999–2000

Charlie Tumahai. Mississippi broke up

Timeless tour, her Australian appearances in

during a visit to Britain and was later

2000, and her world tours in 2006 and 2007.

reconstituted as the Little River Band. James

Jackson supervised the sound for the Sydney

joined Mike Rudd and Bill Putt to form the

Olympics’ opening and closing ceremonies,

progressive rock group Ariel, which recorded

the 2006 Asian Games in Doha, Qatar, and

at Abbey Road Studios in London in 1974.

the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver.

In 1975 James replaced Clive Shakespeare

In 1985, with two friends, Jackson formed

in the pop band Sherbet. His first recording

Apogee Electronics, primarily producing

with them turned out to be their biggest hit,

special digital filters to improve the sound on

‘Howzat’, in 1976. It shot to number one in

the recently introduced CD format. He was

Australia and reached five on the British charts.

also involved in several other pioneering

James remained with Sherbet after their 1979 audio projects.
rebirth as The Sherbs, but quit in 1982 to

An avid pilot, Jackson regularly used to

become a member of the original line-up of The fly Elvis Presley’s personal jet, ‘Lisa Marie’.
Party Boys, playing on their first two albums. He was alone, piloting his 1978 Mooney
James participated in several Sherbet
reunions and in an Ariel reunion in 1998.
He recently told a reporter: ‘My music
found me, it found me when I was 16 and

M20J plane over Death Valley National Park,
Nevada, when he crashed and died.
Jackson’s life was celebrated at a Memorial
Service at the Sydney Opera House on

has stayed with me ever since. It looked after 25 February 2010.
me when I was down to my last dollar and
desperate, it gave me joy at the strangest of
times and took me down a few roads I

W

Gerardine Kerlin

shouldn’t have gone down, but I suppose that’s

19.1.1950–21.12.2010

what’s called experience. I am still here and

Gerardine Rosemary Kerlin BA (Hons) was a

know that I will not be forgotten after I go,

Melbourne-based arts administrator.

my music will make sure of that.’
James’s two sons Joshua and Gabriel

‘Gerry’ held a number of significant
positions. In the 1980s she was Manager of
Public Affairs at the Arts Centre. After a spell

are also guitarists.
W

Bruce Jackson
3.6.1948–29.1.2011

as administrator at the Victorian College of
the Arts, in 1999 she was appointed adviser to
Arts Minister Mary Delahunty.

In 2000 Gerry became Director of Museum
A plane crash has claimed brilliant Australian Development at Museum Victoria, later returning
Society of Australia award ‘for their outstanding audio engineer Bruce Jackson
to Delahunty’s office, where she worked on
contribution to children’s television’. In 2009
Jackson launched his career at the age of developing arts funding policies. From there
awards including a Penguin and a Television

the Australian Cartoonists’ Association presented 13 when he set up a lab in the basement of
Hetherington with the Jim Russell Award for his parents’ mansion in Point Piper, Sydney.
his Outstanding Contribution to Cartooning,
acknowledging that Mr Squiggle’s antics on
TV had encouraged many of his fellow
cartoonists to pick up a pencil. Hetherington
received the Medal of the Order of Australia
in 1990.
His daughter, Rebecca Hetherington,
appeared in many of his programs, and is
now an actress.

Harvey James
20.9.1952–15.1.2011
Brilliant rock guitarist Harvey James has died
after a six-month battle with lung cancer. He
was 58. James first came to public notice in
Summer 2011 

Communications at Arts Victoria.

At age 18 he and a school friend, Phil Storey,

In 2008 she joined the Melbourne Cricket
became partners in the business J&S Research Club as General Manager, Museums. In this
Electronics. This was the basis of the firm
capacity she oversaw the operation of the National
JANDS, which grew to become Australia’s

Sports Museum, the MCC Museum, the

largest sound and lighting company.

MCC Library and MCG Tours. She was also
Jackson cut his concert teeth when he was responsible for managing the Club’s heritage
entrusted with the sound for a Johnny Cash
collection. Gerry left the MCC in mid-2010.
tour of Australia in 1973. This led to important
engagements in the United States, working

W

she became Senior Manager, Marketing and

with superstars such as Elvis Presley, Bruce
Springsteen, Diana Ross, Fleetwood Mac,
Stevie Nicks, Stevie Wonder, Rod Stewart,
Barry White, Cat Stevens, The Jackson 5, Art

At the time of her sudden death, Gerry
was developing an arts consultancy.
W

Cherie L’Amour
6.3.1954–23.11.2010

Garfunkel, Lou Reed and Barbra Streisand.

Melbourne has lost one of its leading transgender
He created the audio for Streisand’s Wembley entertainers, Cherie L’Amour. 
*
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Born in Geelong, Cherie started her
colourful career at Pinky’s night club in Fitzroy

was so dedicated to the off-mainstream theatre
scene, came to all the shows, gave us

Street, St Kilda. In the mid-1970s she stripped magnificent publicity, and he was never selfimportant or pompous — just a very gentle,
in Art Luden’s notorious TITS (‘This Is The
Show’) strip club at the Ritz Hotel in St Kilda.
In 1973 Cherie moved to Sydney to join

unassuming, caring, loving man.’
Tapes of McLean’s YARTZ program are

Les Girls. She also stripped at the Pink Panther

to be donated the Arts Centre’s Performing

in Kings Cross. Returning to Melbourne in

Arts Collection.

During the mid-1990s Cherie toured
successfully from Perth to Darwin and through
outback Western Australia in The Priscilla:
Queen of the Desert Show, with Cherry Ripe
and Pepper Hudson.
In recent years her health deteriorated;
she died from cancer of the liver.
You can access Skye Brooks’ video
tribute at: www.davyd.com.au/cherie_funeral
/Cherie%20Lamour%20Funeral.html.
W

Ralph McLean
26.3.1957–25.12.2010

James Murdoch contributed to Australian

Cold Chisel drummer Steve Prestwich has died

musical life as a consultant, manager,

at the age of 56, less than two weeks after being

administrator and writer.

diagnosed with a brain tumour.

Born in Sydney, he spent his early years

the age of 11. He moved to Adelaide when his

on LP. Murdoch’s first ‘break’ came in 1958

family migrated in 1971. Two years later he

with his appointment as music director for

and Jimmy Barnes were founding members

Luisillo and his Spanish Dance Theatre. For

of the band Orange. The following year the

Augustino Eugenio ‘Gus’ Mercurio was one

four years he was the company’s pianist,

group was renamed Cold Chisel. They

of this country’s best known and best loved

conductor and composer. He returned to

developed a legendary live show and

character actors. He was also a marine, a

Australia in 1962 to become assistant music

brought out their breakthrough album,

boxer, a chiropractor.

director for the Australian Ballet. A year

Breakfast at Sweethearts, in 1979. Prestwich wrote, or

later he founded the Universal Record Club.

co-wrote, some of their greatest hits, including

Wisconsin, Mercurio served with the US

This led to work with Festival Records and

‘When The War Is Over’, ‘Monica’, ‘Best Kept

Marines, before becoming a professional

the World Record Club Australia, which

Lies’ and ‘Flame Trees’.

boxer. After his fight injuries responded to

provided a platform to promote recordings

chiropractic treatment, he became a

of contemporary Australian music.

Gus Mercurio
10.8.1928–7.12.2010

Born to a boxing family in Milwaukee,

In 1965 Murdoch produced the influential

chiropractor himself.

works by Richard Meale, Peter Sculthorpe,

Farnham. Chisel re-formed and toured twice,

stayed. He worked as a chiropractor and was

John Antill, George Dreyfus, Nigel Butterley,

in 1998 and 2003.

involved in boxing as a referee, commentator, Dorian Le Gallienne and Felix Werder.
In the 1960s, in London, he managed
promoter and administrator.
His raspy voice and engaging personality

Been Gone. His second solo album, Every
Highway, followed in 2009.

champion of local performing arts, has died

such as Cash and Company (1975), Tandarra

Roger Woodward and the Fires of London.

(1976) and Power Without Glory (1976). He also On his return to Australia in 1972, he became
had important guest roles Homicide, Division 4 consultant to the Music Board of the newly
constituted Australia Council. In the same

and Matlock Police.

elected to public office in Australia. In 1982

His films included The Blue Lagoon (1980), year, he published the landmark book
The Man from Snowy River (1982), Turkey Shoot Australia’s Contemporary Composers.

he joined Fitzroy City Council, and in 1984

(1982), Crocodile Dundee II (1988), Return to the

became Mayor of Fitzroy.

Blue Lagoon (1991) and Doing Time for Patsy

of the Australian Music Centre from 1975 to

Cline (1997).

1981. He affiliated the AMC with the

McLean was the first openly gay person

Apart from his wide-ranging career of public
service, for some 15 years McLean was theatre

His stage appearances included True West

Murdoch was founding national director

International Group of Music Information

reviewer on radio Triple R’s Sitelines show.

(Playbox, 1981), Insignificance (SGIO),

Centres and established a new Asian music

He chaired the Melbourne Fringe from 1986

Brisbane, 1985) and The Grapes of Wrath

studies program, luring his friend, composer

to 1991, leaving the board in 1998. McLean

(MTC, 1994).

Peggy Glanville-Hicks, to head it. He wrote

helped set up Bent TV, and chaired community

Mercurio, who was president of the

television station Channel 31 for four years.

Australian Boxing Hall of Fame, died during

He was director-producer of Channel 31’s

surgery for an aneurysm in his chest.

arts program, YARTZ, which he established

He is survived by his second wife, Rita

A Handbook of Australian Music in 1983 and a
biography of Glanville-Hicks in 2002.
Following Glanville-Hicks’ death in 1990,
Murdoch relocated to her spiritual home in

Tanno, who came to Australia in 1960 to

Ubud, Bali. There he mentored talented

play Anita in the original Australian

musicians and dancers and documented the

was held at La Mama Theatre in Carlton. La

production of West Side Story (and later

region’s musical history. ‘Ubud doesn’t live

Mama’s Liz Jones, who acted as celebrant,

became a successful theatrical agent) and by

in its past,’ he said. ‘It is too busy being in

said, ‘He was one of life’s eccentrics, and he

six children, including dancer, actor and

the present, enjoying it.’

loved La Mama. In a way the biggest

culinary expert Paul Mercurio.

in 2000, taping the shows in his Fitzroy flat.
At his family’s request, the funeral service

contribution he made was that he documented
all of our major events: our fortieth birthday
exhibition, pieces from a number of shows.

W

1989, Helen returned to Britain. She was
living in a Kent retirement home at the time
of her death. She was 98.
W

Julie Ryles
25.4.1957–27.1.2011

Helen Roberts
1912–12.12.2010

Society (2005).
Adrienne also wrote for the Dictionary of
New Zealand Biography and for the New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
She contributed chapters to books published
in the UK by Cambridge University Press and

Routledge. She was founder/editor of Early
Julie Ryles studied ballet with Kathleen Gorham Music New Zealand — which covered another
and modern dance with Coral Deague. In 1968 area of music in which she took an interest.
she danced in The Nutcracker and in 1970 in
Don Quixote.

In recent years Adrienne was associated
with Coast Access Radio. She worked voluntarily

After appearing on TV’s Young Talent Time as a studio technician, critic, and presented of

as a contestant, she was asked to become a

regular performer. She was part of the second
‘wave’ of Young Talent Timers to join the
original team, along with Greg Mills and
Trevor Hindmarch.
She toured with YTT around Australia,
finally leaving the show in 1976.
In 1977 Julie played Kristine in the original

her own program, Opera Box.
At the time of her death, Adrienne was
working on an extended article on the NZ
soprano Frances Alda for the British magazine
The Record Collector. Her colleague, Greer Garden,
will complete the project.
Another of Adrienne’s passions was women’s

cricket; her unfinished book on the subject,
Australian production of A Chorus Line at Her Wicket Women, will be completed by her
Majesty’s in Sydney, but a knee injury forced daughter, Nicola.
her out of the show. She described it as ‘a

fairly good message to me that I needed to
find other interests’ — which she did,
becoming a company director and mother to
her daughter, Samantha.
W

W

commissioned history of the Auckland Choral

Adrienne Simpson
26.11.1943–7.12.2010
Noted writer, reviewer and broadcaster

W

Dr Reginald Walker
13.12.1922–31.10.2010
Reg Walker excelled in two parallel careers:
one, in medicine, as a distinguished physician
and heart specialist, the other, in music, as a
choir leader and carillon player.
Born in Grafton, NSW, Walker studied
medicine at Sydney University. It was there

Born in Cleethorpes, Lincolnshire, UK, Helen Adrienne Simpson has died of cancer.
that he learnt to play the organ and the carillon.
‘Betty’ Roberts studied music in London and
Born in Wellington, New Zealand, Adrienne In 1942 he was appointed the University’s
Italy. She toured Britain as the Doll and Antonia achieved a BA triple major in History, English honorary assistant carillonist.
in The Tales of Hoffmann and was briefly

Walker was a founding member of the
and Music and a Masters in Music History at
associated with Glyndebourne Festival Opera. Victoria University, Wellington.
Carillon Society of Australia and its president for
In 1938 she joined the D’Oyly Carte Opera
10 years. He gave recitals in Canberra, Britain,
In London she studied at Kings College
Company as principal soprano.
Europe, Canada and the US. In 1994 he was
under Professor Thurston Dart; in 1975 he
She appeared regularly with D’Oyly Carte helped her get her first book published —
for 10 years, often alternating roles with Viola Easy Lute Music. She worked on programs on
Wilson (the future Lady Tait). In 1944 she

guest recitalist at the International Carillon
Festival in the Barcelona Presidential Palace.

opera and Czech music for the BBC and
W
married D’Oyly Carte baritone Richard Walker. reviewed for British music magazines.
O
n Stage also pays tribute to:
They left the company in 1948 and came to
In 1973 Adrienne married Richard Chiltern;
Australia under contract to J.C.Williamson Ltd. they settled in New Zealand in 1983.
Here they toured widely in Gilbert &
Adrienne broadcast music programs for

Melbourne-born, Peter Andry started his

NZ Classic–FM and continued to research
repertoire while her husband had comedy leads and publish important books: Opera in New
and directed the productions.
Zealand (1990), Southern Voices — International

Symphony Orchestra, but made his mark in

Sullivan, with Helen singing her familiar

career as a flautist with the Melbourne
London producing classical recordings. He
worked with some of the world’s greatest

They toured for four years in the original

Murdoch died at Ubud and was
cremated in a traditional Balinese ceremony
at the nearby Mumbul Crematorium.
W

He built up a considerable archive for us. He
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Prestwich began a solo career in 2000
with the release of the album Since You’ve

musicians such as Peter Maxwell Davies,
Hans Werner Henze, Harrison Birtwistle,

Born Malcolm Ross McLean in Kilmore,

and releasing two albums with them. LRB

US Olympic boxing team in 1956 — and

led to featured roles in Australian TV series

Victoria, where his parents owned a pie shop,

joined the Little River Band, touring the US
recorded ‘When the War is Over’ with John

Ralph McLean, a pioneering politician and
of liver failure.

After Cold Chisel broke up in 1983, Prestwich

LP series Australian Music Today, featuring

Mercurio came to Melbourne with the

After Richard Walker died in Sydney in

Born in Liverpool, England, Steven William

catalogue of recorded Australian compositions

W

interpretation of her theme song, ‘Just An

the Prince of Wales.

5.3.1954–16.1.2011

Prestwich had his first gig playing drums at

Bojangles and where she perfected her

joined Doug Lucas and the cast of Pokeys at

25.1.1939–25.10.2010

Steve Prestwich

as a journalist. In 1954 he compiled the first

the 1980s, she worked with Les Girls at

Old Fashioned Girl’. On Sunday nights she

James Murdoch

ON STAGE

Opera Singers of New Zealand (1992, with Peter artists at Decca, EMI and Warner Classics.
Australian production of My Fair Lady, Helen as Downes), The Greatest Ornaments of their Age — He died on 7 December 2010, aged 83.
Mrs Eynsford-Hill and her husband as Doolittle. the Simonsen Company Tours (1992), Opera’s
Trumpeter Les Crosby, one of Australia’s most
Later they devised a two-person Gilbert
Farthest Frontier (1996), Capital Opera (2000),
respected jazz musicians, died on 27 January
& Sullivan entertainment, which they presented Alice May: Gilbert and Sullivan’s First Prima
2011. He worked tirelessly to promote the *
throughout the US and Canada.
Donna (2003) and Hallelujahs and History, a
Summer 2011 
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appreciation of jazz and to encourage young

Penny Williams, who established her

and emerging jazz talent.

theatrical talent agency in Sydney in 1990,
died on 22 December 2010, aged 63. It was

Noted jazz trumpeter Nat Oliver (real
name: Oliver Hetherington) died in Sydney
in September 2010. After success with his

Williams who ‘discovered’ Hugh Jackman
and gave him his early professional roles.

New Orleans Jazzmen, he played for many

Celebrated British actress Susannah York

years at the Marble Bar in the Sydney

died of bone marrow cancer on 15 January

Hilton Hotel. He was 70.

2011 at the age of 72. She toured this

Australian audiences will remember British
character actor Pete Postlethwaite for the
2003 national tour of his one-man show

ON STAGE

country several times: in 1976 in Private
Lives (with Barrie Ingham); in 1995 in
Independent State and English Places, English
Faces; and in 2002 in The Loves of

Scaramouche Jones. Postlethwaite died of

ISSN 1444-0156

Shakespeare’s Women.

cancer on 2 January 2011; he was 64.
Affable newsreader Geoff Raymond, who
presented the News on Channels 7 and 10
and the ABC from 1957 to 1986, died
suddenly in England on 4 January 2011. He
was aged 90.
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